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THE LONG DARK OF DAY

i. Wulf & Wylde

Devin led Sadie in circles—slow-dancing in his 

studio.  

Sadie kept in step with him—eyes drawn 

down—ever watchful of her wrappings to make sure 

that they did not come unwound.

Devin drew her into him—kissing her deeply. 

His incisors slowly unsheathed from their gums.  His 

eyes burned to black  as he began to entertain his 

bloodlust.  His Wulf urges had been peaking all day.

He reigned himself in—softly caressing her 

cheek.  He brushed back a bang of her white hair that 

stuck out from under bands.

She breathed huskily—choking up on heart 

for him.



He had always been hers—ever since the ac

cident.

Somedays she almost wished he were free of 

her.

But most times she was greedy and kept him 

close.

He liked the attention—but he knew it was 

unhealthy.

He humoured her anyway—for he loved her 

to death.

She was already dead, of course, but he over

looked it.

“Tell me something, Devin—do you remem

ber ...  Do you remember when ...  When we went 

over the edge together—that day ...?”

“You mean when we decided to stick it out as 

a team?”



“No ...  No ...  Dev—I’m talking about ... on 

the bridge.”

Devin fell silent.  She had not called him Dev 

in ages—since they were kids—before the tragic 

event that Halloween night long ago.

“We were different then--Sadie.  I try not to 

think on it.”

“I know—I know it was another life, but isn’t 

it sad?”

“That’s exactly why I block it out.  What’s 

the point?”

“I just wish we could go back--edit the 

events.  Regret.”

“I know babe.  But don’t torture yourself—or 

us.  Easy.”

“I won’t--I promise.  I just get sorry you put 

up with me.”



“Please Sadie, that is the last thing in the 

world I would do.”

“You mean you really stay with me just be

cause you love me?”

“Absolutely ...  How could you have such 

doubts after all this?”

“I guess I get relapses is all.  I’m a woman.  I 

need reassurances.”

“I only ever loved your heart hun.  I don’t 

need your body too.” 

But he got her corpse every night.  They were 

no longer human, but they still enjoyed the dance car

nal.  He had long before traded revulsion at her rot

ting frame—in for a burning need to touch her soul 

despite her husk.  She had early on dispensed with all 

hesitation over his carnivorous cavorting—deciding 

that he may kill at night, but it was out of hunger--not 

love of the hunt.  As far as she was concerned, he was 

committed to keeping her.



They danced for another few songs.  It was 

good of his friend Roc to let him borrow the studio 

keys for the evening.  His paintings hung all around 

them, reminding him that there was still work to do 

before long.

Soon they left and he lingered at her apart

ment for another hour before carrying on with his 

starry slaughter.  The moon was full and he would 

without a doubt be in the papers again the next day.  

Sadie went to sleep in her coffin, praying to reign in 

her imagination—and not let it wander to what Devin 

was doing in the wee hours far away from her.  She 

tried to stay attractive as possible—given the sub-hu

man tools with which she had to work—but some 

days she feared it was a useless effort overall.  Some 

day—she deigned in her darkest dreams to predict—

that he would find a living woman to love him—and 

move on under shroud of night, never heard from 

again.



But every morning that he returned to her—

covered in blood and nearly upon the brink of uncon

sciousness from exhaustion—relief washed over her--

as her doubts dimmed in the shadow of his presence.  

She would hold on to every shred of him then—for 

she knew she had him unto dusk that night—and until 

then she planned nothing but to absorb his company.

Devin’s fragile secret, however, was that he 

often played up the severity of his misadventures out 

in the streets of New London—for rather than spend

ing every night on the kill—he had someone else he 

was seeing.

He was caught between a rock and a heart 

place.  He loved Sadie in the way that makes you 

ache with passion—where you give over to your 

mammalian emotions entirely—forsaking all reason 

in the role of the show.

But while she was the summation of 

everything he ever wanted in life—in death she was 



all but that last percent that sometimes counted most

—when he was partaking in a purer honesty.  That fi

nal spark that differentiates rock from fire was 

something that he had never consciously given up on 

finding in a partner—despite his new feral nightlife—

and he had accidentally found that in Barb, for she 

was still so full of the brightness of being. 

At first, she had approached him at Sadie’s 

funeral, to offer whatever comfort she could provide

—and take whatever she could earn.  He in turn had 

embraced her advances for friendship—and ever 

since he had been there for her, watching as she 

climbed the ladder of business to become a gym diva 

mogul—offering olympic level fitness programs to 

powerful customers.  She had become a leader of 

men—which was an absolute transformation from 

who she was prior to the accident—when she was 

just a ditzy cheerleader—always deferring and 

putting on small airs of idiocy.



Even on the fated night itself—she had 

already begun to exhibit her newfound strength.  The 

way that she had smashed the glass and yanked Sadie 

out was superhuman.  How she had scissored her legs 

to speed them both up out of the water in a heartbeat 

was phenomenal.  She had given Sadie mouth-to-

mouth within minutes—only tragically to lose her 

anyway.

Something supernatural came over their lives 

that night—albeit under Gavin's hidden, malevolent 

direction--for what they had each picked out to wear 

for Halloween had come to consume their souls unto 

eternity.

So in the aftermath—he and Barb grew close

—but he never told her about how he had been seeing 

Sadie ever since her death.  At first, he was not sure if 

Sadie was even real anyway—or if he was just a vic

tim to the visions as a result of his deep depression.  

But then later—when he knew for sure that Sadie did 

indeed still exist in spirit—he had already begun to 



fall for Barb.  So now he was in it thick with them 

both—and he jealously feared losing either due to 

one finding out about the other—shattering his lies.

Still, he justified his position to himself by 

believing that Sadie truly needed him—while he des

perately needed Barb—and if the three of them were 

happy, even with two of them in ignorance—then that 

was enough.

Devin knocked on Barb’s office door--

entering.

She came out from around her huge oak 

desk.

They embraced, kissing wildly. She forced 

him back against the wall and took control of the 

love-making like usual.

She was boss now, in all aspects of her life—

whereas before she was just a meek, mousy man

nequin.  What used to turn her off and make her 



afraid now fed her every mounting confidence—al

most to a fault, where she was engaging in ever riski

er behaviour—from skydiving to professional 

wrestling—to space and ocean exploration—and 

underworld mapping.

When she had first made a move on him, he 

had been totally taken aback—but then the shy side 

from his youth summoned old feelings and he found 

himself beginning to like the strong flirtations—des

pite Sadie.

But lately he had come to wonder what it 

would be like if he ever tried to make a break from 

Barb, for she did not seem the type to take it cleanly.  

He may well be the Wulf of olden day legend—but 

she was a lot like the Wylde—and he did not want to 

underestimate her for anything.  

The Wylde was a type of Woodwitch in New 

London lore.  They lived in abandoned barns in the 

country—but came into the city during sleeping 



hours, to mesmerize the men—mixing up mischief by 

implanting subsconscious desires in their minds—

meddling with their waking lives.

Few ever claimed to seeing a Wylde, but it 

was common for people to cross their hearts—rather 

than laugh about it—just in case—to be safe.

An hour later, when they were clear-headed 

and talking again—rather than just crushing lips—

Devin got to thinking about the Wyldes more—and 

whether loving one of them would be better than 

loving Barb.

“There is someone else, isn’t there?  She 

lingers on you.”

Devin went dead.  He could not talk.  His 

heart splintered.

“Barb ...  Please ...” he began—lips slightly 

trembling up.

“Just be honest babe, I don’t really care,” she 

said, sneering.



“Don’t be ridiculous—nobody can replace 

you Barb—honestly.”

“Well that is a rather cryptic reply I must say, 

clear as sewage.”

“Alright—alright ... fine ...  You want to 

know the truth?  Fine.”

She only nodded quietly—a slight smile 

creeping at lip edges.

“The truth is—there is somebody else.  I'm in 

love with her.”

He could almost not believe that he had just 

said this aloud.

But then, a sort of freedom overcame him—a 

peaceful resolve.

Barb grew more furious by the second, but 

only in a fitful way.

Then he said what he truly felt: “She is more 

of what I need.”



“What does she have that I don’t?” Barb 

snapped, red-faced.

“Please—it's not like that at all.  I love you 

both differently.”

After a moment of new clarity—Barb wiped 

her tears away.

“I never want to hear about her again—or 

we’re through.”

That was it.  He never mentioned the matter 

again until it became of such urgent import that either 

he told her everything--or Sadie died.

It was a foreign concept to him—being will

ing to share someone’s love with a stranger—instead 

of just letting them go—but Barb seemed to embrace 

it.  Sometimes he thought she was just waiting for the 

right moment to take her revenge on him—but then 

other times he felt that she was taking her revenge on 

him every single day that they spent together in 

chains.



Despite all that, they got married the follow

ing year—signing their license down at City Hall—

and planning their future on a cafe napkin.

He would go to see Sadie less, but still once a 

week at least.

She grew depressed, nevertheless, coming 

out of her sarcophagus less and less—getting tired of 

waiting around for him to come back, knowing he 

was getting settled in wedded life.  She started 

thinking of an exit.

Then it happened one night--that Barb was 

out on a ladies romp—when Devin decided to pay 

Sadie a surprise visit—despite the looming spectre of 

a full moon coming on—and his tracker’s vibe telling 

him chaos could be afoot.  He saw Sadie so little 

lately, he could not afford excuse.

Lightning clapped just then—and he heard 

the front door swing in.



He thought that it must be Barb returning 

early—but he found nobody in the hall—saw nothing 

in the doorway.  He called out to silence.  

He looked out into the cool summer night 

and shortly shuddered.

Instead of retreating indoors and locking up 

in safety, however, he put on his tear-away suit and 

pack.  Danger was not scary to him, especially when 

he was getting amped up for a kill thrill.  His con

scious mind knew he became a monster—but the spe

cific details always remained a blur—like after a 

night of six-fisted drinking.  Still, prior to going out, 

the onset of a distant tsunami of adrenaline racing his 

way was impossible to mistake—and he usually 

found himself drowning in the lure.  He would take 

one step outdoors—and then on to the next block 

over—when before he knew it he found himself half-

way across town—and every scent and sound was 

singing to him to move further on—like a dog on the 



prowl, some days never coming back for a week, get

ting so caught up in the chase and clash.

Eventually he climbed Snake Hill up to 

Cinders Cemetery where Sadie’s mausoleum stood 

looking out over New London.  He crept through the 

tombstones--passing the giant statue of Sadie—

mounting up to the entrance which she usually left 

shut but unbarred.  This time, however, he found that 

the door stood ajar—and so he entered, assuming she 

had stepped out.  But when he got inside to find lit 

candles flickering, he sounded off.

“Sadie!”  It was not like her to leave flames 

burning, but he did not see her anywhere.  He 

checked her sarcophagus, but it was empty.  

He was almost about to begin prowling the 

yards, when he came upon a ream of parchment 

beside the door.  

The horror then unfolded before him.



ii. Old Magic Comes Back

Devin, 

My blood spring, it has been ages.  I remem

ber when we first met after our terrible loss.  You 

were just a child and I always meant to care for you 

like my own son.  But I was deeply conflicted, lost to 

the thought that somehow you were responsible for 

my daughter’s death.  So that fateful Halloween, 

when you left me all alone, on the anniversary of 

your parent’s plane crash, I succumbed to my evil 

side.  I divined the dark sedan.  I steered the wheel 

when you were trying to pull out of the skid.  I saw to 

it that the railing gave way, through the will of my 

sorcery—and in my mind’s eye I watched your jeep 

careen off Lion's Bridge deep into the Payne.

The moment you hit the water, however, re

gret coursed through my system—and I instantly saw 

what insanity I had summoned, without recourse to 



recovery—irrevocably doomed to living my life out in  

guilt.

But then afterward, when you were saved by 

divers, I welcomed the relief of knowing not all was 

lost—but I still bemoaned Blake’s drowning—and 

watched in horror as the story broke of how Seth had  

raged underwater—killing two of the rescue team.  

The way the other divers described it, how it seemed 

as if his Dragun costume had come alive—I knew 

beyond a doubt that it was my own dirty spell that 

had caused this whole bloody mess.  I realized, that 

by wishing your masks become you—I had caused 

more harm than good.  Seth had escaped down river

—and I knew from then forward that whatever havoc 

he wrought—it was my responsibility to accept the 

fact that I had done it.  Needless to say, I could not 

sleep for a month—when out of the abyss one morn

ing, I awoke in a feverish sweat—somehow suddenly 

now knowing that I had to fix what I had recklessly 

engineered.



But I was determined to do it without the aid 

of the Book of Calling or Orbring.  I brought them 

with me, in case my hunt became desperate—but way  

inside I knew that ultimately my salvation was my 

own to provide. 

Meanwhile, reports of the Dragun had star

ted to sweep through the papers—and I knew in my 

gut it was Seth massacring those innocents.

So I cashed in my savings, packed my 

shoulder bag and jeep with enough supplies to carry 

me through a year’s travelling, grabbed my rifle from 

the war—filled the tank to the brim—and set out after  

Seth.

Witnesses attested that the Dragun was some  

kind of half man--half flying reptile—straight out of 

New London legend.  I knew it was all too real—and 

that I was running out of precious time—since his at

tacks were intensifying—as he blazed his way across 

the countryside.



I did not know how easy he would be to kill—

and I had not killed man or monster in too many 

moons to count—well since my past life.  I was men

tally prepared, however, to meet with my assignment 

in destiny, if that was what it would take to cleanse 

my soul—and once more feel alive.

I was determined, with a bloodthirsty bent in 

my eyes, to hunt the-fire-breather down to any ends 

of the earth where he so fled, in order that my wrongs  

might be righted—and the damage I had done finally 

end.

I stayed in motels when I could not go on.  

Sometimes I would keep awake for days, scanning 

the horizon for Seth at every turn.  I talked to those 

who had reported sightings—and they led me on to 

further trails.  His scent would pick up hot for 

awhile, but then sizzle down again.  I would find en

tire towns burned to the ground, with none alive left 

to tell about it.  One fateful day, however, nine 

months on, when the public was growing weary of 



worrying about the wrath of the Dragun--when even 

the police could not seem to track him down—and 

Seth had not shown himself for weeks—leaving his 

capture bleak at best—I came upon him in the valley 

of my pursuit.    

Just when I was most deterred—most ready 

to give up and go home—suddenly a great winged 

shadow crossed over my hood, as I was sliding 

through a lone country intersection way up in the 

hills.  I knew in that very second that it was him—and 

my heart ratcheted up into my throat—as I jammed 

down the brakes and reached around for my rifle in 

the backseat.

I sprang out of the jeep, aiming as I circled 

around the front, but Seth was already up the side of 

the cliff-face, hiding in a crooked tree.  

“SETH!” I screamed.  “I’ve come for you!” 

I growled.  I aimed my rifle and took a shot—but the 

recoil was more than I remembered—and Seth es



caped to a perch higher up.  I reloaded and aimed 

into the light of day.

Looking through the sight, I could see his 

face.  It looked nothing like the Seth I remembered—

just a mangle-mawed monster--face contorted in a 

permanent expression of anguish.  Empathy rushed 

through me, for I knew this was the thing that I had 

done.  He was the victim of my spiritual assault—for 

I had not only seeded his body with a violent strain, 

but stolen his mind from him, replacing it with a 

killer instinct--and an empty heart.

Hardly a hair's breadth had my trigger finger  

closed then when I realized that he was mouthing 

words at me, for he knew I could see him.

“Goddamn you,” I cried under my breath.  I 

was torn, for he did not deserve either fate, of a liv

ing or dead lizard—but it was I that had wished this 

upon him, so it was my duty to take it away from him 

as well.



So seconds later I settled my soul and pre

pared to fire—but he was gone, as if he had been 

able to read my mind.  I watched him arc aloft--a 

magnificent and deadly sight—casting a terrible 

shadow upon the clouds.

I shot once out of desperation, but he was too  

far off.  I climbed back in the jeep and drove on down 

the highway after him.  He outpaced me for awhile, 

so that I began to sink behind—and hope almost ran 

out of sight.

Then I came to a crossroads, way out in 

cracked earth country near Nowheretown and 

LosVilla, when I pulled over and got out a map.  I 

traced my finger across the mountain ranges, 

scanning over where he might try to cut over Red 

Lizard River—when I suddenly suffered my first 

weakness.



I opened the trunk and pulled out my black 

bag—from which I produced my Orbring and Book of  

Calling.  I was ready to wield the wild.

With them I spun an unnatural darkness 

across the land—in which not even Seth could see—

but only myself—giving me killer upperhand.

I drove on with big long headlights piercing 

the heavy shroud.

All I knew was, this was my calling, my way 

back to innocence—redemption for the sins I had 

committed, in cursing Seth—and nothing was going 

to stop me from stopping him.  My rest would wait 

until his death.

I carried on a ways before the darkness 

began to lift, some birds began to chirp—and I grew 

nervous for he had somehow yet evaded me.

Then I thought I saw something in the 

graying distance, before the sun had come back to 

full force, yet after it was light enough that I could 



make out the lines of the creature as it moved, but not  

its exact form.

It stood up in the middle of the road, at the 

top of the long hill I was driving up—unfolding big 

wide wings before launching cloudward.

I stepped on the gas and gave chase, as Seth 

flew across big sky countryside.  At first I was 

keeping up, but never enough to overtake him, so I 

began to feel as if he was leading me on—perhaps 

mocking my pursuit.

Eventually, the last of the Darkspell wore off

—and the full light of day returned.  I was also low 

on gas now, so when I came upon a station—I 

watched Seth disappear into the distance—as I 

pulled in to refuel.  I scrambled to fill up, sliding my 

card through the reader—twisting off the cap and 

inserting the nozzle.  I ran inside to pay and grab 

some supplies—then when I was walking back 

toward the jeep, I saw a dark flash overhead—and I 



felt the ground shake--when something landed hard 

on the gas bar roof.  I grabbed my rifle—when 

turning back, Seth dropped from above.

The Dragun landed on the pavement across 

the pad.  His wings folded behind him—and he 

walked on two legs toward me—as he morphed into 

half-human form.  He stared at me intensely, 

unwavering--confidence over-pouring—strongly 

exuding every evil an imagination could muster. 

Then he stopped—as I checked my rifle was 

loaded—and I leveled it at him—even as he grinned 

wickedly, unruffled by my taking aim.

He cocked his head to one side, as if to hear 

me better.

“Why are you following me, Callow?” he 

spoke aloud.

My jaw unslung, for I had not expected his 

intellect intact.



“I have come to kill you,” I said dryly.  “To 

right wrongs.”

“You curse me thus—and then come to take 

even that?”

“I am not saying it’s right to you, but it is just 

to me.”

“What makes you think I won’t just destroy 

you--Callow?”

“I choose who dies today,” I said.  “Now 

you go into night.”

But Seth opened his mouth and breathed fire 

across the gas bar-- fanning flames in arcs back and 

forth everywhere that he gazed agape.

I shot twice into the blaze, but then began to 

back off, fearing the gas igniting and the whole 

station going up in one giant fireball.  I did not know 

if Seth was immune to fire, but it seemed settled if he 

was not that he was sealing his own death fate by 

undertaking such suicidal behaviour.



I dashed into the store and yelled at the girl, 

asking her where was the back door.  I said there was  

no time to explain and dragged her by the arm to 

show me.  She thought I was a madman, so broke my 

hold and ran back up front, headed for the phone, 

when suddenly a series of explosions rocked the 

place hard to the core—exploding all the store 

windows, knocking the girl over into the hallway—

launching me at the far wall.

I returned for the girl and pulled her outside.  

Together we ran into the back-field--well away from 

the gar bar, which exploded one last time while we 

watched--sending a fireball so high as to blot out the 

moon.

Then from out of the flames flew Seth, wings 

spread, dragging fire with him, which burned at the 

fringes of his skin, but did not seem to hurt him—and 

which sizzled out after he swooped around a few 

times.



The girl gasped to see this lizard in the sky.  I  

told her we had to run for it, as I was almost out of 

ammo--but she remained frozen, unable to subdue 

her paralyzing fright—and I had to drag her for 

awhile, before she managed to set her eyes on the 

rough ground ahead as we tread.

Meanwhile, Seth heard our footfalls with his 

superior ears—and he was able to scan and vector 

our position in uncanny short order.

I pulled the girl down into a ditch at the edge  

of a copse where we would make a stand.  I told her 

to remain as motionless as possible, because Seth 

would be busy relying on his sonic senses—and 

looking for visual clues second--so that was her best 

hope for remaining undetected.  Then I climbed up a 

strong young tree and perched for the best sniper’s 

advantage.

I saw Seth flying across the field toward us 

and I just tried to remain as calm as possible.  I held 



back, keeping patience cool.  I knew hope resided in 

outstripping Seth’s experience—and I would have but  

one shot.

I had to hit him between the eyes, for I had 

read in the ancient literature that Dragonlings 

derived their powers from their third eyes.  I knew if I  

could explode that pineal gland in his head, he would  

be as good as dead.

He flew closer, but veered back and forth, 

narrowing our location down.  I breathed out, seeing 

that I had a few more moments to prepare.

But then I dropped my reload round that I 

had in my hand.  I could see where the bullets landed  

in the leaf-bed below—and as they glimmered I 

thought I noticed Seth correct his course toward us.  

I had almost blown it.

The Dragun landed and walked to the edge 

of the ditch where the girl hid under a big knot of 

tree-roots that jutted out from the bank-side.  Down 



the slope, where I stiffened in the branches, I set my 

scope on Seth’s scaled forehead, then let it lower to 

between his slit eyes.  He winked at me.

The girl went to move.  I could see the fright 

on her face—and I feared she was about to reveal 

herself--when Seth was just coming up.

She looked at me for guidance—and I put my  

trigger hand out, signing for her to stay put.  But 

then Seth dropped out of my sight—and I had to re-

scan the area, before I found him climbing down the 

far side, just beyond where the girl crouched.  So I 

motioned for her to come my way, not meaning for 

her to be the bait, but that is how it turned out.  Seth 

spotted her and took to wing in pursuit.  I tried to 

track him in the air, but he was too agile.

He landed on her before I could take a shot.  

Then I fired under pressure--and only grazed his 

shoulder.  He tore her limb-from-limb before my eyes



—and I vowed never to be happy again—never to 

forgive myself.

When Seth finally finished his feast of flesh, 

he looked up at me.  I had climbed down out of the 

tree and now approached him with palms upraised.  I  

had given up.  I was no longer willing to go on 

hunting while I was the one who had ultimately set 

all of these events into motion.  I let go.  I still had 

the Book of Calling and Orbring.  I could have 

finished it then and there by putting the cursed object  

on my finger—but instead, I just let go.

Seth grinned, unsure why I was offering 

myself up, but not of the mindset to question it 

beyond a passing thought, before taking teeth to task.

He swooped down upon me, as I raised my 

hands up—but just as he was within a yard of my 

body, he lit up in a bright light, like a meteor 

entering atmosphere—and I realized that it was my 



Protection Bond kicking in.  Even when I was not 

wearing it, the Orbring was defending its host's life.

Seth spun to the side, crying out in agony—

and I broke from my guilty trance, suddenly realizing 

another chance to reclaim my life.  I jumped on him, 

grappling him into an iron hold.  The flames 

continued to lick at his edges—but being fires from 

the Orbring, they left me unharmed.  He took off into 

the sky—and now I was looking over my shoulder at 

the ground far below.  Even as he writhed in pain 

aflame--he continued to fly higher, spiraling up until 

I nearly felt sick from the height.  Then he started 

slowing down, as if he was growing too weak to keep 

the wind under him—and I cursed my luck, 

anticipating being stranded up there high above the 

trees—with two dead wings under me—and no hope 

of soft landing in sight.

“Good night, Seth Greenwood,” I said in his 

ear, satisfied with our fate being sealed as one, as 

long as my soul would see redemption in it.  The 



Orbring glowed brightly in my pocket—sapping the 

life from Dragun.

“You think this saves you, Callow?  You were  

already lost forever, long ago.  There is no hope for 

you now, no matter what happens to me.”

Then Seth's eyes closed and his body became  

an instant anchor.

I let go and watched his lifeless shell float 

away as we both fell.

I watched the ground racing up at me as I 

blinked in the wind.

I closed my eyes, unable to watch longer.  I 

hit ground hard.

I blacked out—but then came to ten minutes 

later—unharmed.

The Protection Bond had intervened yet 

again—sparing me.



The Orbring was vying for my finger—

drawing me into it.

Seth lay in a heap nearby—in a broken, 

bloody mess of scales.

But I felt hollow, for I'd failed the girl—

despite the dead snake.

I walked over to her shredded body and 

clipped a locket of hair.

I kept it to remind me of what had happened 

and who I still owed.

I walked back toward the highway, where I 

would flag down help.

While waiting with my thumb up—I looked at  

my hand in a new slant of light—and marveled at 

each finger as if for the first time.  Then some cold 

wave washed over me—and I casually slipped on the 

Orbring.



On my way to the next town over, where I 

would take a motel bed, I got to pondering upon the 

events of the day—and how my hunt had ended--but I  

had failed to find that perfect redemption I sought.  

Now it started to come clear to me that the only way 

to finish my cleansing was to rout not just the 

Dragun--but every monster I had created that day, no  

matter if they posed real danger to society or not.  I 

was now convinced every one of you was unnaturally  

enjoined with the demons I had spawned—and none 

of you belonged here on Earth, save six feet 

underground for all eternity.

But I had not only settled on your deaths—I 

had settled in myself to use the Orbring again—or 

whatever means necessary to meet this end.

So this is what brings me here now, with this 

pen to this page, addressing you, my grandson, Devin  

Drake, most cursed of all lost souls.



I knew you had been staying in touch with 

your pack of friends, including Barb Black during 

her rise to success—Blake Ash since he first started 

coming around to see you, long after the search for 

him was called off and he was presumed dead—and 

even Sadie Gawn, who walked the night.

I knew they had come to trust you—and this 

is why I now use you.  

Sadie thought you had come to see her, when 

I opened her sarcophagus.  By the time she 

recognized me, I already had her tied up and stuffed 

in the back of my jeep.  Now the game is up to you, 

Devin.  Do you dare defy me—or will you allow fate 

to take its course and give yourself in?  I will find 

you if you run.  I will kill you if you come.  It's my 

final duty, to close your circle of abominations—so 

that I may once more arise sinless.

Consider this my warning shot and the only 

mercy I will be foolish enough to grant.  Make your 



best play, Devin--but be aware, I have no remaining 

hang-up—no twitch of conviction, nor moral 

restraint—and my sole remaining central purpose in 

life, that provides me fuel—is your death.

Most 

Sincerely,

Gavin 

Callow 



iii.  A Cosmic Cadence  

Devin set the pages down on the ledge and 

began to back off.

He had thought Gavin was gone for good, 

having fled his life.

He had no clue Old Magic had been hunting 

Seth all that time.

He left the mausoleum, reforming into Wulf.  

His tear-away suit snapped into a belt around his 

waist—allowing for added bulk to flex freely.  The 

full moon was still out, so as long as Gavin's tracks 

were fresh—the hunt was on.

Sadie, I’m coming, he thought to himself.  

They had shared a psychic connection ever since she 

had first appeared before him after dying—when she 

had beckoned him to enter her sarcophagus as the 



other mourners gazed graveward, lost as one in their 

collective sadness, as her eulogy unfolded the 

morning.

He listened for her, but she did not reply.  He 

followed the highway across the high hills of town, 

where the two scents fled.  He ran free through the 

acres of wheat fields that rose and fell down into the 

valley of smog.

Whenever he took to all fours he found 

himself again—in the hunt.

To be human was high—it was consciousness

—it was compassion.

But to be the hunter—it was his true form—it 

was his wholeness.

He would forget about his social woes.  He 

would cast behind his intellectual musings.  He 

would banish all moral and ethical conundrums.  

When he was of fang and fur, few 

misfortunes prospered, for he was the aggressor for 



once—he was the one calling the shots and taking 

them.

Indeed, during some of these feral episodes, 

he almost lost himself entirely to his animal mind.  In 

some cases, he did not snap out of it for months—and 

once for nearly a year—when everybody thought him 

dead.

But inevitably, eventually, he always came 

back to remember what it was like to have empathy 

again—and to seek others pleasure, not just his.

Then he would have trouble remembering 

why he loved being predator so much—why the 

adventures were such a rush that they became a fix.

He would get lost in his books and studies—

focus on writing his poetry and songs—playing guitar 

and riding his bicycle—instead of blood.

But when the moon was full—and he had 

had quite enough of the steady drip of his solely 

cerebral existence—he would snap back to biting.



He would rip the skin of polyester from his 

frame and howl at the lunar altar--altering his 

physique--from thin and gangly—to big and hulking.

He would switch between human and Wulf at 

will—to his needs.

He would strip New London of its weaker 

prey under shadows—and in the mornings after--he 

would struggle to recall any of it at all.

He now came upon the edge of town, with all 

the lights fanning out over the horizon—and he took 

a moment to check some prints headed east.

He did not like getting too far out of New 

London—because his Wulf was not as strong beyond 

the city limits.  Sometimes he felt it was as if his 

powers waned by certain degrees--in concentric 

circles spreading out from the scene of the accident--

where he once crashed off Lion's Bridge.  



It was also likely that Gavin was leading him 

out of New London—because he knew that Devin 

would be less menacing beyond town.

Nevertheless, Devin could not let Gavin get 

away with this—and he knew from experience there 

was always enough Wulf if truly needed.

He tracked them along Highway 88, until 

their sole impressions ended—and he cursed himself 

for not acting sooner, for they had likely now hitched 

a ride and were outpacing him every moment he 

wasted waiting.

Now he would have to get wheels or lose 

Sadie for good, so he reverted to human form, using 

all of his concentration—and from out of his hip pack 

pulled his tear-away, buttoning it back down his front 

and sides.

He put his thumb up, a few cars passed--then 

he tried two thumbs—and with a turn of good luck 

for once that evening, a trucker stopped. 



From then forward he felt like the stars were 

behind him.

“Where you headed?” the old bearded driver 

asked upfront.

“How far you going?  Is that old Motel 

Paradise still operating?”

“Sure is, but I’m driving all night if you want 

to go farther on.”

“Do you always stop for hitch-hikers?  Risky 

these days no?”

“I can take care of myself,” he said with a 

wink, showing gun.

“Ahhh—good on you.  I’m sure you’ve got 

plenty stories—no?”

“Don’t get me started.  World’s full of 

crazies, you know, son.”



“I know.  Don’t get me started.  Some days I 

think we’re all mad.”

“Oh …  We are … no doubt about that.  We 

all lost it long ago.”

“Do you ever get the feeling that people are 

prone to being nuts?”

“I think we go off--out of touch with 

ourselves—with Earth.”

“You’re right about that.  Body clock could 

use some resetting.”

“It’s not just us though, the world is losing it 

too—speeding up.”

“I’ve heard that—the core is quickening—

shortening the days.”

“It’s not just to do with getting older—time is 

actually bending.”

“I feel it.  Days are like blinks of an eye now. 

Years just gazes.”



“So why are you on the road, son?  You 

stranger to these parts?”

“Not really, I’m sort of, chasing my girl.  

She’s with someone.”

“Ah—love is worth pursuing, but don’t beat 

a dead horse over it.”

“I’m not—it’s not like that.  She’s trying to 

get away from him.”

“Sure—that is what they all say.  Why waste 

your time on her?”

“She’s special--my school sweetheart.  I owe 

her so much.”

“As long as you realize there are others like 

her waiting.”

“I know—I know, believe me.  There is--

another ...”

The old trucker fell silent--watching the road.

Devin sighed—so sick of complication.



“It's best not to think,” the man said.

“Easier said than done—agreed?”

“Not at all.  I do it all the time.”

“What?  Never worry at all?”

He shrugged.  “I try not to.”

“Well …  It's worth a shot.”

“What bothers you the most?”

“Sometimes I wonder, how I got to loving 

two women at once.”

“We get divided by the losses—then less 

willing to settle down.”

“So true—I can see two futures—and neither 

is so sure to stick.”

“Especially if they find out about each other

—I would imagine.”

“Well—Sadie knows already—but I think 

Barb would kill me.”



“She would be pretty upset to find out that 

you loved another?”

“Well, yes …  But I mean, she would literally 

try to murder me.”

The old man laughed.  Devin just rubbed his 

face, tired of it all.

“Well—I don’t agree with you leading this 

Barb on—but no one deserves to die for love.  All’s 

fair.  Plus, she sounds a bit jealous, from my sense of 

it—and maybe that is what drove you into Sadie’s 

arms in the end?”

“Sort of …  I loved Sadie first—but Barb and 

I shared alot—and then one thing led to another.  It 

was too late to turn back, once our emotions became 

entangled—even while secretly seeing Sadie at the 

same time.”

“Damn—this is straight out of my wife’s 

soaps—you have to tell me everything—she loves to 

hear about gossip like this, it makes her day.”



Devin just laughed.  He didn’t mind 

indulging this stranger with his stories of romance 

and remorse.  It almost felt good, in fact, to unload 

for a bit—since he never really had another guy to 

confide in, besides Blake.  But Blake was just 

like a blank slate from all the booze—and you could 

tell he never absorbed anything that you were saying, 

so it was not really dialogue—for you knew it all 

passed out the other ear every heartbeat.

He looked at you long enough at first while 

you were blathering on—but then after awhile you 

could clearly see his attention beginning to flee.

“Well, if you really want to know, I’ll tell you 

everything,” he said.  Just don’t say I didn’t warn you 

… because it’s a bit of a nail-biter …  Hey—do you 

think we could make a stop—I've got to drain the 

lizard.”



They were just coming up to Wheels Of Fire 

truck stop.  The old man swung in to refuel—and 

Devin jumped out to leak in relief.

When he came back, the trucker was leaning 

against the glass storefront.  “I asked inside if a 

couple had come through here.  They said someone 

stopped for gas about an hour ago.  They said the girl 

inside wrote HELP backward on her fogged window.  

They called the cops already.”

Devin’s face fell.  All he could do was pray 

he was not too late.

“So I’m guessing there’s more to this story 

than you’re letting on.”  

Devin sighed in defeat.  He did not want to 

have to dispose of this kindly gent if it could be 

avoided.  He was not hungry or feeling the tug of the 

moon at the moment—but nothing would stop him 

from saving Sadie.



“You’re right, I’ve been sparing you some of 

the deadlier details.”

“What am I wrapped up in, son?  Are you in 

trouble with the law?”

“No, no …  It’s Sadie …  She’s been 

kidnapped …  By my kin—my grandfather.  He has 

gone and blown his mind.  He's seriously lost it.”

“You’re serious …?  Really?  You can't save 

her yourself, son.”

“There was no time.  Cops would just be 

dead weight anyway.”

“Who would do this?  What is he?  Some 

kind of madman?”

“Yes—absolutely insane.  He believes he is 

the seed of night.”

“What on earth were you thinking?  How 

dangerous is he?”



“He’s capable of almost anything.  I may die 

trying to do this.”

“How did it happen?  Where was your girl 

when he took her?”

“She was asleep … all wrapped up in her bed 

…  He snuck in.”

“That seals it,” the old man said.  There was 

a twinkle in his eye, like he had a personal 

investment in the drama.  He patted his jacket where 

his gun was holstered.  “I will take you far as you 

want to go—my word.”

“That means a lot to me,” Devin said, 

holding out his sure hand.

The trucker shook it.  “The name’s Addison.  

Cadence Addison.”

“Tell me, Cadence …  Why are you so quick 

to help a stranger?”



“Because I lost a daughter long ago—in an 

alien abduction.”

Devin remained silent.  He was not sure if 

this was serious.

“Ten years searching,” Cadence said--

shaking his head.

Devin nodded.  “Darkness prevails in and off 

this world.”

“Not on my watch,” Cadence quipped—

quickly grinning.

“Alright—then let’s get going while the trail 

is still fresh.”

They blazed out of the Wheels Of Fire at a 

quick wild clip.



iv. The Moon’s Entrails

Luna soon now began to throb in Devin’s 

temples.  His cell buzzed in his pocket—and he 

noticed it was Barb.  He let her leave a message—

unsure he wanted to feign composure at the moment, 

given the circumstances.

Cadence was on his own phone, talking to his 

wife Elena, explaining the strange situation--and how 

he would be getting in late that night.  

After he hung up, he said: “It was my last 

haul.  I’ve got ten days off …  She can wait a few 

more hours to see me if need be.  God bless her heart

—she understands completely--and passes on peace 

and luck to you.”



“You both are too much.  How do you ever 

find such heart for helping?  I could have flagged 

anybody back there—but it had to be you.”

“I’d been feeling hollow lately,” Cadence 

offered.  “I asked God to show me the way, to where 

I could make a difference.  Then I saw you.”

“That’s astounding.  Truly.  But Gavin is not 

someone you want to cross for anybody.  I think it’s 

best if you stayed in the truck at all times.”

“Not on your life.  I’ll feel safer with my feet 

on the ground and trigger ready.  I’ve seen two wars, 

son.  Purple hearts on my lapel and parades in my 

name—but the biggest gift I got out of it was the 

experience gained in handling a gun and aiming.  

Show me to the wetworks, boy.”

“Well then—just try to keep your mind on 

the moment.  Gavin has a way of stealing your 

thoughts from you—so you forget your body and 

hover off—and then he picks you off with his rifle.  



All he has to do is look in your eyes for more than a 

second—and he has you.  I’m warning you.”

For a moment, Cadence gaped—as if he were 

beholding a madman—but then his expression broke

—and he split into a lighter laughter, shoving Devin 

in the side.  “You kidder, you almost had me!”

Devin shook his head slowly side-to-side.

“Bring it on.  I’ll put one between his eyes.”

Devin chuckled, taking a momentary break 

from all seriousness.  Something about Cadence’s 

mad personality made him laugh.  He appreciated the 

company—and he suspected there might be 

something to the trucker’s prayer--because this was 

certainly a boon for saving Sadie.

“Glad to hear you laughing,” Cadence said.  

“Life’s a circus, son.  You got no choice which hit is 

better--or which is bitter—so you might as well take 

them all and sort out the sour in the end—after the 

curtains.”



“I used to think that way,” Devin replied.  

“Always living in the moment—never looking back 

at what shaped me.  But then the distance catches up 

to you—and you wake up realizing you haven’t really 

been evolving at all—and whatever you fled is still 

right behind you.

“So sometimes, when my mind is set on 

something, nothing else matters.  I do not deviate 

until the task is done—during which time laughing 

ultimately saps the tension—when what we need is 

ice.”

Cadence nodded.  He understood completely. 

Just then, a shooting star blazed across the 

horizon before them, lighting up the highway—and 

they slowed down to watch it go.

“Make a wish,” Devin said grimly.  “We may 

need it.”

Cadence shifted down—pulling onto the 

shoulder.



Another meteor lit up the sky just then—and 

then two more.  It was the Season of Starshowers.  

Sunfair Fortnight started that coming weekend—

when thousands would gather to worship Sol—

wearing costumes of all kinds, especially for the final 

event--New London Masquerade.

Devin made his wish, to hold Sadie in his 

arms again.  He swore to God that he would never go 

back to Barb—as long as Sadie survived.

Suddenly, a meteor struck down onto the 

horizon before them, blazing into the distant woods, 

illuminating night's mantle in a sublime flash, 

blinding them both for a moment.  Their minds also 

reeled—each of them flooded with feeling.  Cadence 

thought of his daughter, suddenly fresh with 

remorse--while Devin thought of Sadie—concerned 

for her safety.  

They drove up the next rise and on toward 

where a column of smoke had begun to billow.  Their 



curiosity overtook them—but as they carved through 

the woods, weaving along a dizzying stretch of the 

highway—a shroud of dark emotion settled in over 

them.  Cadence suddenly became unsettled, for he 

had been close to heavenly bodies before—and they 

were not so pretty as a blazing light when seen up 

close.  He had this sinking feeling—because there 

had been meteors the night his daughter was taken 

from him—and despite decades without sign of a 

return, every Starshowers he could not help but look 

out into the night and wonder where was Claudia.    

They were just about upon the area where it 

appeared the smoke was born—when Devin  heard 

demonic voices in dialogue floating out from 

between the dense crooked trees.  He made Cadence 

pull over.

“Do you hear that?” he said, pointing far side 

of the road.



“What?” Cadence said, too restricted by his 

human ears.

“Whatever they are—they’re getting closer.  

Over there ...”

Cadence shook his head, but could see Devin 

was serious.

Devin could understand them—for their 

powers were his.

'[Be sure to come see us before you begin the  

Clearing.]'

'[But the time to take Earth has almost 

passed …]’

'[Patience …  We must wait for Motherbird 

Zero Nine.]’

'[Understood—but stalling will just sacrifice 

surprise.]'   

'[Let us discuss this after we reconnaissance 

the city.]'



'[Agreed—but then if there is no sign—we 

must decide.]'

“What do you hear?” Cadence asked, 

nervously touching his gun under his jacket—staring 

at Devin's silent, stern expression.

“Hold ...” Devin implored quietly.  He 

finally heard footsteps approaching the edge of the 

wood—and then pointed to the fringe fifty yards on--

where two monstrous, shadowed figures shortly 

emerged. 

“My God,” Cadence cursed, frantically 

pulling his gun out—triple-checking it was fully 

loaded.  “It can't be …  It can't be them ...”  

“What do you mean them?” Devin harshly 

demanded.

“Claudia's captors.  I never thought I would 

see this day.”

The figures crept onto the highway--into the 

moonlight—revealing their true forms.  They were 



black as the night sky.  Their arms were hook-horned 

along the lengths of them—triple-jointed legs were 

sheathed in razor scalloped sleeves—eyes burned 

blood—shoulders hunkered under brawn.  Their 

heads were of the goat—with long twisted horns as 

white as snow.   

They strode together under a wicked gait--up 

the road away from Cadence and Devin—toward 

New London's neighboring town of Trollope—

apparently unaware of the human pair parked back a 

distance behind them—shrouded in the shadows of 

the shoulder—observing a terran arrival.

Their cloven hooves clopped along the 

asphalt—as they pumped their strong legs—

mounting the steeply sloped road in short order.

Devin unstrapped his seat-belt and pulled out 

his cell.  Barb was buzzing him again.  He tried to 

shut it off, but the buttons were getting mixed up—so 

he just pulled out the battery with shaking hands.



But it was too late—and the alien duo 

stopped in their tracks, looking at each other—one of 

them glancing back.

“OH--Sh-i-i-it,” Cadence hissed.

Devin reached across to settle the old man 

down—resting his hand on his gun—saying, “Wait 

…  Wait …”

They watched in tense anticipation as the 

Devilbillies appeared to deliberate over what they 

had heard. 

“Don't move a muscle.”

“I couldn't if I tried.”

“I feel them.  Feel it …?”

“Yes—like a dark wet ...”

“It feels … so … Evil ...”

Devin swallowed.  He sensed kinship.  He 

felt a bond he could not utter.  It was as if they were 

his brothers.



“You got any bright ideas?”

“There's something else.”

“What do you mean, boy?”

“I had no reason to tell you.”

“Tell me what?  Spit it out.”

“I've managed to hold it in.”

“Hold what in?  What is up?”

“The moon is—and I am on the hunt,” Devin 

said, flashing his Wulfmoon eyes—sending the old 

man reeling.

Cadence opened his door—tumbling out onto 

the shoulder.  Devin had not meant to frighten him.  

He had been keeping his Wulf in check so far without 

sweat—but now that danger loomed—he knew it was 

best to let the lunar forces have their sway on his soul

—for both their sorry sakes.

“Wait--it's still me,” he growled, even as fur 

ran over his skin—fangs ripped out of his mouth—



ears grew pointed—suit tore away from his body—

and frame bulked in the cab of the truck so he barely 

fit.

Cadence didn't know whether to look back or 

forward.

The star-spawned Devilbillies were now 

headed back toward them—cautiously, yet 

confidently—coming on ready to rip up a fray.

Devin crawled across to the driver's seat and 

leapt out onto the ground, landing before Cadence, 

who scrambled backward, away from the monstrous 

Wulf into which the hitchhiker had suddenly 

transformed.

Devin roared at the full moon—fully alerting 

the Devilbillies to his presence—but also sending a 

clear signal to them that he was no prey.

Cadence ran across the road into the woods.  

The Devilbillies split up—one chasing Cadence—one 

approaching Devin, slowly circling in.



Devin drooled--lowering to all fours before 

the Devilbilly.

'[We are the Sons of Dogstar,]' it said.  '[We 

have come for the human.  We have no interest in 

engaging the likes of you—Wulfchilde,]' but Devin 

did not understand their words—although he still felt 

connected to them--sensing it at a gut level—

underlying intuition.

“Take me then, if you dare, dark one,” Devin 

snarled, frothing at the mouth—panting on the 

promise of a fresh pounce.  

“The human does not die on my watch.”

The Devilbilly suddenly struck forward, 

lowering its horns to Devin's chest—who grabbed 

them with two fists and twisted it down.

He pinned the black beast to the ground, 

slashing at its scaly midriff--as its razor-edged legs 

scissored violently into his abdomen.   



Devin unlocked his jaw and clamped it 

around the Devilbilly's neck.  The thing cried out as 

he crushed the air from its voice-box.  It pulled its 

Sungun and fired three bursts into Devin's furry chest

—blasting him back.

Devin recovered himself on the road—eyes 

set like hell-makers on the target at hand—the only 

obstacle between him and helping Cadence.

He charged it square on in a flurry of legs 

flying front and back.  

The Devilbilly fired three more Sunblasts—

but then got its legs under it and sprinted toward the 

wood—clearly shaken despite its armed upper hand.  

Devin shrank into wolf form—in order to gain 

ground on the quicksilver creature—but although he 

was swifter this way, he was also more vulnerable as 

a quadruped—with less height for leverage, strength 

and sight.



He bounded up on the thing just beyond the 

timbered fringe—when it spun around and fired again

—striking him down into the brush and stone.

He reverted to his human form, as Devilbilly 

hovered over him.

He looked up at it helplessly—once again 

sensing the blood tie.

'[My Sungun was only set to stun, Wulfchilde.  

You will recover in short time—but not quick enough  

to save your friend, I'm afraid,]' it said.  '[My advice 

is take cover here in the woods for the weeks ahead—

because your planet is about to fall into a very bad  

way--very shortly.   Just  watch for the lights in the  

sky.  When the clouds look like they are crawling in  

bugs—then you know we have arrived.  Stay here—in  

your  were  form—where  no  one  will  find  you.  

Otherwise,  you  will  be  killed—for  the  Snakequeen  

Devildoe does not tolerate survivors—even if you do  

wield the force of Sirius.]'



Devin watched as the Devilbilly faded away 

into the forest.

He closed eyes--praying for Cadence—

counting the seconds.

Meanwhile, Cadence plunged through the 

bush, stumbling headlong  over shrub and sapling--

angling dexterously—desperately--between crooked 

trunks—over jagged rocks and river nooks—not 

stopping for anything--not even a glance back—not 

even one curious eyeful of the foulness afoot. 

But the Devilbilly followed nevertheless—

closing the gap between them effortlessly.  Cadence's 

human legs were simply no match for its lightning 

limbs.  His agility held no candle to the thing's 

mercurial gait between the trees.  Cadence came to a 

cliff-face and desperately flung himself at the tree 

roots that jutted out up its mid-section to the high 



ridge.  He climbed for his life, despite thorn in face 

and mud slipping out from under sole.

The Devilbilly, however, mounted the rise 

like gravity was inapplicable to it—and before 

Cadence could counter, it grabbed him by the scruff 

of the neck and yanked him up the rest of the way—

where it held him.

Cadence struggled to get free—but the 

Devilbilly's grip was inexplicably tight, for forces on 

its planet were much stronger than Earth—so while 

here, it enjoyed powers beyond those it normally 

possessed.

“GET OFF ME YOU MONSTER!” Cadence 

cursed and spat, reaching for his gun—but the thing 

was on to him in a flash.  He held Cadence's right 

hand down and then smashed it with a nearby rock.  

Cadence wailed like a dying coyote—nearly passing 

out—when the thing grabbed his other hand, 

apparently to do the same.  Then through the pain, 



memory of Claudia flooded back to him—and the 

moment froze into flashback. 

Cadence saw his daughter standing there in 

the cornfield, when the lightning storm was 

beginning—and the clouds parted like rings of the 

river ebbing out—when the giant spider ship 

descended from the skies—suspended by a pervasive 

electric field that crackled through the firmament.  

He remembered running toward her, 

screaming for her to get down and out of sight.  His 

eyes seemed to defy him, delivering this vision of an 

otherworldly craft—but his instincts to protect 

Claudia kicked in nevertheless--yet his intent ran 

aground when she began to trot toward him—instead 

of ducking for cover.  The ship veered directly over 

her—and two Devilbillies alighted on giant black 

winged goats—flying down through the stormy night 

air.  Their eyes sucked up what light the night 



unleashed—as they zeroed in on Claudia—each 

hellbent on snatching her up in its claws.

Cadence would come to mostly block out 

these memories.  He would not tell the police of what 

he saw, for it was too strange.  He was too sure they 

would call him crazy and send him in for a brain 

exam.  So he held it back—only ever informing Elena  

of what really happened that night.

Over time--he heard Claudia's cries less and 

less.  The visions of her stumbling away from the 

Devilbilly—and then being quickly pounced upon—

began to fade.  The sight of her reaching out to him--

as she was stolen skyward—began to draw back from 

his mind.  Through the years, the replays grew fewer 

and fewer—of how he fell to his knees, unbuckling 

his night jacket—jamming his hand into his holster--

flipping the latch—spinning the chamber—counting 

three bullets left—aiming, firing twice.



He would forget how the first bullet just 

grazed the lead Devilbilly—how the goatman 

recoiled, but his Goatsteed landed safely.  It 

decreasingly resurfaced--how the other Devilbilly 

landed just when his second bullet struck it in the 

chest—how it fell back off its Goatsteed--and there 

seemed to be hope yet.  The snapshot would fade—of 

when he shot the third round, in squinted precision--

tapping cosmic font to make one time count.

His dreams would no longer wake him in the 

night—seeing the bullet's pointed tip scorching 

through the air, slamming the remaining Devilbilly 

directly between the eyes—felling it like a tree in 

timber, so that it toppled off its Goatsteed--landing 

on its back staring up at the stormy skies—as its deep  

black orbs rolled back into its head--and it shortly 

died.

But for many years, the memory would stay, 

of how Claudia had tripped and fallen—hurting her 

ankle.  For the moment he thought she was safe—and  



in a deluge of relief he believed she had been spared 

her life.

Yet then, to his sinking horror--and the 

dawning specter of the rest of his forlorn and 

mournful existence over the matter—the second 

Devilbilly stood up again--staggering, but not 

mortally wounded--for like all its brethren, it had two  

hearts—and on Earth, one was enough to keep going.

So it stalked on—hunting helpless Claudia—

who was unable to move due to twisted joint and 

paralyzing terror—while Cadence was all empty on 

ammo and hope.  He watched as the Devilbilly 

enfolded Claudia in its arms--fetching her away to 

the skies—firing up to the Arachnicraft.

Cadence ran underneath, futilely waving his 

arms—but the ship was soon gone—leaving him 

thunderstruck under the lightning—leaves lifting up 

all around him in the gusty tumult—consciousness 

reeling at the loss.



He snapped out of the memory just in time to 

pull his gun with his good hand and squeeze two 

calculated shots into the Devilbilly's hearts.

He had learned his lesson long ago—and 

now served payback.

The Devilbilly fell upon him—leaving him 

breathless but alive.

Devin lost count around the twenty minute 

mark—when the stun wore off and he sprang to his 

feet again—but the moon was hidden now.

He started to look for a clearing where the 

satellite might be brighter—but the clouds were 

growing heavier with every second—shrouding the 

heavenly body from the naked eye—behind a canopy 

of thunderheads.



This far from New London, it was not 

enough for there to be a full moon—but he needed to 

see it.  He needed to feel it on his face to tap the need 

to feed.  The heavenly vibes were not coming through 

strong enough.

So he was stuck in human form for the 

moment—unsure of his next best move—when he 

heard branches snapping through the limbs.  He 

looked to see the Devilbilly stepping up, through the 

long grass—across the open way toward him.  He 

dropped to one knee—bowing his head—saving the 

last of his energy for the impending melee—however 

outmatched he now remained—for he was never one 

to give up before the last star fell.

'[Look at you now, Wulfchilde—not so 

powerful without your cratered muse.  I see now you 

are no pure dog—but some strange mixed breed.  You  

had me fooled—terran shapeshifter.  Now DIE!!!']



But just as the Devilbilly summoned its 

lightning scythe—in order to slice Devin down and 

reap his soul from the plane of this backwater planet

—the clouds began to thin out again—and Devin's 

Wulf returned.

Devilbilly swung—Devin ducked and 

charged—the dark beast fell—and the two of them 

battled about in the grass for a grim bout—until all 

motion settled—and Devin arose, blood streaming 

from his maw, having just ripped out the creature's 

neck with his teeth.  Its blood burgeoned in his veins

—its tendons burst from the sides of his mouth.  Now 

their taste was on his tongue—and now he was on the 

hunt.  He could only describe the flavor of their life-

force as that of moon entrails and starblood.  It was 

already addicting him—for he was craving another 

feast immediately, even in the aftermath of the gorge. 

He shrunk down to wolf again and padded the wood 

bed, sniffing for signs of Cadence or the other 

Devilbilly.  



Finally he came across some very old scents 

that yet held the promise of growing stronger the 

longer that he wandered west.

He came upon Cadence dragging the 

Devilbilly behind him—looking like Hell himself—

but at least blessed to look half-alive.  

Devin reverted to his human skin and walked 

up.

“Thought I'd pull it out to the road for the 

world to see,” Cadence said—face twitching between 

grins and teeth-gritting grimaces.  He had wrapped 

his broken hand in a tear off his shirt.  It hurt white 

hot, but he could still manipulate it in small ways by 

ignoring the searing pain.

“If more are coming, as I heard them say, 

Earth is in dire trouble,” Devin said.  “We need to 

warn the planet.  This is going to be ugly.”

Cadence nodded.  “I dare say Armageddon is 

upon us.”



He paused for a moment in deep thought 

before going on.  He owed it to Claudia to stop the 

Devilbillies if it was the last thing he ever did.

“Why do you think they came back here out 

of everywhere?”

“They likely prefer the pervading ley lines in 

these parts.”

“What do you think they want?  Why return 

now?  For what?”

Devin rubbed his chin in contemplation.  “It 

seems to coincide with Comet Leonid—and a handful 

of other cosmic alignments.  Perhaps they traveled 

here in Leonid's wake—or maybe the comet is a ship 

in disguise.”

“I saw one of their ships the night they took 

Claudia—and there were others off in the distance—

all of different insect shapes.  It was so surreal, 

bizarre—grotesque … soul-changing.  I felt sick deep 

in my spirit just from beholding them—hearing their 



distant buzz.  My body went cold and shivered 

violently.  I swore I would never go outdoors at night 

again.”

They stared up into the sky together—

equally aghast at it all.

Cadence looked at Devin closer now.  “What 

happened to you?”

“Devilbilly almost got me.  I thought you 

were a goner for sure.”

Cadence laughed.  “Guess you 

underestimated the old man, boy.”

“I suppose, but don't get cocky—we still 

have to deal with Gavin—and all by himself he's as 

much to worry about as a fleet of aliens.  He's evil 

incarnate.  He's the purest malice.  Let your guard 

down and you will die.”

Cadence nodded.  “I'll follow your lead son, 

you're the damn Wulf.  I'm just a geezer with a gun 

and a good eye.  But I got your back. This time 



yesterday I would have guffawed at the thought of 

being in league with a dog monster chasing a demon 

who stole his bitch—but that's life I guess.”

“That's only the surface, old man.  Wait until 

you see the abyss.”

“One league at a time, my friend,” he said—

patting Devin's back.

They walked out of the wood together.  

Devin carried the dead Devilbilly over his shoulders

—then dumped it at the side of the road.  They 

climbed back into the long hauler and headed further 

on—glad to leave that detour behind them, on a night 

that would never let up on insane full moon 

interludes—perhaps due to the fact that galactic shift 

was on their doorstep—maybe because of the strange 

influences of Gavin throwing mischief in their way—

possibly due to mere chance or coincidence—but 

neither of them could believe the episodes they 

endured were random—for they were far too 



impossible in odds to be anything but the work of 

divine, meddling fingers.



v. Lose This Miracle

Young Devin pedalled as if possessed--cut

ting through catwalks—gliding across intersections—

hopping over medians. 

The drizzle intensified into whipping tor

rents. 

By the time he arrived, he was slick and 

shiny.

The neon Masquerades sign blazed tri

umphantly through the heavy rolling fog, as if fuelled 

by the rising storm and dark of night. 

He keyed the lock.  The door swung in, 

already open.

Four excited voices drifted out from inside 

the store.



“Barb—are you serious?  Isn’t that a bit 

risque for you?”

“Nah--I’ve always wanted to be an 

Amazonian Goddess.”

“Well if you’re going to go all butch on me—

I’m going to go undead,” Sadie said—beginning to 

bind her head in mummy wrappings.

“Sadie!  That is a far cry from the cover of 

Izabela Glam.”

“It’ll be nice to be out of the spotlight for just 

one night.”

“This place gives me the creeps,” Blake 

broke in—unsettled.

“Relax pussy,” Seth interjected.  “You’d let 

Dev outdo you?”

“Pssshhh—please ...” he said.  “Oh shit--this 

is so def bomb.”



“What?  You going to go as a zombie now?” 

Barb said.

“That is not a very hard stretch,” Sadie said.  

“I mean really.”

“Get off,” Seth mocked Blake.  “If you do—

I’ll be the lizard.”

“You two are as crazy as us.  Shh—Dev’s 

here--be nice to him.”

Dev stepped down the wig and mask aisle—

past the quartet.

“Drake dude,” Blake blurted.  “It’s about 

time you arrived.”

Dev set his wet bag on the cash-counter and 

skinned his jacket. 

“Your old man let us in,” Barb said.  “Then 

he went upstairs.”

“He's not my old man ...  Nevermind.  Find 

anything yet?”



“We've already got everything all picked 

out,” Blake replied.

“No problem guys—just bring them back in 

one piece okay?”

“Hey—what do you think we are—a bunch 

of jerk-off’s?”

“What Blake means is, we appreciate this,” 

Barb offered.

Dev smirked.  “No worries, Seth helped me 

out yesterday.”

Barb cornered Dev by the register—looking 

into his eyes.

“I think I like him, Dev.  Has he said any

thing about me?”

“Seth?” Dev said—holding back a sigh.  

“Sure Barb.”

“What are you going as Dev?” Sadie asked, 

breaking in.



Sadie liked Seth too—but only for clique, to 

copycat Barb.

“I don’t think I’m going to Skull Ball this 

year.  Gotta work.”

“Awww---nooo waaay ...  You can’t work on 

Halloween!”

“Well—it is a costume shop.  I kind of have 

to be here.”

“But can’t anybody let you take a break—get 

off early?”

“It's just Gavin and I run the place.  Forget it

—I'm fine.”

“It's not fine, Dev ...  We had a deal: you 

were coming too.”

“What’s this?” Seth crashed the convo.  

“Dev’s ditching us?”

Seth was already in get-up: a Dragun from 

ancient lore.



“Dev--dude ... You’re coming ...” he said.  

“That is a fact.”

“No I’m just not ...  Sorry man, I have home

work to do too.”

“Ba-ha-ha-ha-haaa!!!” Blake bellowed—

bumping into him.

“Look, Dev,” Seth said.  “This Wulf suit 

could become you!”  He pulled down a werewolf 

costume off the wall.  Like the Dragun--the Wulf 

came right out of old New London legend.  Packs of 

dogmen were said to have stalked the night in New 

London—flesh-feeding on full moons.

“Dev ...  Please ...?” Sadie pouted.  “Tomor

row is Saturday.”

“I know ...  But if I don’t do it right away 

then I fall behind.” “Listen, Dev,” Sadie said—

narrowing the gap between them—so close that he 

could feel her breath on his cheek.  “I want you to 

come.”



Seth scrunched his face up quizzical—but 

then shrugged it off.

“Come on, Sadie—he’s a lost cause,” Barb 

implored, pulling.

Sadie would not budge for another long 

electric moment.

Dev’s heart nearly stopped, when she would 

not look away.

He could only keep his eyes wide—lest he 

lose this miracle.

“You’re coming,” she said, nodding slowly at 

him.  “You have no choice about it really—now that 

you understand what I mean.”

“Fine,” he spat back, totally incapable of 

being cool.

She leaned to his ear--whispering: “You'll be 

the Wulf.”



She turned and left with Barb and Seth and 

Blake in tow.

“We will see you in four hours Dev!  You’re 

driving!”

Meanwhile, in his den above, Gavin felt the 

tempting dark pulse of the Orbring within his pouch

—and he meditated close-eyed over the souls of Guy 

and Ash—his grandchildren who had crashed and 

died that night one year ago—Devin's folk who had 

been flying home.  He wished he could take back that 

fated night for all the power he had.  But he was still 

unwilling to wear the Orbring--given its dangers of 

possession—unless it was to wreak vengeance on the 

boy--for in his blackest hours, he blamed the kid for 

the tragedy—and he secretly dreamed of a day he 

would do something about it.

He had no idea that day was already upon 

him.  He would soon slide his finger into the 



colorless circle and summon the seed magic of the 

Ichen.

Within hours, he would alter the course of 

history, cause calamity to come crashing down upon 

his own blood, sending five innocents to twisted ends

—cursing each to the pit of the lost souls, where none 

ever recovered.

His was a deep and merciless insecurity—a 

strong and everlasting itch to kill his inner demons by 

casting them upon the faces of others—and commit 

their fates to folly for his own inability to forgive 

himself.  He subconsciously faulted his own 

negligence for letting Guy and Ash go that night, 

despite his powerfully clear feeling that something 

was wrong—yet to his conscious mind, the kid was 

the one who he kept suspecting of the crime—almost 

as a deflection from the mirror, so he would not have 

to consider himself to blame.  He was all but 

convinced the killer was the kid—and he could not 

let the murder of his children go unavenged.  He 



festered to fulfill his driving urge to finish the 

nagging feelings for once—and just enjoin Devin 

with damnation before it was too late.  He dreamed of 

meting out the remainder of his existence with some 

semblance of sanity—having touched the stone of 

righteousness—and revoked his guilt by calling out 

another.



vi. Related to the Reaper

Gavin untied Sadie's mouth-gag—asking her 

if she was comfortable.

She nodded—while furtively fumbling with 

the bonds behind her back.  

“You understand—this is all for the greater 

good—I do not enjoy it.”

She wished she could believe him—but she 

had heard too much from Devin about how he had 

practiced black magic behind closed doors—and so 

she found it difficult to have sympathy for someone 

who could do that—and do this.

“Why wouldn't you just leave me be?” she 

pleaded.  “I was never bothering anyone—I had no 

stake in anybody's future but my own.”



“You were bothering the universe just by 

continuing to exist,” he said grimly—looking vacant 

yet searching his inner eye for purpose.

“I created you—and so only I can put an end 

to this mess.”

“But you were gone for so long—why did 

you leave us to fend for ourselves—instead of just 

putting us out of our miseries right away?”

“I thought differently then,” he said, setting 

his book down.

“How so?” she said, keeping up talk to stall 

proceedings.

“It was the way so many died because of 

what I did.  I had to ultimately admit to myself that I 

was to blame—and so I was to rectify.”

“Salvation comes in forgiveness, Gavin.  You 

cannot cast without being cast—you cannot kill 

without being killed.  Why do you deserve to murder 



more—just because you made the mistake of murder

ing before?” 

This gave Gavin pause as he looked out the 

motel window for Devin and Cadence to arrive.  He 

was also watching them in his Orbring—which he 

pocketed now—loading his rifle and re-gagging Sad

ie for her own safety.  He wanted her to be at peace as 

long as she was still here—until he had to do it.  

Killing her was the hardest moment to imagine—so 

he was putting it off--as much as using her as bait to 

lead Devin out of New London.  

As to Sadie's accusations—he almost wanted 

to believe her—but then he would get this sinking 

feeling that he was being weak—neglecting his duties 

in setting these ill-fated fallen ones straight on the 

dead end.

Besides which, it was too late now—he was 

already committed to a lifetime of being the one who 

gave—and then who took away—not the one who lit 



a match and watched it burn down to the end—mar

ring all that was pure and natural—leaving a legacy 

emblazoned by blood and bone upon mankind.  He 

would be the one who redeemed—not who limped 

into damnation.

The sun was beginning to rise now.  He re

mained at high alert over every set of headlights that 

flooded the room from up on the highway.

He was thinking about Devin more and more 

now—about the times they had shared together.  He 

thought of their fated night--when the boy was still 

young and orphaned—and he was still so naïve as to 

think that he could make a difference in the kid's life.  

He had tried to be the best father figure that he could 

be, given the extreme circumstances—but his every 

fiber screamed that the boy was innately evil.  Gavin 

came to believe that Devin had secretly killed his 

folks by sabotaging their flight in one of his 'black 

dreams'.  It was just a long-shot hunch festering in his 

gut--slowly devouring him from the inside out.  



But then some mornings he would serve 

Devin toast and suddenly recoil at the simplicity of 

the boy.  He would forget all about blame and guilt—

and remember that sometimes people just die without 

reason.  He would see Devin for who he was: just a 

lonely little boy suffering for losing his kin.  

He changed his mind about it with the weath

er or season—but he always returned to bouts of 

madness—convincing himself that Devin did it.  So 

on that second destined night of Halloween, on the 

anniversary of Devin's parents' passing--when Devin 

abandoned Gavin to go out with friends—Gavin plot

ted to raise revenge against the kid—turning to his 

Orbring--and his deep reams of arcane pages--for the 

perfect curse to cast upon the foursome—for justice.

Cadence pulled over to the side of the road 

when they came upon Motel Paradise.  The place 

was run by carnies—and there was a strange eyeful to 



the north—called the Iron Garden—full of the metal

work of beastial hybrids. 

Devin remembered once reading in the paper 

about the the old man Medley Rector who ran Para

dise—and how he commanded five figures for his 

iron pieces—which were sought after by elites the 

world over—for their high craft.  It was also noted at 

the end of the article how Rector's metal-works were 

in some circles  rumored to be imbued with a dark 

magic of Medley's divining.    

He looked closer and saw that the works 

were spectacular.  Each was a cross between some 

animal, reptile or insect--and another.  There was a 

half-eagle, half-chimpanzee.  Here was part-elephant, 

part-tiger.  Closer in crouched a semi-bat, semi-jack

al.  Then further off, he could make out a mix of vul

ture and snake.  But over by the brook rose one of the 

most fearsome of them all: a combination of tarantula 

and dragonfly.  It was a cavalcade of atrocities—one 

after another damning any eye to loss of innocence.  



He noticed how they were all frozen at fray—as if 

just about to clash, when something had welded them 

in mid-action—thereby preserving the tension of the 

pending battle for eternity.

Devin shivered.  Cadence said nothing, but 

understood.  He got the same vibe every-time his job 

took him out this way.  Only once had he ever 

checked in to a room here, being severely sleep-de

prived.  The irony was that he had not slept well—for 

his eyes had been glued to the sounds—and his ears 

had been transfixed to the sights in his mind.  The 

place had moaned and creaked in the winds of open 

fields—as day dove into darkness—and a disturbing 

cacophony of mayhem arose—reaching crescendo 

just before breaking at the burst of dawn—but echo

ing on with him to this day.

The sun was up.  Traffic picked up on the 

highway.



A few cars started coming and going in the 

lot.

“So ... what do you think, son?”

“Their scent is strong and recent.”

“But … are they still here ...?”

“Hard to say.  Pull around back.”

They rolled the rig behind the place.

They parked by a black pick-up.

“Is it him?” Cadence said—gulping.

Devin got out and checked the truck.

Cadence grabbed for his night bag.

They walked around to the front office—

where the old Rector couple waited on them.  They 

were eerie folk in the flesh—and Cadence had to 

struggle to keep his composure—to keep down his 

bile.  They looked unwashed, like carnies fresh home 

from the road—and mischievous.



“Two beds 'til tomorrow,” Devin began.

“Ninety-six fifty.  Coffee 8am,” Medley 

croaked.  He had a giant scar on his forehead—as if 

from a lobotomy.  His portly wife Cally clung to his 

side--grinning through crooked teeth—tongue stick

ing out.

Cadence looked away—about the room.  A 

giant photo of the Iron Garden hung on the far wall--

ornately framed and ominous

“Has our friend Gavin checked in yet?” Dev

in asked bluntly.

“Oh yes—he arrived late last night, we were 

almost closed.”

“We should give him a knock,” Cadence in

terjected—hopeful.

The old man wavered—checking each of 

them out for a minute—but then eventually relaxed.  

“He's in 7B.  Here … I'll put you next to him--”



“No ...” Devin blocked.  “I mean …  Put us 

across the courtyard, so I can see the moon setting me 

to sleep,” he offered for explanation.

“Of course,” the old man said, passing over 

the keys to 2F.

There was a pool in the courtyard—surroun

ded by a fence.

They slipped in through the shadows—care

ful not to shuffle.

Inside their room, Cadence paced about as 

Devin meditated.

Devin could sense Gavin and Sadie in 7B.  

They did not move.

Sadie's heat signature told him she lived—

but she was scared. 

Gavin's aura indicated he was readied—

steely and cocksure.



“He has not detected us yet,” Devin said.  

“We have a window.”

“What should we do?  I could rap on the 

door, be a janitor.”

“He would kill you in your boots.  Surprise is 

our only hope.”

“How about I just plow the rig into their 

room—too messy?”

Devin shook his head 'No' flatly.  “Sadie's 

near the window.”

“Every second we wait in waste, we may re

gret, my friend.”

“Just trust me.  Patience, Cadence.  Clear 

your mind—try to relax.  If we get within ten yards 

he will sense us for sure.  We have to wait for when 

they're leaving—when he'll be more distracted--and 

we get half a chance at coming up on him from be

hind.  That's Sadie's only hope.  He's holding her to 



lure me in.  So as long as we stay aloof she's safe.  

There is no simple rescue.”

Cadence seemed to start to settle down at this

—and Devin's thoughts did a dip just then—swiftly 

drifting back to his youth—for Gavin's mind was 

wandering to that time also—so by default Devin fol

lowed in the same direction.  He recalled the last time 

he saw Gavin, before he left to hunt down Seth:

He mounted the stairs to find the old man 

rocking by the window—smoking up a tempest—

likely delivering himself from the confines of his 

creaky chair to somewhere far from there. 

“Gavin ...? Is everything alright?”

A full minute stewed before Gavin answered.  

“Yes my boy,” he said—looking up from his dusty 

book.

“I've got something to ask you.”

“What is it?  What have you done? 



“Nothing ...  I just wanted to see ...”

“You wanted.  You want.  Such a grasping 

thing,” Gavin rasped—so sick of the kid dissing ful

filment.

“Well--I was just hoping ...”

“Spit it out then boy, now ...”

“Well—my friends invited me out to Skull 

Ball tonight—and I was hoping that maybe we could 

use some of the leftover costumes--”

Gavin slammed his book down—sending dust  

up.

His eyes reddened with hate for this loser in

grate.

“I mean ... considering the rush is over--and 

we did such good business this season ...  I just 

thought--”



“You just thought—did you?  How do you 

think your folks would feel knowing you went to Skull 

Ball tonight?  On the night of their crash?”   

“I think they would want me to--”

“What?!  Piss on their memory?!”

“No—I'm just tired of hiding out.” 

“One night!  One night a year!”

“Gavin—it's every single day!”

“Why did I ever come here--”

“Please—it's just for one night--”

“I made a promise to my son--”

“He would have wanted us happy--”

“I said I would protect you, boy--”

“I know—and you've done just fine--”

“But how can you be so cold—how?”

“I just listen to how I feel inside.”



Gavin grew still.  He fell hush.  His eyes 

closed to slits.

“Please—just forget I asked,” Devin said, 

backing away.

Sitting in 7B--Gavin relived this same ex

change—but from his own perspective—as he and 

Devin slowly reeled the past in together.  

He watched Devin leave the room.  He 

rocked back and forth in a slow, purposeful consider

ation.  He could not believe the boy's arrogance—his  

complete disrespect for such a sacred evening.  He 

knew then, with more certainty than ever before, that 

Devin had somehow cursed Guy and Ash's plane to 

crash—just so he would be free to prowl the streets 

as he wished—and he understood in a flash how the 

boy had always had the Wulf in him, waiting to be 

teased out by the careful placement of a well-timed 

curse.



He knew then--it was up to him—not just to 

avenge—but revenge.

He looked down into his fist—which opened 

to reveal the Orbring beaming dark energy up into 

his eyes.  He had first found the ring in Devin's desk 

drawer—and after seeing the jewel had power—he 

borrowed it in order to investigate further.  At first he  

had played around with using it in combination with 

his own black spell-books—which he had long before  

packed away, forsaking the dark art.  But he was 

willing now to do it again—in order to see the extent 

of the power Devin had possessed—and whether he 

was truly capable of bringing down a plane.  Then 

after several months when he was completely 

convinced the Orbring was limited only by the 

breadth of the wearer's imagination—he had to rip it 

off his finger and lock it away in a trunk where it 

would be less tempting.  He went on to confront 

Devin—who said he found it at the bottom of an old 

meteorite crater in the woods.  He said he only tried 



it on once and never looked at it again—but Gavin 

remained dubious—and now he was convinced the 

boy had done it.

He put the Orbring on and began to plan the 

end of Devin Drake.

Suddenly then--their minds melded and sep

arated again—trading places with each other.  Devin 

found himself in Gavin's body—staring at Sadie—

while Gavin took over control of Devin—who was 

just being shaken awake by Cadence.  

“Devin ...  Devin ... We have to move,” Ca

dence warned.  “Cleaning lady on her way to 7C ...”

“Easy .... my friend,” Gavin-in-Devin's body 

said coolly—casually looking down at his hands--and 

around about the room—then up at Cadence—in a 

calm poise.  “She will be fine.  Gavin is not in the 

room anymore.”



“How do you know?  I've been watching the 

door the whole time.”

Cadence went back to the window.  “Now 

she's two doors off.”

Gavin stood up—adjusting himself to carry 

of Devin's body—and then approached Cadence from 

behind—as he morphed into Wulf form.

Sadie stared at Gavin's face as he approached 

her—and she watched it change before her.  For an 

instant she could have sworn it was Devin. .  

“Sadie?” he said—and his voice even soun

ded like her love.

Devin? she thought, still gagged—brow fur

rowing for him.

He approached her slowly—stumbling in his 

new body.



He felt strange—lizard-like—as if his blood 

were cold.  

He looked at his hands.  They were long 

veiny mitts.

Turning to the big mirror—he saw Gavin 

looking back.

He looked away aghast—foremost fearing 

this was permanent.

It also seemed as if some of Gavin had re

mained behind—for despite the two of them having 

switched husks--Devin could sense a lingering pres

ence at the bottom of his brain.  It was not just him in 

this skull.

All of Gavin's inner horrors festered there in 

the cesspool of his neurons.  His darkest dreams 

bubbled from beneath—washing Devin in visions.  

For once Devin understood how Gavin must have al

ways felt.



For the first time, Devin realized real forgive

ness—gaining empathy toward what Gavin merely 

felt he had to do—in order to free himself from his 

ever-binding Hell.  His dad was just Death come to 

restore balance to the cosmos—and so it was nothing 

personal, him needing to wipe his own blood from 

existence.  Devin's mind was suddenly elevated out 

of the pits of blame and self-pity.  He could now re

late to his very own Reaper—and so whatever was 

left for him in life—his spirit would remain unstirred. 

He removed Sadie's gag and dropped to his 

knees at her feet.  

“Sadie ...  Baby ...  It's me ...  Devin ...”

“Devin ...?  Is it really you?  Your eyes ...”

“There's no time for talk.  It's Gavin—”

“Why is he doing this?  He's gone mad!”

“He thinks our deaths are his atonement.”

“I don't know why.  What did we ever do?”



“Nothing—it's all in his mind--he's lost--”

“But how are you him?  What happened?”

But it was already too late--for Devin sud

denly felt light-headed—and he was soon consumed 

by the overwhelming urge to kill—as Gavin's mind 

surged back into control—now controlling both of 

their bodies.

Devin watched his hands skin a serrated 

hunting knife from his side—holding it up to Sadie's 

eyes for her to see what would soon cut.

“Devin—what are you doing ...?  Please, 

no ...  My God--” 

No!  Devin cried inside Gavin's brain.  Leave 

her alone!

'It's no use struggling, boy ...  The time for 

redemption is at hand—and I have placed every card 

in proper order.  It is nearly the hour when you both 

went on to where you belong in the afterlife.  It's time  



for atonement!  It's time for the world to move on 

without you out in the field.'

Devin watched as he then began to unwind 

Sadie's bands.  Without them, she would quickly per

ish, shrivelling up into a lifeless husk.  

“Please don't ...  Come back to me Devin ...  

Come back--”



vii. Wicked Ironwork  

Cadence heard a heavy breathing—and spot

ted Devin in the reflection of the glass—about to 

pounce on him.  He spun around—yelling “Bloody 

Hell!!!”--unleashing his barrel, unloading every 

chamber.

Devin went down hard into a mess of fur and 

limbs.

Cadence gazed agape as Wulf reverted to hu

man.

He had killed the kid.  He knelt down by his 

side.

But Devin was still breathing—only shal

lowly.

Everything had gone all to shit in a hurry.



Cadence's brain swelled for what to do.

Gavin's mind fled Devin's dying body.

Devin returned to his own moribund skin—

just in time to look up at Cadence's grief-stricken face 

hovering over him.

Sadie heard a blizzard of bullets go off across 

the way.

Cadence! Devin-in-Gavin thought.  He knew 

it was a danger bringing a stranger into this.  He 

promised himself now, if anything happened to the 

benevolent trucker, he would be the one to tell the 

wife everything—if only he himself managed to 

make it out of this long dark day alive.

The next moment he felt his soul slipping 

back into his own body—spiralling through a snake

hole—but then he resisted, swimming against the 

vortex--hanging on to Gavin's dark frame with every 

inch of strength.



He fought with all his might against the old 

man--whose thoughts  were still in control.  He man

aged to force those stubborn hands to do what he 

bid--just once more—long enough to undo Sadie's 

bonds—setting her hands free to wrap herself back 

up and escape before Gavin took power. 

But the old man was fast upon her--operating 

in a heart's flash—grabbing at her as she bolted out

doors.  He had two choices: continue after her—or 

concentrate on controlling Devin's last seconds—to 

kill Cadence.

Cadence was only accessory in all of this—

however, he knew too much—and while Sadie her

self would not likely ever seek human help—the 

trucker might be quick to alarm the cavalry.  Instead 

of choosing which way to go, though, Gavin got 

greedy, deciding to go both.  As he chased Sadie out 

through the courtyard—he once more tried to will 

Devin's hand.   



Devin fought back weakly.  His will broke 

when his hand shot out—suddenly choking the air 

from Cadence's throat—who tried but could not pry 

himself free from Devin's death-grip—and so he also 

started to die.

But Gavin's mind got so immersed in Devin's 

body for pulling it off—that he momentarily lost 

track of Sadie in the Iron Garden—and she was gone. 

He cast a Visionwish—and after several minutes, he 

could see as in daylight—but it was too late—for she 

had vanished--perhaps behind a metal-work—or into 

the wood where trees blocked every sight-line.  

He flashed back to Devin's body—but Ca

dence had already broken free during the lapse—and 

having reloaded, was aiming at Devin's head—so 

Gavin returned to his own body—satisfied Devin was 

good as dead.

“Please, don't,” Devin managed to squeak 

out.  “It's me ...”



“I don't know who you are,” Cadence said—

sweating, hot.  His finger twitched on the trigger.  It 

felt like years since five minutes ago.  He did not 

know what was overcoming Devin—but he dared not 

find out.

He closed one eye—aiming tighter—prepar

ing to end it.

“Please ...” Devin pleaded.  “Gavin's gone, I 

swear ...”

“Who are you,” Cadence growled.  “Where is 

Devin ...”

“Cadence—listen ...  He's after Sadie—in the 

Iron Garden.  I can sense him looking for her—she's 

hiding out.  You have to help her—you're her only 

hope ...  Please ... for your daughter's sake ...”

“How do I know you are Devin?”

“We hitched up on the highway.”

“What did we see in the wood?”



“Cadence ... What do you mean?” 

Cadence nearly fired, but resisted.

“What did we see in the wood ...?”

Devin closed his eyes.  “Devilbillies.”

Cadence lifted his gun away—hopeful.

“Is it really you, son?  What happened?”

“Gavin ...  He's almost on her ...  Please ...”

“Okay.  Okay ...” Cadence said.  “I will go.”

“Don't delay ...  Every second counts now.”

Cadence began to summon his inner drums.

“For Claudia—I will do my best, I swear.”

“But one more thing first, before you go ...”

“What is it?  Whatever you want, son ...”

“Drag me out back to see the moonrise.”



Gavin tramped through the flower-beds, 

looking behind every metalwork—without luck.  

Sadie's scent was washed by the wind—and now he 

had to quickly decide whether to go on after her—or 

turn back for Devin.

Devin was more deserving to die than the girl 

anyway, he reasoned, for she was just a night-dweller

—while Devin fed on flesh every full moon.

So he whirled back around toward Motel 

Paradise—rifle up on the watch for their truck com

ing out—but he found it still parked in behind.

He positioned himself for a long bead on the 

front door of 2F.    

Cadence left Devin out back—then returned 

to the room, grabbed his jacket—and began opening 

the front door, when he suddenly thought to bring his 

Bible.  He turned back for the good Book on the 



night-desk—when a bullet ripped through the door 

into the far wall.

He spun and dove long behind the bed.

Gavin saw movement through the window 

and shot again—just grazing Cadence's shooting 

shoulder—hampering his remaining good hand.

Out back Devin heard shots and prayed the 

moon worked fast.

Cadence came blazing out of 2F, scorching 

the air with lead—running full tilt toward his truck—

when Gavin reloaded and fired twice.

He clipped Cadence in one leg—the other 

bullet flying free.

Cadence crumpled to his knees--then face 

met ground.  He rolled over, cupping a bloody nose—

still clutching his gun in an iron grip.



Meanwhile, Devin could feel the moon 

throbbing as it began to peek over the evergreens—

and he summoned all patience in the suspense.  

Gavin walked up to Cadence slowly—hol

stering his rifle—unsheathing his hunting knife—pre

pared to scalp this man for protecting Devin—for he 

had now decided that every single accomplice must 

fall.

“I came for  the Wulf—but you've earned 

your death.”

Cadence shakily lifted and fired.  “Now I've 

earned it.”

The shot split Gavin's head open—entering 

one eye—blowing out the back of his skull.  The re

maining half of his face sagged.

He dropped to knees—while Cadence stood 

back up.

“That was for Devin,” he said.  “This one's 

for Claudia.”



He holstered his gun again and tossed the 

Bible to land at the ground before Gavin--who looked 

at it blankly—seconds to death from his headshot.  

The Book burst into flames—but only in Gavin's 

mind.  He looked up to see Mary undulating aloft like 

the northern lights.

“What have I done?” he asked—but God 

stayed silent.

He looked over to Cadence—a lone tear 

streaming from his remaining eye—bloody brains 

oozing from his grotesquely gutted skull.  

“I have killed the only son I ever knew--out 

of madness.”

Cadence could only nod.  He reloaded to end 

the misery.

“Please hurry,” Gavin said—but then in the 

twinkle of a deathly gaze, one last hope for redemp

tion surfaced to him—and he searched for Cadence's 

mind—trying to find the window in—where he might 



take up a new skin—and carry on with his mission to 

finish the rest of them off.  

Cadence fired—but before the lead met its 

mark—Gavin was through to the other side—inside 

the trucker's neural network—already re-wiring 

thought patterns the way he wanted them—and for

cing the poor fool out of his shell—to take up refuge 

in Gavin's blasted body—forced to fill Gavin's place 

in the afterlife—sent to the fire by his very own bul

let.

Gavin then adjusted himself to Cadence's 

frame.  He noticed the right hand responded more 

slowly—but being new to the body, he was more able 

to ignore the pain sensors and use the hand as needed. 

He went about learning to handle his gun with the left 

hand anyway--while heading back into the Iron 

Garden, in new flesh to draw Sadie out of hiding—

and end her.



After some time of silence, Sadie crept out 

from between the legs of a huge iron ant-angel.  She 

was comfortable in such dark spots—but felt it was 

better that she kept moving before Gavin came back.  

She made it half-way toward the highway, when she 

heard an old man's voice—but it was not Gavin.  It 

was a bearded elder in overalls, waving his arms 

about in a friendly fashion.  “Sadie!!!  It's Devin's 

friend—Cadence!  I promised him I would come for 

you!!!  I've come to help you!  We have to get out of 

here!”

Sadie was not sure what to think.  She froze 

in her steps, trying to determine whether to run--or 

risk everything on this stranger's word.  

“How do I know Devin sent you?” she called 

over to him.

“I have nothing to hide ...  Devin's dying 

back there--Sadie.”



“What happened to him?  Did he get shot?  

Where's Gavin?”

“Gavin's dead.  Devin's on the edge.  Help is 

on the way.”

“Oh my God,” Sadie cried.  She ran right 

over to Cadence.

“Is he going to be okay?” she said.  “He 

came here for me.”

“He may not make it,” Gavin-as-Cadence 

said.  “We'll see.”

He grabbed Sadie by the wrist when she was 

close enough.

She tried to pull away—but he had her now, 

tightly held.

She looked into his eyes—and then she saw 

his truth. 

“Gavin!” she cried—struggling to get away, 

futilely.



Gavin wrangled her in.  “Thought you got 

away now?”

“Curse you!” she hissed caustically--and spit 

in his face.

He cuffed her across the jaw—sending it fly

ing off free.

She fell to her hands and knees, picking up 

the mandible.

On the ground, however, she felt a rumble 

underneath.

They both looked up to see the Antangel 

crawling over.

The full moon had finally topped the tree-line

—animating the Iron Garden in a cosmic vibration—

under the control of Medley Rector.

Gavin could hardly believe it—but he knew 

it was real.



Sadie scrambled away from Gavin—away 

from Antangel. 

Meanwhile, Devin now lay in the full moon

light, slowly regenerating his life force and form—

turning wolf—then Wulf—then human again—even

tually completely recovering.   Soon he was on to the 

scent of Cadence—but he sensed it was not him.  

Streaks of Gavin twisted through his supernatural 

olfactory—and he knew he was hunting him in the 

trucker's skin.

The Antangel stormed Gavin, flying upon 

him—clasping him with all eight legs—then lifting 

him up into the sky, while Sadie watched aghast from 

below.  She was not reeling from pity for Gavin—but 

at the pure horror in the sight of the Antangel—and 

how it had so easily plucked its prey.



But Gavin was not afraid of heights—and he 

unsheathed his hunting knife into the the beast's belly. 

But it was impenetrable—so his blade merely deflec

ted off the metal—as he struggled to break Antangel's 

grip.

Down below, Sadie turned to run away, but 

came to face the Eaglechimp diving down at her—

eyes hotly fixed on tearing her to shreds.

The entire Iron Garden had come to life now, 

all divined by Rector, sitting over his black-and-gold 

puppet-player's box of pawns on strings, in his dingy 

hobby den behind the main office—where he re

treated for his malice.  

He pushed Tigermoth through the valley, to

ward where Sadie now cowered.  He liberated Jackal

bat from its pedestal—sending it flying up after Gav

in and Antangel—engaging them both in close com



bat—for no Ironwork creature was sacred in their all-

against-all nature.  The three of them fell into a fren

zied triad—trying to destroy each other while whip

ping downward through the air—with the flagstone 

garden bed flying up at them. 

Rector then sent Vulturesnake and Spiderfly 

to set upon Sadie—each claiming her for its own 

prey-toy—subject of sick intent.

Sadie pin-wheeled about, trying to disengage 

Vulturesnake's talons from her shoulders—as it at

tempted to lift her into the air—while Spiderfly spun 

webbing around her ankles—drawing her down to 

ground.

Torn between the two, she screamed aloud in 

a volatile mixture of furious rage and outright fright--

when suddenly, Vulturesnake's talons ripped through 

her decayed flesh and brittle bone—and she collapsed 

on Spiderfly.



Spiderfly bit her a dozen times before she 

could clamber free.  She did not feel pain or venom 

like a living human—but nevertheless got fazed.

She managed to cut down past a stand of 

evergreens, edging out of the Iron Garden into the 

nearby wood--screening out Vulturesnake's line of 

sight.

But Rector had Spiderfly on her trail—and 

she came face to face with the giant monstrosity by a 

crystalline brook that babbled on luxuriantly—steady 

percolation perfectly unbroken by the presence of a 

tense stand-off nearby.  

She took heart that she had the things separ

ated.

She cast back to the last time she was in seri

ous trouble like this—when a mugger had cornered 

her in a back alley of New London.  

It was then that she had first discovered what 

she came to call her Starflare.  She had looked up to 



the twinkling night sky for help, when one lone star 

stood out brighter than all the rest—and it seemed to 

wink at her, then burst into a dazzling display of cos

mic fireworks which travelled the distance from 

space to earth in an instant—illuminating the entire 

alleyway, showering both her and the assailant in a 

billion glittering drops of light—some of which 

began to swirl around her in a scintillating, serpentine 

stream--coiling up her ankles, screaming around her 

legs, arcing tightly about her torso, in dizzying loops 

circumnavigating her head—before finally entering 

her body through her eyes and mouth.

An undulating energy fired up from within 

her, bulging her muscles—giving glow to dark 

recesses between loose or missing bands--where be

fore only  blackened corpse showed—enlarging her 

overall girth and height by over than a third.  The 

mugger had backed away, wetting his pants as he did

—heart slamming to the frenetic beat of a dead man's 

band.  He had thought she was just some homely beg



gar woman, all wrapped up for warmth—and now he 

found himself standing before an undead giant 

fuelled by divine intervention.

She had chased him out of the alley that day, 

but when the blinding headlights of traffic assaulted 

her senses, she panicked and turned back.

So Sadie looked up into the sky above Iron 

Garden now—seeking the same Starflare once 

more--but the clouds were just then blocking the in

terstellar canopy—and although she could feel the 

faint pull of the heavens, pushing to imbue her with 

celestial power—the draw was too weak.  She was 

screwed.

She fell to her knees before the approaching 

Spiderfly—looking up at the sky in surrender to the 

Three Fates of the Fallen—as they had so announced 

themselves to her once—upon her eighth embod

iement of their astral aura.



But the Spiderfly was almost upon her—as 

the clouds were just beginning to thin out again—and 

it spun its web about her once more, cocooning her in 

its silken strings—until she was completely encased, 

unable to break out.

All she could do was count the seconds to 

stay calm—praying the stars made their entrance in 

time enough for her to take on their will—and move 

with the forces of the universe once more—storming 

this Godforsaken creature with two fists of electrified 

might—and a bloodlust impassioned by primal in

stincts.

Then, just as the Spiderfly was about to wind 

its last few loops about her—to cover over her face 

and seal its blood-meal—the Vulturesnake came fly

ing down from over the treetops—swooping in on the 

Spiderfly, which flew off with its buzz-saw wings—

just out of range enough to turn around and land.



Sadie could do nothing.  She closed her eyes 

and prayed to God.

Then the Vulturesnake was upon her—talons 

sinking in between the Spiderfly's strings of silk and 

her own linen bands.  It lifted her helplessly aloft.  

She dangled perilously high, all but immobilized in 

limb and will.

Yet then, even as she rose ever higher toward 

an ugly fall—a cold breeze rushed over them—and 

the clouds fled in every direction.  

She began to feel the old Starflare rushing 

through her.

The familiar celestial rumblings in her gut 

began to grow stronger—and then to her thankful 

eyes—the stars came alive, shining ever brighter until 

nearly blinding her and the Vulturesnake, which then 

lost its grip.

The entire Iron Garden for three dozen yards 

around became illuminated in a brilliant, hot flash—



and then, just like it happened before, a school of 

stars swam down from above.  They snaked up over 

her cocoon—until finally feeding into her eyes, elec

trifying her insides—imbuing her body with a solar 

vibration—instilling her flesh with a scintillating un

dulation—reducing her mind to that of a beast of fire, 

but giving her physique back the life it lacked.

She tumbled through the air now, as the Vul

turesnake dove after her—and just before she hit 

ground, it thought it had her again—but she was 

heavier now—and so she simply pulled the thing 

down with her.  Then when they both smacked 

cracked earth—she was up in an instant, being so for

tified by the Starflare—yet the Vulturesnake was 

stunned on impact—now trying to recover.

She took the opportunity to pin it to the 

ground and begin beating it with knuckles of fanning 

light—until the rays were finally freed from her 

hand's bands—and shone aglow so strong that it 

seemed as if she wielded suns for fists.



She lost her soul to the power of the moment. 

So enraptured had she immediately become, that all 

thought of Devin had left her mind.  All that re

mained were survival instincts—and the desire to see 

this wicked ironwork die.

The Vulturesnake clawed and hissed—kept 

off balance by Sadie's rage—squirming about on its 

back, beating its wings--which in part shielded Sad

ie's fists—but did nothing to help it get up.  It bite 

back at her, frantically, futiley gnashing at what now 

remained of her linen wrappings, which was all but 

nothing, for she had gone further into Starflare than 

she had before—becoming a brimming being of light, 

glowing like a beacon in the night, striking rays and 

shadows across the dark valley all the way down to 

Motel Paradise—bringing the scene into an eerie re

lief that seemed to underscore the tone of the even

ing.  Everything had turned inside out now, in terms 

of luck and fortune for Sadie, for whereas an hour 

ago she was trapped—kidnapped--kept under gag and 



knot—now she was emancipated—by a cosmic con

flagration—and given greatness.

She smashed the last life from Vulturesnake 

and turned to face Spiderfly closing in—but it 

stopped in its tracks under her predatory gaze, for it 

sensed it was outmatched—and began to scuttle off 

toward the evergreen.

 

Jackalbat landed on Gavin's back—claws 

digging in—as Antangel continued to ensnare him in 

its octohold—slowly squeezing the life from his 

body.  But when blood finally started to trickle out of 

his nose and ears--Gavin grew strangely calm--

closing his eyes and entering into the fourth 

dimension.

To Antangel's surprise, Gavin shifted 

intangible—so its legs simply passed through him—

as did the Jackalbat's claws—and the two flying 



metal beasts were left grappling each other—as 

Gavin blinked out of light's range.

He rematerialized high above--hovering 

cross-legged—eyes closed.  He was still no more 

solid than fog—but as visible as if he were actually 

there. 

Antangel beat its wings to ascend—but 

Jackalbat latched onto its lower legs—pulling it back 

down.  Gavin did not move—did not blink—did 

nothing but focus on remaining detached from the 

third plane—staying in Forthworld.

The iron monstrosities could go on after him 

all they liked—they would never touch him so long 

as he did not waver his mind from a watchful 

patience.

Antangel lashed at Jackalbat with all six free 

legs, even while trying to climb as high as Gavin—

but when it did, it simply passed through him. 



Jackalbat finally got the upper hand—when it 

managed to clamp its maw on Antangel's ankle—

infecting with an explosive electric current.

Antangel struggled for a time further—but its 

strength was now sapped—and Jackalbat kicked it 

off, disengaging from its six legs, so it would 

plummet freely when its wings came to final stop—

which they did shortly thereafter.

Jackalbat did not watch—but turned its 

attention back to Gavin—who continued to stay free 

of that dimension.  Jackalbat flew at him—through 

him—up and down—back and forth—until it was 

frustrated yet satisfied continued attempts on this 

tangent would not find success—and it turned back 

down.

Gavin watched in his mind as Jackalbat 

descended to the ground in several long sweeping 

arcs—before landing on Antangel's paralyzed frame



—and beginning to tear its stiff joints apart—one 

limb at a time—to the head.

Then Gavin let his thoughts sweep over to 

Sadie—to see she had transformed into a cosmic 

colossus—and was now in pursuit of Spiderfly.  He 

saw Spiderfly break through trees—appearing below 

him, approaching Jackalbat.

Sadie shortly followed after—hot afoot in the 

chase—and so Gavin reformed with the third 

dimension—letting his gravity return slowly.  He 

swiftly slipped down to the ground—landing with 

two feet under him, standing firm and sure behind 

Jackalbat—not closing in--but waiting to see what 

came of Sadie.

Meanwhile, Devin had made it as far as the 

edge of Iron Garden, when he spotted Sadie in her 

Starflare—which he had only seen once before, 

during a freak lightning storm, when it was clear 



skies.  She had been startled by a flock of starlings 

dusting up from the wide trail path that they were on

—and when rumbling came up beneath them, 

shaking ground despite thunderhead being above—

she started to speak in tongue, when the stars fell and 

funneled—threading up her body in swirling curls—

until inserting in and igniting her.

So he knew now instantly that it was Sadie 

transformed into light—and he gazed aghast at the 

dead heap of Antangel—and Spiderfly circling 

Jackalbat.

He next spotted Gavin-as-Cadence skulking 

about in the shadows—patiently waiting to engage 

the unlucky survivor of the impending frenzy.  

Then Sadie prowled up to Spiderfly and 

Jackalbat—so confident or careless was she in her 

present condition—so fired up was she to punish.



viii. A Snake of Thieves

Long after Gavin had left the field where 

Seth Greenwood fell to his death—the Dragun gradu

ally regenerated its busted body.  But then Seth rever

ted to human form from the exhaustion of it—and for 

some time he was only able to lay there, staring up at 

the clouds, wondering at his wild life.

He remembered hunting Gavin and the girl, 

but not much after that.  Every time he came out of 

his cold blood, he got a hang-over worse than any 

post-drunk morn he could remember.  His head 

throbbed like a bad rave—and the vomit kept coming 

up to the top of his throat long enough to say hi—

then settled back down again, too smart to be ex

pelled just yet—for so much more fun could be had 

by hanging around in the gut tormenting him.



But after a few hours of zoning in and out—

he started to feel a little clear-headed, for his powers 

of recovery bordered immortality—and what Gavin 

thought was finished and behind him would now 

come back to kill.

Seth was furious at the old man for trying to 

hunt him down.  He was not the type to just forget 

something like that.  Even in those early moments in 

the wake of their encounter, he began to plot Gavin's 

sudden grave.

Then when the sound of a combine came 

heading his way, he managed to erect himself and 

scamper off toward the highway.  The farmer would 

come across the girl's body—and Seth would hit yet 

another headline.

But by the time the cops arrived, his trail was 

long since cold.

For the next few weeks--he disappeared into 

the night-life of New London—spending some time 



just boozing and bruising it—chasing heels and suck

ing chasers--laying low long enough to feel safe 

again in his scales.  

One day, however, he was stumbling home in 

the morning, when he happened to cross by The 

Church of Sol—and in a moment of dawning solem

nity for his sins, he decided to go in to see about 

some cleansing.

Pastor Edmund Gregory Pall, however, was 

not your average clergyman—for he also doubled as 

the local mob contact—and he saw a potential in Seth 

that had long laid dormant.

What he truly sensed was the power of the 

Orbring teeming in Seth's sphere of energy—but this 

was only peripheral.  It was just some low note in his 

subconscious telling him that the Dragun may have 

some kind of connection to the Ichen Orbrings—

which his astral overlords often told him would one 

day be his to wear and wield.



The overlords were his true idols—behind 

the masque of his religion.  They worked against the 

Ichen—a race of hyperbeings—made of light—who 

rarely intervened in human affairs—except for time-

to-time to push toward an Ichen War.  They called 

themselves simply Sol—singular in their conscious

ness, totally telepathic—yet still separate in their 

bodies of light—enough to remain independent and 

free.   

But besides the smallest suspicion by Pall 

that the Dragun could be a herald to another Ichen ar

rival—for the most part he merely saw a hope for 

Seth as a soldier in the street war.    

“So you have killed many.”

 Seth lowered his head in shame.  He had 

blocked out the guilt—quelled the inner dissent—si

lenced the creeping voices crying dismay.



He could not tell Pastor Pall everything, for 

he would not be believed.  He just said that his true 

self was a cold-blooded murderer.  

But to Seth's shock, that was exactly the kind 

of man Pall was looking for in his other line of busi

ness—ever since his prime bruiser was shot.

“I need someone strong-eyed,” he said.  “Un

flinching in the face of someone slipping from exist

ence.  Untouched by the tug of tears before a family 

burning in their home for crossing me.  These are my 

streets—and I need to send a message—an unmistak

able commandment: this is my kingdom—and all 

false idolaters will pay dearly for their merit or per

ish.” 

“That is not me,” Seth said, shaking his head. 

He had come for innocence, not a one-way ticket into 

the bowels of Hell.  But Pall had his attention never

theless—for Seth's sadistic underside was kicking 

back in.



“Nonsense,” Pall responded.  “You will come 

around to like it.”

“But I just kill for blood, not for business.  

Money means nothing to me—and religion never 

really influenced my morality one way or another.”

“Instead of taking the blood of innocents—

you will have as much of it as you want, from the 

veins of the sacrilegious and criminal elements.”

“Who am I to judge if one deserves to die 

more than the next,” Seth argued.  “Right now I just 

take whatever I can get.  The streets are a level field.  

Whoever is so luckless as to happen upwind of me 

gets eaten.  There's no brain-busting dilemma in 

choosing between good and bad.  It's easier.”

“What would you like--to take the easy—or 

spend your strength on the hard road now—so lighter 

paths open up when you need them most?”



Seth bowed his head again.  “I guess you're 

right.  I never thought of it that way.  I only wish 

there was a way I could stop feeding altogether.”

“Nevermind that now, God has led you to my 

chapel for a reason.  He knows you need blood—but 

he wants you to help him filter out the sinners—and 

leave the devoted followers alone, so that they may 

pray on.”

Seth stood up.  “Then I will do my best, 

Father.  I hope you are not disappointed in my de

cisions.  I hope God grants me discernment enough to 

determine who is ill and who is filled with the light of 

goodness and love.”

“Return tomorrow around this time.  I will 

have your first task.”

Seth left feeling refreshed.  He thanked his 

lucky heavens for leading him to the Church of Sol.  

He was light-footed—yet heavy-headed—for he 

knew the days ahead would not be easy.  But at the 



very least he knew that they would be more fulfilling

—less of empty bloodlust and killing—flush with just 

and prudent murder—absent of all that old guilt he 

was always getting afterward—when he could still 

taste fear in flesh on his lips. 

Sadie shattered Jackalbat's back with her 

Starflare fists—sending two high voltage waves into 

his system—so that it spasmed and sputtered.  It 

lashed about, rolling across the ground—eventually 

fizzling out of power—and coming to lay just lifeless 

scrap metal—destined for rust.

But Spiderfly took the advantage to dart in 

behind Sadie—shooting webbing as it did, weaving a 

wide net to catch her in.  But when she turned 

around, she charged right into it anyway, knowing it 

could not stop her Starflare.  So the Spiderfly started 

to flee the scene entirely—but Gavin set after it—for 

no beast would leave Iron Garden on his watch.



He teleported fifty yards—landing before 

Spiderfly.

Spiderfly shot more webbing his way—but 

Gavin slipped into Forthworld again—then just as 

quickly flashed back out--unslung his gun from under 

his coat—and began blasting Spiderfly in its com

pound eye.

Its legs still moved, but not in any coordin

ated way.  Its wings beat futilely against the ground

—but it knew not which way was up—and Gavin 

could sense the heat in its core was fading fast—so 

he turned his attention.

Sadie shivered watching him standing over 

the Spiderfly—with his open jacket blowing in the 

night breeze—and his Reaper eyes shining bright.  

She could now see all too clearly that it was Gavin 

inside Cadence's body.

His heavy essence did not sway her new

found fight, however, for she held hard to the fact 



that Starflare tapped all matter—while Gavin was 

only a bag of flesh.  Still yet, she approached 

guardedly, opting not to slip up in her chance to turn 

the tables on her captor—and cheat Death once more.

Devin closed in.  Sadie don't do it! he cried 

inside.  He did not want to alert Gavin to his presence

—so he silently skirted up and around behind—

morphing into wolf, padding the earth softly, prowl

ing up on his prey.

Meanwhile, Seth had arrived for his first day 

on the 'job' with Pall—who took him into a smoky 

backroom meeting.  It was the New London mob the 

Ripjoys.  They were pale ones with red lips.  He had 

seen them before, here and there, never knowing who 

they were, until one day his father had warned about 

them.  “Careful those ones,” he had said.  “Different 

blood runs through them veins.”  Seth had always 

steered clear of their gazes.



But now he had to face them each, one by 

one, learning their names as he was introduced 

around the table.  There was Garr and Mavin--Xylox 

and Prozon—Lakir and Kron—Ozar and Falcion.  He 

did his best to remember them, filing their faces away 

in a bright red mental folder.

Finally then, sitting on an ornately carved 

throne-chair—the head Ripjoy bristled with unnatural 

tension—glaring with unnerving, unwavering, 

unrepentant eyes.  Seth had never been so 

intimidated.

Pall said: “Seth meet Vincent Volatil.  He's 

my strong right hand.”  

Volatil never balked at Pall's thoughts on 

their relationship—regarding who was in charge—

because he chose his battles with a soft touch.  But he 

knew he could dispatch Pall if necessary—despite 

any backlash from Pall's followers—including the 

police and Mayor.



He wore a chain-link vest. Jagged black 

shoulders jutted up—as long gold-trimmed purple 

robes flowed down.  Dark glasses obscured his ex

pression.  He sat up to say: “Welcome to Revelation 

Room.  This is where we make plans for the fate of 

the city—where we decide what the suits do.”

“What exactly would be expected of me,” 

Seth hedged, trying to be casual, but circle the fact 

that he was not yet one hundred percent into this.

Volatil smiled wickedly, licking his lips of 

fresh sin and roses.

“First you must prove yourself, then you will 

be told everything.”

Seth shook his head—but Volatil nodded his

—and Pall smiled.

“I might not be the handyman you're looking 

for--losing my edge.”

“Ah—but I like that,” Volatil whispered 

creepily.  “A strong will.”



“Send him to District Crimson,” Falcion 

trumpeted—sickly intoning—stuttering and rasping 

as if possessed by the Devil himself—seeking a harsh 

initiation for the newbie—the human under the ser

pentspell.

“NO!!!” Garr countered—even more intent 

on the kid hurting.  None of them liked a mortal vy

ing for attention from Volatil.  They were all there for 

selfish power lust—Machiavellian murderers running 

the show behind curtains—none of them trustworthy

—each a snake of thieves in his or her own right--

leaving even Volatil ever teetering on edge over it.

“Give him a round at Jasper's Pub—my old 

friend Kyle Marsden would chew him up some.  If he 

can get past that, he's capable.”

Mavin, Xylox and Prozon nodded in agree

ment.  

Volatil shook his head.  “I have just the spot.”

“What are you thinking?” Lakir inquired.



“I think he means Middleton Cathouse.  

Brother Brewster and Katy-Sun Blacklamb owe us 

some 'protection paper'.  They've been let off too long

—and recently we noticed they've been busy.”

Brewster & Blacklamb Fight School was loc

ated in the basement of the Cathouse.  It was finely 

furnished, with hardwood--and well equipped to host 

and instruct several fighters at a time—with a dozen 

instructors on call.

None of the Ripjoys would admit to being in

timidated by Brewster & Blacklamb, especially not 

Volatil—but they all knew they had gone lax.

Kron offered his input: “It's time we instruc

ted the instructors.”

Ozar grinned mischievously.  “I've got my 

money on the Dragun.”

“What do you think?” Volatil asked Seth.  

“Pick up a cheque for us?  Cathouse is on the other 

side of town—Express Ave and Fifth Street.”



Pall patted Seth on the back.  “He's ready.  

He just doesn't know it.”

Seth stared off into the corner for a hard 

minute—then shook no.

But Volatil headed him off.  “Before you say

ing anything—think!  We are not so quick to give 

second chances—if you change your mind later.  This 

is your opportunity to secure a good life—to redeem 

your mindless killing—your shallow excuses for nor

malcy in the blacking out of guilty memories.  Here 

in our arms, there is no guilt.  We do what we wilt.”

Seth looked ill and ashen—but unmoving, 

not breaking his calm.

“I will do what you want,” he said after a 

long pause.  “But there is one thing I must tell you—

at the risk of blowing this whole arrangement.”

“What is your secret then, Dragun?  We will 

all keep it now.” 



A cold shiver ran through him like a river—

as evil surged.

“A man is after me.  Someone powerful—in 

your own arts.”

“Who is this you speak of?  We know every

one that matters.”

“You may not know him—but be that as a 

clear warning.”

“Just serve us with your full will—and he 

will go away.”



II

When Cold Hearts Collide

ix. Zombies At The Bar

“I'm a dead man!” Blake blurted out—

banging down his full pint.

It felt like he had been in that place for etern

ity—in Hell's shadows.

He had lost the verve to live long ago—given 

up on trying anymore.

The regulars around were used to it by now.  

They just shuffled further down the bar and turned 

their backs—wisely avoiding all eye contact.

Every once in a while, some innocent 

schmuck walked into the Cathouse and found them

selves slipping into Blake's sunken eyes—falling for 



his oft-rehashed self-pity about hitting hard rocks—

sinking into the drink. 

“The world is a fucking mess!!!” he would 

say—and those who came there to forget about that 

fact pretended not to hear—while others smirked in 

dismay at a man so destroyed he could not see light 

in lamps.

“There is always a way to look at things that 

makes them okay,” an old lady once told him.  She 

was the one that usually showed up to dance with the 

youth.  She could really move for her age—and she 

found that her arthritis went away when she put her 

hips and feet to work—so she had many motives to 

make it down there every week—beside boredom.

“Oh please,” he had replied.  “Sometimes it's 

just not okay.”

Middleton Cathouse was more than just a 

joint for losers—but a meeting space for the elite—an 

artsy dive for the painters and musicians—and an 



overall hub of clashing lifestyles, outlooks—and 

ways and means.

Blake was basically the token bad drunk—

but sometimes even he would put on some sobriety 

for a change.  Sometimes he would show up in a suit 

and bow-tie—then go around shaking hands firmly--

while sincerely apologizing to everybody he had ever 

offended by rude jibe or cruel affront.

But then the very next day he would show up 

slurring his words--unable to string a sentence togeth

er—and you would know Blake was back.  He would 

look nearly dead—as if his skin were falling off—and 

he would smell of a rotting corpse--but nobody said 

anything.  The next day he would be better and they 

would forget about the horror he had been before.

Of course, some of those he got to know tried 

to pry into his past, but he would not let them in--

beside mumbling hints about an accident.



“Let's not get too close now,” he told the bar

tender LaSalle once.  “Lest I stop showing up some 

day and you happen to miss me, can't be having that 

now, Lise.  I need to keep my exit clean.  No messy 

memories.”

He was a patient suicide waiting to happen.  

He knew he was not long for this world—and he 

knew how he was going to end it too.  He was certain 

that Skyline Tower was high enough to finish him off

—undead energies or not—for when he had jumped 

off Citi Center, it took him three months to recover 

from his broken back.  He had come so close to ac

complishing his goal, even as he healed, he looked 

forward to the Big Hurt.  

It was going to be quick and painless this 

time, he promised himself, everyday going through 

his mantras, conditioning himself for the jump.  The 

problem was, as much as he hated life—he was afraid 

of heights—and working his will up to the task was 

hard enough the first time—let alone now, knowing 



how painful it was to hit the street—smashing a 

dozen bones.

Furthermore, if he survived a plummet from 

Skyline Tower at all-- he would surely be bound for 

an edge-walk on Death's canyon—raked over Hell's 

coals in pain and anguish for months or years on end. 

So it was in no way a no-brainer getting gumption to 

go off the side.  It would take time.

He had just finished ordering a shot, when a 

stranger from his past walked into Cathouse.  He 

never mistook a face—and when he saw Devin's mug 

approaching him from behind in the mirror—his jaw 

jacked open—for he had almost started to believe his 

so-called friend was dead.  Devin used to come 

around alot at first, months after the crash—but not at 

all anymore.

Blake did not turn around as Devin walked 

up to him—hand out.



“Don't touch me, Drake,” he blurted out—as 

fingers fell on him.

Devin pulled back.  He sat at the bar beside 

Blake.  “I'm sorry I haven't been by in awhile,” he 

said, hoping Blake would listen and ease up.  “I've 

been wrapped up in a love triangle that has gotten out 

of hand.”

Blake lit up in the eyes at this.  It was nice at 

least to hear Drake had some morsel of an excuse for 

not keeping his word about their bond.  

“We said we would have each other's backs 

no matter what,” Blake mumbled, frowning long, so 

lost in spirits that he hardly heard himself.

“We still do, my friend.  I have never broken 

my word.  I've just been busy—but now the last bell 

is sounding.  We have been called to write the end to 

our saga once and for all—and we are all in it 

together.”



“Who's all?  Sadie?  Barb?  Seth?  What can 

we do?  We've each dealt with it in our own ways—

unfortunately some of us did better.”

“Sadie's been exiled from this plane.  Gavin 

has her soul trapped in his Orbring.  It's not a yawner

—it's a yarn--but it would take hours to explain.  I 

tried to save her, but he cast a Sealsoul—commanding 

her to yield to the dark draw of his jewel—where 

matter is sucked into its vortex.”

“By God!” Blake exclaimed.  “You have 

downright gone insane!”

“This is all true,” Devin said, shaking his 

head.  “Gavin hunts us.”

“Why?  Where has he been all these months? 

He did this to us!”

“He now believes we are Devil's seeds 

needing annihilation.”

Blake finished off his pint with a relishing 

smack and paid.



“Time I got the paper and did my river walk.  

Are you in?”

“Whatever it takes to convince you,” Devin 

said.

“It's real.”

He followed Blake down to the River Payne, 

where they walked along the boardwalk and talked 

about old times—before they were cursed.

“So what happened then, after Sadie and 

Gavin faced off?”

“Her confidence was short-lived, for her first 

strike went well, forcing Gavin back off his heels, 

seriously burning him with her fire and light—but 

then he circled around, chanting his mantra for the 

Sealsoul fix that would draw her mind into his ring—

and thereby draw in her body luminous as well—like 

a star passing over black hole, all light swiftly 

vanishing.”



“Unbelievable—I'm sorry.  I know you and 

Sadie were close.”

“It's not too late.  I believe she may yet be 

saved, if Gavin dies.”

“Are you sure—or is that just going to get us 

both killed as well.”

“He won't stop either way.  There's no 

running this time, Blake.”

“Hey!  Whoever ran?  I was fucking dead, 

man!  Nothing left for me even if I wanted it.  You 

got it lucky: just a dog half the time.  Try being a 

God-damned dead dog rotting on the bone—and then 

talk about running.”

“I didn't mean it like that.  I meant literally—

he'll hunt us down.”

“Bring him on.  If he knows how to kill me—

he's my new friend.”



“You don't want to mean that, Blake.  Think 

of what I'm saying.”

“I've tried—to put a brighter side on my mess

—but it's different.”

“I know …  I understand.  But if Gavin dies

—you may yet live.”

Blake stopped, turning Devin toward him—

looking--unblinking.

“Are you telling me you think if he's dead 

our curses may lift?”

Devin slowly nodded.  He did not want to get 

his old friend's hopes up—but it was time Blake got 

some glimmer of a future for a change.

They sauntered onto a dock—to a lighthouse 

under gull and cloud.

Blake looked out at the water—visibly 

fighting back emotions.



Devin stood silently—understanding the 

man's inner struggle.

The two of them stood there for some time, 

letting it simmer.

Their situation was just a stitch in time—but 

it was everclear.

If they went forward into hiding—Gavin 

would haunt them.

But if they made their stand—and took out 

the father of their demise—then they might survive to 

live normal lives again—to take fate back.

Finally, Blake broke down, glad to be back in 

the game.  “I'm in.”

“You in?  All the way?”

“One hundred percent.”

Devin put out his hand.

Blake grabbed it, shook it.



They embraced—old friends reunited—under 

a common threat.

“Come on, let me buy you one more beer,” 

Devin encouraged.  “After all, it may be our last.  

We'll do some liquid courage and plan it.”

“No—I've got a better idea …  Finest rye in 

New London.”

Devin went to wave the idea away—but then 

thought better of it.  If he was going to be facing 

Gavin soon—it was better to loosen the Wulf.

So they found themselves back at the 

Cathouse.  Lisa LaSalle had gotten off her shift by 

now.  She was sitting at the end of the bar, sucking 

fizzy through a straw.  She smiled when she looked 

up into Devin's eyes.

He smiled.  Blake slapped him on the back.  

“He's in now.”

They drank whiskeys and the three of them 

got along fine.



A crowd was in, roaring to the finals—so 

they retreated.

They regrouped in the far corner—in order to 

hear better.

It was then that Devin began to feel a bit 

dizzy and sloppy.

Blake started talking about Gavin—in a 

cryptic way, so that Lisa would not take alarm at their 

situation.  “Do you think Gavin will find us?”

“Probably.”

“Who?”

“Just our friend … supposed to meet us for a 

drink later.”

“I lost him--in traffic … But he's got a way 

of showing up.”

“He's got no cell?” Lisa inquired.



“No—but he has a crystal ball,” Devin said

—words piercing his filter, for the alcohol was 

whetting his tongue.

Everyone fell into an awkward silence.  Lisa 

assumed it was some kind of inside joke and just 

shrugged it off.

“So anyway—what does he do?”

“He's … in sales,” Blake invented.

“He's Death come hither,” Devin drawled.

Lisa laughed.  She sensed another puzzle-

joke.

“What do you think we should do—to 

surprise him?”

“Oh … is it his birthday?  What is the 

occasion?”

“Yes—it's his birthday.  We should hide 

first.”



“I've got an idea,” Lisa said—smiling 

demurely.

Devin felt her toes trail up his leg.  He 

choked.

“You okay buddy,” Blake asked—now 

downing.

Devin wanted to push her foot away—but did 

not.

“Brewster & Blacklamb Fight School is 

downstairs—I know the owners.  It's open right now

—nobody in there.  Just office hours.”

Blake's eyebrows raised.  “What are you 

suggesting LaSalle?”

“I could tell him to meet you down there.  

There's some great art on the walls—and I'm sure you 

can find somewhere to jump out from.”

“How creative of you,” Blake said, playing 

with the idea.



“Not good,” Devin responded, shaking his 

head.  “Too tight.”

“You mean time-wise?” Lisa said.  “We can 

go right down.”

“You don't think we can ambush him 

properly underground?”

Devin looked fresh yet grave.  It might have 

been the drink.

There were too many variables to tell where 

was best to corner Gavin—but he could now smell 

him nearby--perhaps only a dozen blocks off--so it 

was time to decide, now or never, how to take 

advantage of their lead.

“Okay—let's do it,” Devin finally said.  “You 

send him down.”

Lisa took them down, introduced them to 

Katy-Sun Blacklamb.



“Sure, friends of LaSalle are friends of 

mine,” she said.  “I'll just be in the back doing the 

books.  If you need anything just holler okay?”

“We'll try to keep it down,” Devin said dryly. 

“Whatever you do—don't come out until we knock 

on your door—or you might ruin it.”

Katy-Sun looked momentarily perturbed by 

the inconvenience—but then smirked and walked 

away.  She was always so exhausted from work-outs 

she had no time for negativity.  She bright-sided it 

most of the time.  

“Oh,” she said, turning back.  “My partner, 

Terry, might spoil it for you ...  He's not supposed to 

be back—but he did leave his laptop here.”

Blake nodded.  “We'll watch out for him.  

Thanks for everything.”

“So what does your friend look like?  So I 

know,” LaSalle asked.



“He's unmistakable—tall, dark coat—

sometimes with a low hat.”

“Long gray hair,” Blake supplemented.  

“With a dark glass eye.”

“Sounds just like my ex's dad,” she intoned.  

“I'll tell him you came down to check out the art.  

Here's the lights, in case you want to shut off.”

But she would never see Gavin—who could 

sense Devin and Blake in a general way without even 

looking in his Orbring.  When he arrived at 

Middleton Cathouse—he was able to tell from their 

energy signatures that they were underground—and 

so he made his way straight to the stairs.

In the meantime, Devin and Blake sat in near 

darkness.



Devin had jammed the back-door with a 

chair so Katy-Sun would not coming rushing into 

danger once the deadly raucous started.

The four wall mirrors made the gym most 

mysterious.

Lights from under the doors flashed off eyes 

into infinity.

They could hear the din of bar patrons 

overhead—muffled.

They sat back to back—brothers in the bond

—on high alert.

“I can smell him,” Devin said.  “He's almost 

here upon us.”

A heavy crimson curtain hung against the 

wall nigh Devin.

“I've got an idea,” he said.  “When it's time, 

you hide there.”



Blake shook his head.  “With my luck, he'll 

kill you outright.”

Devin frowned.  “Have more faith my friend, 

he will hold off.”

“No …  I'm the real undead one here—

besides—I have been out of this battle for so long—

its time I settled the score and pulled my weight.”

“Are you sure?  I think it is better that one of 

us lies in wait.”

“Yes, I'm sure.  I'm a zombie, remember?  

He's just a geezer.”

“Never underestimate him.  He seizes every 

weak window.”

“I know—I know.  Trust me—I have learned 

what I can do.”

“Then good luck to you—brother.  Gavin 

will die tonight.”



“Forgive us,” Blake said—closing his eyes—

cross-legged.

“It can be the hardest thing to do—but it 

stays our judgment.”

“This is true,” Devin agreed.  “But it also 

dulls the defenses.”

Just then, they heard a creaking--as the 

upstairs door opened.

Meanwhile, Seth was making his way 

through the bar upstairs—when he bumped into 

LaSalle.  Grabbing her elbow, he pulled her aside, to 

a phone bay, behind a bank of spider-plants.  

“What do you want?” Lisa hissed.  

“Look—hun …  I want to make it up to you.”

“Promises—promises …  All you want is 

sex.”



“No—babe--I'm serious this time.  All the 

way in.”

“What would this be?  The third time I took 

you back.”

He nodded reluctantly—bowing down.  “I'm 

sorry.”

“You should be,” she said, starting to walk 

away.

“But wait,” he said—and she gratefully 

stopped.

She wanted him still—but could not show it.

“Do you know where I go to get 

downstairs?”

She frowned—expecting a romantic 

embrace.

“The restrooms are over there,” she 

squeaked.

“No—I need to get down to the fight school.”



She looked confused.  “Why go down 

there?”

“It's nothing.  Just some business to discuss.”

Lisa grew concerned.  Seth was acting weird.

“But there's a reception happening right 

now.”

Seth winced, looking lost.  “Maybe I will 

sit.”

So he sat and Lisa promised to say something 

the moment she saw the party re-emerge from the 

basement—when it was clear to go down.

He tapped his golden bat-ring on the polished 

bar—took a menu and browsed for steaks.  He was 

famished—and they had some juicy ones.

Down below--Devin swiftly slid in behind 

the red curtain.



Blake left his eyes closed.  He could hear the 

footfalls solely.

For the first time in so many months he was 

stone cold sober.

He closed his bony hands—his only weapons

—all he needed.

Every step echoed as Gavin descended into 

the fight school.

Devin stood stiffly behind the curtain—

silencing his mind.

Gavin stepped into the room—heels clicking 

across hardwood.  Their souls had grown extremely 

quiet all of a sudden—and so he was not certain 

where down there they might be hiding.  He was 

blind for once.

Then Blake set upon him in a sudden fury—

hard for justice.



Gavin reeled—but then quickly steeled 

himself for survival.

He struck Blake, back-handing him to the 

side—but the zombie came on strong again—

gnashing into Gavin's shoudler—growling.

Gavin growled back.  They were primal to 

the core—corporal in their open punishment of each 

other—momentarily free of all sin—simply 

immersed in the moment, intent on the swift murder 

of the other.

Blake clung Gavin in close—keeping his 

dirty nails and famished teeth slicing up the old man's 

exposed flanks and flashes of flesh—until Gavin 

blasted the undead monster back with a Forthworld 

pulse.

They circled each other than, each teetering 

at times—already weakened by the will of the other

—each knowing vulnerability would be their 

downfall if they let it show on their face—each 



seething with a need to end the challenge for once 

and forever—to see who was stronger.

But when Gavin sensed movement behind 

the curtain—he immediately sensed an ambush, 

detecting Devin's signature—and so he cast 

symphonik cataclysmika—which would give him a 

running chance of escape.

Upstairs, it began as just a shudder 

underneath.

“See something you feel like?” Lisa asked 

Seth.

“Kind of--but she always makes a fuss,” he 

said.

She smiled and winked.  “It's more fun that 

way.”

“There's a meal for every man.  I'll take 

steak.”



More rumbling erupted from below—leading 

LaSalle to think they were moving some equipment 

around for some reason.

“What's going on down there?” Seth 

inquired.

“I'm not sure.  They were having a reunion/”

“Sounds like a party.  I wonder if there's 

cake.”

“So tell me more about your Blacklamb 

business.”

“I found a new way forward—a calling to 

purity.”

“How so?  Last time we talked—you were a 

terror.”

“I was lost.  Now I know, my life has a 

purpose.”

“What do you mean?  You're being awfully 

vague.”



“Just that, my skills can be put to better use 

now.”

“So what does it all entail?  What do you 

have to do?”

“Only make some collections, friendly office 

visits.”  

“Sounds rather strange, I'll have to learn 

more later.”

“If you want, we can give this another try—

I'm ready.”

“Seth—you have the absolute worst timing in 

the world.”

Seth sighed.  “I'll take that as a maybe.  I 

deserve that.”

The floorboards started going haywire—and 

the patrons of Cathouse jumped to their feet—

everybody frozen before the storm.



Below, Blake stumbled over splintering 

floorboards.

Devin dashed out from behind the curtain—

but the rafters were already shaking like branches in a 

hurricane—and he could barely make his way across 

the room.  Gavin dashed just ahead of the destruction

—as Devin and Blake struggled to find their bearings

—and their only escape remained running full into 

the chaos—charging across reality's rippling fabric.  

Each of them was torn from this dimension—

each transported into Forthworld where they 

stumbled about blindly—until ultimately shifting 

back into the third dimension once more—only to 

find the ceiling still coming down on them.  They 

both bolted for the stairs—but Blake was quickly 

buried in rubble—while Devin barely scraped free—

escaping.



Cathouse continued shaking itself down ever 

faster.

It felt like a stormquake was churning up 

from below.

LaSalle stumbled behind the bar—losing her 

balance.

Seth lost control and felt a dark energy flow 

through him.

He formed into Dragun and stormed about 

the madhouse.

Grabbing a beam for support—he squinted 

into the blur.

When he saw Gavin step out from downstairs 

he cried out.

He could not believe it was him—his 

indefatigable hunter.

The old man did not yet see him—as the 

quake continued.



Seth flew across to pounce on him—but the 

floor blew up.

Gavin was thrown wide by his own 

symphonik cataclysmik.

The two recovered and turned to face one 

another square on.

Gavin was distracted—because he knew he 

had to get away.

This symphonik cataclysmik would not spare 

him if he stayed.  It would blow out in concentric 

circles until the whole block was destroyed.  

Gavin turned to break outside—but Seth 

breathed fire after him. 

Gavin jumped through a window—braving a 

shower of glass.

Seth tried again to fly after him—but another 

round rocked.



He braced against the bar—where he saw 

Lisa lying behind it.

He grabbed her and made fast for the front 

door—for freedom.

Gavin made a bee-line for Main Square.  He 

was guessing that would be far enough to outstrip this 

curse of havoc that he had just planted—but he could 

not be entirely sure.  He had never lit the big one 

before.

Seth marched with LaSalle away from the 

chaos—toward shelter. When Devin reached the 

main level--Cathouse was shaking, but not like he 

usually knew it—under the bass of a good band—but 

because Gavin had unleashed some unholy tectonic 

shift beneath them—tearing it all up.

There was no telling when the symphony of 

entropy would end.

Outside he spotted Seth helping LaSalle 

toward Second Street.



Everything was quickly collapsing at an 

exponentially faster rate.



x. Go Hard Into Night

Barb blasted through the heavy fog toward 

Motel Paradise.  

Her P.I. J.J. Sledge had finally phoned—

reporting he was in hot pursuit of Devin as they 

spoke—having just picked up a lead again. 

He told her that Devin was following some 

girl down to Motel Paradise—and there was some 

sort of stand-off--with some gunplay involved.

Barb had not hesitated to pick up her keys 

and bolt for the door.

Sledge went on to say he had a hot clue 

Devin had headed home.

The last words she ever heard from him 

were: “We better meet.”



Then the phone went dead—and she drove, 

praying Sledge lived.

When she got there—she pulled up behind 

his sedan—parking.

Somebody was sitting in the driver seat.  She 

watched it a minute.

She was certain it was Sledge.  His floppy 

hat gave him away.

But when she walked up—she screamed for 

he was shot dead.

A single line of blood ran down from his 

forehead where he got it.

She winced to look—and then had to step 

away before she puked.

What was she going to do? she wondered.  

She did not know if Devin was in trouble or cheating 

on her—but she knew if she found him with another 

woman she would kill him.  If he was in some other 



kind of trouble, then she would save day and tackle 

whatever came with that wild-card.  Barb was a wild-

card.  Ever since the four's fated accident that day so 

long ago, she had become a trainer to the stars elite 

and super athletes—a shrewd and cunning business 

woman—and also a shadow member of the Ratyard 

Anarchists—a local heavy metal band.  She 

consumed challenges with a high-burning fuel—

harvested a success that spread like wildfire—

savored victory for its taste—and did her best to live 

out her days proud and brave.

But despite all that outward passion—her 

inner terrains were overgrown—and she was a lost 

soul—lonely and alone—gone from goodness.

Secretly she desired to be nice again—to be 

pious and innocent—to sew love not dissent—make 

barter not war—but that was a ticket to die.



Every night she went to sleep watching the 

Payne fly up at them—just before impact—just 

before the point when all they knew changed.

Underwater, she had felt a force calling her—

a distant echo of herself returning to her—and for the 

first time since forever she felt alive.

Even as the water threatened to drown her 

down there forever--she surged in excitement on the 

edge of existence—loving every minute of it, in a 

perverse way--for every instant was precious, unlike 

everything prior.  

She drove slowly back to the city—

constantly checking behind.

No one was following her—but she could not 

be too careful now.

When she made it into town, however, she 

noticed someone had been very far behind her—but 

close enough to track her.  She had spotted its 



headlights twice, but even now tried to tell herself it 

was nothing—just a car.

Still, to be safe, she pulled some fancy 

wheeling and rounded about to end up behind the 

mystery tail—only to discover to her dumbfounded 

surprise it was Gavin.  She would never forget his 

plate read: DARK1RISES.  She had asked him what 

it meant once—when he simply replied that the eyes 

were the windows to the soul.  He was always just a 

quirky, cryptic old man to her, before the accident.  

She could never have suspected him crazy.

But now she knew he was mad.  Seeing him 

again unsettled her.  

She tried to decide whether to pull over or go 

on following him.

She had thought he was gone forever—

finally settling on spending the rest of his life a little 

more quietly—but here he was nine months later 



back again—and he could be up to no good.  She 

fetched every chill wit.

She decided to follow him—wondering if he 

had done in Devin.

She tried not to slip and think that way—

staying steely-minded.

She pulled in front of Cathouse, slunk down 

in her seat real low.

She watched Gavin walk in—fidgeting in her 

seat--unsure now.

She did not know whether it was better to run 

or to rage right in.

She looked at her phone—and there was a 

message from Devin.

Her heart all but popped.  She jumped around 

in her seat fumbling with the phone to punch it up 

and read the message—tears blurring vision.



Love you always, Devin, it read—as if a final 

good-bye.

The whole block started vibrating.  Barb 

looked up to see Cathouse coming down.  After a few 

very long minutes of calamity and chaos—Gavin 

finally reappeared from the pub—and Barb left her 

car to follow.

She could hardly walk in the tremors.  She 

stayed aloof.

Meanwhile, deep underground, Blake 

counted the seconds—still undead under the heavy 

rubble that had now entombed him.

The darkness was defeating his will to bear 

the pain.

The silence was destroying his resolve to 

seek escape.



Only his newly burning desire to live for 

freedom again—only the rebirth of his long dormant 

self-respect—now kept him going on.

He tried to picture a place far away—a beach 

with a straw hut and some salty waves a meter high

—patiently meting out the minutes.

Eventually, rescue workers would find him, if 

he held out.

He let his mind wander to every pleasurable 

memory—and when he was finally released from 

under the rubble—he would kill Gavin.

Gavin strode through Main Square.  People 

were everywhere—more crowds than usual.  Bauble 

and confection stands lined the south side—and to 

the west there was a row of circus game tents.  Then 

it dawned on him: this was New London Fair.  

During the Season of Starshowers in October, starting 

on the full moon and ending on Halloween, the city 



held a festival of the stars, celebrating everything 

celestial.  Then at the end of the fortnight of 

festivities—the homage to the universe climaxed in 

New London Masquerade—a frenzied day-long delve 

into heady dance and trance-inducing music—where 

everybody donned masks symbolizing the 

Unconscious.

Everything was settled here—but some 

people were spreading out warning everybody that an 

earthquake had struck nearby.  Sirens of cop and 

ambulance blared behind the Fair music—still most 

people were unstirred.

Gavin marveled at human nature which was 

so much like cattle.  He could not conceive of a day 

that they rose up out of their soulless stupors and 

ascended to the Consciousness.  They were too lost—

he thought—but every-time he did, he felt guilty—

for he knew in truth he was just being insecure.



He went over to a costume hut and talked to 

the merchant about his wares.  He had operated 

Masquerades with Devin for so long—it had infected 

him—become part of his meaning in life—despite its 

simplicity.  He loved the design aspects—really 

enjoyed helping people hide themselves.

Then he saw an outfit he himself had sewn—

which must have been put back into circulation by 

someone, given a second life.  It was a red demon 

suit.  He bought it and then made his way to check 

into a room overlooking Main Square.  This was the 

perfect time and place to make his stand.  He knew 

Devin would track him down by scent—and Barb 

would follow.

He had seen Barb in her car—but opted not 

to kill her yet.  He sensed she may become useful if 

Devin did not die easily.  



As for Seth—he would wait and see.  The 

Dragun would die again—in good time—and this 

time it would be for good.

He sat in the cushioned seat by the window, 

looking down at the Fair.  The headline on the 

complimentary newspaper read: New London 

Masquerade 2012!  Comet Libro to Attend!!!  

He poured the gourmet coffee that was 

freshly brewed for him—and sampled the chocolate.  

He flicked on the tube.

'--Libro is expected to come within 20 million  

miles of Earth,' the reporter rattled.  'Cosmologists, 

geologists—oceanographers—all say the signs that 

the Ancients said we'd see are here.'  

'Of course, this comes in perfect timing with 

Sunfair Fortnight, when a solar eclipse will take 

place on the 31stt.



'So if superstitious,' the man tittered, trying 

on a foil hat.  'Keep your eyes on the skies,' he said—

eyes casting up.

 Gavin shut it off.  He had heard enough.  

The world was coming apart at the seams—which 

made his personal path of redemption all the more 

profound.  He felt it deep within his soul that he must 

finish what he had set in motion before the heavens 

fell—and his existence was judged.

He looked down to his Orbring—which was 

glowing.  Sadie's emotions were surging.  He stroked 

the ring.  “Do not fret, my dear—it will all be over 

with very soon.  Once Devin has been delivered to 

his destiny—I will release you—and your spirit will 

dissipate into the ether with the rest.”

Devin closed his eyes and sniffed.  He could 

still smell Gavin.  He began to head across the way 

toward the scent—when he spotted Barb coming out 



of her car.  He ran over to her and they embraced.  

Tears streamed to her chin.  She could not believe it.  

She was sure that Devin was dead.

“Don't ever let me go again,” she said, 

thinking of his text.

Devin stroked Barb's hair and looked into her 

eyes.

“There is something I have to tell you—a 

secret.”

“What is it?” she said.  “I thought we shared 

it all.”

He could only shake no.  “I've lied to you,” 

he said.

He had to tell her about Sadie immediately.  

As long as there was still hope she could be saved—

he was not going to let her die just so that he could 

keep his indiscretions from the crucible of 

illumination.



“What is it?” she said.  “You know I won't 

tell.”

“It's Sadie,” he said—swallowing hard.

“Sadie?” she said—mind casting back.

“She's still alive,” he said—wincing.

“What?  What are you talking about?”

“Well—not alive.  She came back ...”

“Devin, you're not making any sense.”

“After her funeral—after we kissed.”

Barb's brow furrowed.  “She's alive?”

“Sort of … her soul is trapped here.”

“So you have been talking to her?”

He nodded gravely.  “Entire time.”

“How?  You see her in your dreams?”

“No—she walks the Earth undead.”

Barb's mouth curled up in horror.



“Remember how her family had her wrapped 

up—mummified?  Well—apparently they did it 

right.”

“My dear God—poor Sadie ...”

“She didn't want me to tell you.”

“Why?  I would have understood.”

“You don't understand,” he said.  He could 

not believe he was telling Barb all of this now—but it 

felt good to get it out.  “I love her, Barb.  In a 

different way—but more meaningful to me.”

Barb's face flushed and her hand grew 

sweaty.  Her breathing grew troubled.  She had been 

cheated on for a mummy.  Her mind raced through all 

the negative emotions—swathing through such 

tangled forests as jealousy and self-pity in an instant

—quickly coming to the hub of the matter at hand.

“I still love you,” she said—just when the 

ground stopped shaking.



Devin took her in his arms again.  He did not 

know what to say.  Such grace and forgiveness was 

hard to come by in this world.  This was why he 

loved Barb so much.  His heart was shot—so badly 

undecided.

“We have to try to save her,” he went on.  

“Gavin's got her.”

Barb lit up.  “I followed him into town.  I did 

not see Sadie.”

“He has her in his Orbring.  Her spirit is 

bound within it.”

“What are we going to do?  Gavin is too 

powerful.”

“He wants me most.  I will give myself up if 

I must.”

“No—please no, Devin.  I need you.  It's not 

worth it.”



“I have no choice, Barb.  I did this to Sadie—

because he's using her to get to me—so it's my 

responsibility to see to it that she's saved.”

“Let me make a few calls first,” Barb said.  

“I have friends.”

“I cannot hold on much longer.  Moon is still 

full up there.”

“They work fast—just give me a chance.  I 

can call a hit.”

Devin looked unconvinced.  He was getting 

fever chills now—which told him he was going to 

lose it to the beast for awhile soon.  It would be his 

only chance against Gavin—while the window of 

opportunity waited--before the satellite began to 

wane—and he lost strength again.

They caught a cab away from Cathouse—

headed back to Barb's to prepare for a showdown.  

By bullet or brawn, Gavin would soon get it.



xi. Full Cold Blood

Seth flew LaSalle back to her apartment—

landing them on her balcony, which she always left 

unlocked.

Once the door shut behind them—and he set 

her down--she turned to him and said: “What 

happened to us?”

He did not blink—eyes coldly fixed on her 

breathing.

After a long pause, he said: “I became a 

monster.” 

“That is just an excuse, like all the other 

lies.”

“No—I mean literally.  I am victim to a 

curse.”



“Oh, please—for once in your life Seth—

take responsibility for your own actions.  One day we 

were famous to each other—then the next I was 

waking up alone, wondering where you disappeared.”

“This is just like you,” Seth retorted.  

“Always jumping to conclusions—never hearing me 

out, even edgewise—so ready to blame.

“So ready because I've heard it all before.  

Nothing's new.”

“It's not like that,” Seth said, suddenly 

growing angry.

He started to lose control of his form—

turning Dragun.

Lisa began to back away—and he saw 

himself in her eyes.

“Lisa … wait!” he exclaimed.  “I can explain

—it's still me!”



She turned out onto the balcony—but he had 

her in his arms.

He pulled her back in—embracing her—eye-

to-eye with her.

Then she saw it was really him—and they 

began to make love.

She felt as if a mesmerism were washing 

over her—in his gaze.

He hovered between Dragun and human for 

some time afterward.

They fell into an enraptured entanglement 

upon the bed—moaning.

She could see nothing but Seth now—even 

with him under scale.

She disbelieved her own eyes when wings 

erupted from his back.

She denied her own mind when his eyes 

slitted to a pitted black.



All she cared about was that he was back for 

her—wanting her.

“Oh Seth, it's been so long …  I've thought 

about you everyday.”

“Lisa, I dreamed of us …  I just could not 

come to show myself.”

“Why?  I would have loved you if you just 

told me how you felt.”

“It gets more complicated …  Death is on my 

heels everyday.”

“But I would rather die at your side--than 

live without you Seth.”

“I will remember now--I promise.  We'll 

never part again Lise.”

“Good to hear--sweetheart.  You don't know 

how very good it is.”

Seth then went full cold blood—spread his 

wings wide—in love.



He descended upon her—pushing her back 

onto the bed—in lust.

She let him have her in every way—for once 

seeing his scales in living color—finally allowing 

herself to take in what he had become—to see him 

for the thing that had overcome him—and to want 

him more for it.



xii. No Duel So Destined

Gavin watched them in the sheen of his 

Orbring, onlooking from his hotel room, remote-

viewing their lustful union with a biding jealous ire.

Afterward, they began planning an exodus 

from New London.  They set their sights on Old York

—hoping to slip into obscurity and live out their love 

alone.  Gavin listened to all of this with a relish—

now sadistically looking forward to seeing them 

perish—one-by-one—to cleanse his sorry soul.

Then when Seth stepped out to fetch some 

supplies from across the street—Gavin possessed a 

bum—inspiriting him with supernatural strength--

who entered through the door left unlocked by Seth.  

The bearded, disheveled man, moved in swiftly on 

LaSalle--overpowering--pinning her down on the 



bed, before she could spin or duck away—choking 

her dead.

Seth returned and his heart stopped.  He was 

not sure it would start again as he stared at his love 

lying lifeless in the bed.  His mind raced to interpret 

the site logically, for he had only been gone fifteen 

minutes.  The window was open—and a breeze 

outside whipped about an old clothesline—but there 

was no other sign of the intruder.  Someone had 

murdered her.

He kept walking back in forth—frantic—

frozen in the moments—frightened—reeling in 

regret.  He wished he had not left her for a second.

He started to cry—then began blubbering—

dropping on his knees bed-side—grabbing her dead 

hand—holding it to his cheek—kissing it.

He crawled into bed with her and just lay 

there—will failing him.



He could not conceive of going on.  The gig 

was up—the game was played out.  He had done his 

best in life—but the greatest thing ever to happen to 

him had now vanished into thin air—and his luck had 

all dried up.

Watching all of this in his Orbring, Gavin 

grinned wickedly.

Now Seth would come to him.  All he had to 

do was wait.



xiii. Better Dead Than Alone

Barb unlocked her office.  She pulled Devin 

into her arms, so glad to have him back.  The past 

forty-eight hours had been hard on her.

Now all she wanted was to hold him and 

forget.  But she knew they would soon have to deal 

with the fact that Gavin was on the loose.

Devin lost himself in her lips—lingered long 

on her taut curves.  He swam away in elation--

warmth emanating from her strong embrace.

They pulled each other down while stripping 

to their skivvies.  

But they were not alone.  Gavin espied their 

union just as with Seth and LaSalle.  Through the 

dark power of his Orbring, he mesmerized some of 



the security detail down in the lobby, mobilizing 

them up the elevator.

When the knock came at the door—Devin 

and Barb were just climaxing on the floor--and could 

not stop.  But then the door was kicked down and 

they were forced to break it off.  Devin scrambled for 

his pants, unwilling to die in his briefs.  Barb dove 

behind her desk, seeking out her gun.  Seconds later, 

the security appeared in the doorway--with eyes 

closed, yet clearly they could see.  They held guns 

out, fingers throbbing to fire.

Devin shook off his fear, opting to rage 

instead of run—and even though the full moon was 

beginning to wane outside—they were in New 

London now—so he could still much more easily 

bring on the Wulf.

The security saw him shift to the beast—and 

so they opened up their rounds on him—but he dove 

to the side, only catching a few shots grazing off his 



back—before he was able to flank and skewer the 

closest guard with one razor-clawed right-hand—then 

rip off the guard's face with the other.

The second guard spun to adjust his target—

matching Devin's supernatural speed with his own 

gift from Gavin--a sonic mind-field.

Gavin watched the events unfold with an 

electric command.  He did not want Devin to die yet

—so he stayed the guard's trigger finger—even when 

the security had Devin outmatched—and he was all 

but dead.

Instead, Gavin had the armed suit turn and 

run—putting Devin in pursuit—leaving Barb by 

herself--who had her gun loaded now—ready to die.  

She tried to ignore the faceless guard who lay 

writhing in the corner.

Gavin closed his eyes, scanning the other 

offices on the level, looking for some body capable of 

being overtaken and turned loose on Barb.



Meanwhile, Devin overtook the guard at the 

end of the hallway—but the suit smashed through the 

window, careening out over the alley.

He landed on the roof of the far building—

displaying incredible dexterity and uncanny speed—

delivering Devin a challenging chase.

But Devin was not going to let this one get 

away—otherwise he well knew Gavin would send 

another and another until he was done.

He sprang and leapt—scaled and soared—

sprinted and lunged—as the security guard continued 

to defy capture, putting space between them when 

Wulf was close—letting Devin catch up when he had 

fallen far.

But back at the office building, Gavin had the 

maid on duty rush to Barb's office.  Barb almost fired 

before she realized it was the maid.  The maid fainted

—and Barb dashed over to grab her before she hit 

floor.



She lowered the maid down slowly in her 

arms—where she brushed hair back from the 

woman's face—noticing only the eyes were closed—

not realizing that they had been closed even before 

the fainting came on.

Barb put her ear on the maid's chest—hoping 

to hear that she was still breathing—when the woman 

suddenly grabbed her around the neck and started 

choking--with the vice-grip of a dead woman—

clamping hard.

Barb choked and sputtered—taken by 

surprise and suddenly finding herself at the edge of 

air—struggling to put arm's length between them.

But Barb was strong—with shoulders set so 

wide teacups balanced on them—and she was no 

stranger to wrestling—so the two of them battled in 

the throes of iron will against mindless will—until 

finally Barb broke free.



But she rolled over, still dizzy and dazed 

from the neck squeeze.

The maid meanwhile, under Gavin's 

direction, seized Barb's gun.  She yanked Barb back 

over—sitting on top of her—and before Barb could 

react, she had shoved her gun into Barb's mouth—

waiting to pull and kill.

Gavin, however, was too greedy in the melee. 

He wanted to relish Barb's death—as much as see to 

it that she did not live.   Yet this proved a weakness, 

for in the seconds he delayed—Barb's blood rushed 

back to her head—and she kneed the maid from 

behind, sending her flying overhead.

The maid splayed across the hardwood—and 

Barb flipped over, noting her gun going spinning into 

the corner—intent now on tearing this woman to 

shreds—who she guessed must be possessed.  In 

lightning fast reflection, she realized the security may 

have been under control as well.  Even as she bolted 



for the maid, collapsing upon her in a tidal weight—

she shuddered to think it was most probably Gavin 

sending these mannequin out.  Even as she pounded 

the maid in the face with her fists—in the back of her 

mind she knew this poor woman had no free will to 

her actions—and that it was Gavin who deserved this 

beating, not some desperately unlucky cleaning 

woman.  But she had no choice.  She had to finish it 

or get finished.

Afterward—she backed away in horror at her 

bloody hands.

She retreated to the hallway—and then down 

to the main level—out into the street—paranoid, 

looking everywhere for Gavin—too clouded to go 

after Devin, even if she could find him.  Her heart 

hollowed out at the thought that she was a murderer 

now.  Her guilt bottomed out at the settling 

understanding that she would never again be so 

innocent.  Her hope only highlighted the twisted 

twinges of suicide leanings—to escape reality.



What if Devin was dead? she pondered 

aghast as she shouldered her way through the throngs 

of costumed paraders and drunken revelers.

She did not want to consider it.  She knew in 

her heart that she would be better off dead than alone

—in those final trying moments.

All she could do was put one foot in front of 

the other—praying Devin came back to her soon—or 

that they woke up together tomorrow—and today 

turned out to be a dream.  The only way she found 

now to stay brave—was by promising herself, that if 

the nightmare did not end by dusk—then she would 

see to it that it ended—even if it meant she ended it.



xiv. Lead Seeds With Laughter

While Gavin set to mustering up more 

mindless drones from the masked crowds ebbing and 

flowing around Barb—Devin made a final push to 

overtake the security guard—diving him in a tackle, 

sending them both careening over the edge of the 

bank building roof they had crossed over—soaring 

over the heads of a pair of window washers who were 

toward the top floor—plummeting down far below, 

toward a cluster of circus tents set up in Main Square.

They each found a soft landing, dimpling the 

Big Top before rolling off—with people gawking at 

the pair as Devin continued after the suit.  Only after 

forcing his way through several dense throngs did he 

lose track of the guy—and standing still to take a 

sniff, he noticed some looking at him strangely.  It 

was then that he realized he was still in Wulf form—



but the majority of folk were dressed up for the 

festival—so by and large he was getting away with it.

He picked up the guard's scent and set off 

again.  He was intent on questioning the man now—

finding out what Gavin had in mind, if he would ever 

quit—and most hopefully, where he might be found.  

He pushed into Cub's Pub, where he found the man 

sitting by himself around the side in a booth.

Looking around, he saw no one else about, so 

he took the opportunity to reform his skin.  The guard 

looked confused.  He sat there staring blankly—as 

Devin cautiously approached—expecting the man to 

make a sudden move.

As it turned out, the guard had no memory of 

how he got there—or why he felt out of breath—or 

who Devin was—or why Devin was walking up.

Devin ended up reassuring the man—telling 

him it was probably just stress—and to take some 

time off from work.  He split--turning back for Barb.



The costumed crowd began converging on 

Barb, in a sadistic mob mentality—with slather 

sloshing across their cheeks—expressions wild yet 

vacant.

She could sense something foul afoot.  She 

somehow knew it was Gavin possessing the people to 

put her out of her misery—and she almost let them.

One by one the people began to close their 

eyes as they closed in.

She felt herself drowning in a sea of limbs—

but felt too weak to fight back—too defeated to do 

anything but succumb to the will of the maddening.

The masqueraders undulated—pulling her 

down to the ground—piling on top of her—and it was 

only after hearing Devin's voice that she fought back.

She began struggling again—pushing and 

yanking—biting and cursing—scratching and jabbing 

and punching and clawing—until daylight returned.



Devin fought through the maniacal festive-

goers, shouting: “Barb!  Where are you?  Barb!  

BARB!”  He eventually lucked upon her—and dove 

directly into the pit of flesh after her.  He pulled her 

free—carrying her in his arms--elbowing and 

smashing the costumed cattle away—striding out of 

the horde in a swath—desperate at the fading light of 

Barb's eyes—as she died.

By the time he made it to the far street where 

the people thinned—Barb was uttering her last words

—while touching Devin's lips.  “We were good.”

Devin started blubbering in her bosom even 

as the police raced up.

He stared vacantly into the officer's eyes, 

even as they cuffed him.

They took him to the station for questioning, 

but he was too gone.

Only revenge in the spark of his dark heart 

kept him ticking now.



Only silencing the sickness that was Gavin 

called his strength back.

Only annihilating the source of his chronic 

despair—the font of his crippling troubles—the 

master of his maze of mayhem—now sent him 

forward.

Even as they hauled him off to New London 

Psychiatric for assessment—he simply did not speak, 

nor respond—but only calculated, deep within his 

subconscious—how to shortest reach Gavin—

quickest kill him—and end it.

Then, when the officer pulled up to a red 

light a few blocks from Main Square—and a few 

revelers dressed as monsters paraded by on the 

crosswalk—something clicked inside Devin—for he 

suddenly sensed Gavin might not be too far, if he had 

manipulated the crowd that killed Barb—and so he 

made his break.



He formed to Wulf—smashed the window at 

his right—opened out into the crowds—who were too 

drunk to take much notice.  The officer cursed and 

scrambled to call for back up.  He gawked as the 

Wulf sprang toward Main Square.  He had trouble 

describing what he was seeing—just told them to 

send whoever was in the area—for Drake had 

escaped.  He got out with his gun drawn—and 

followed the thing, cautiously yet with an urgent 

sense of duty.  If the situation got ugly—and blood 

started to spill—he would feel responsible.

When Devin reached the middle of Main 

Square, he stood up tall and sniffed around—

searching every strand of odor for Gavin's trail—

moving around the way to find the right current—

increasingly sure Old Magic was here.

The skies were darkening now, as dusk 

settled in.  The stars were beginning to come out in 

spots—and the moon was present--but a swift breeze 

veiled them from the eyes for spotted intervals and 



lengthy occlusions—leaving Devin lacking the full 

powers of his feral form—except by fleeting 

scratches.

Finally, he turned, excited by a familiar whiff

—when he saw it was the officer approaching him, 

gun drawn.  The crowd broke apart.  Someone yelled: 

“Dude—gunplay!  Run!”  Then a woman shrieked 

and everyone started running in different directions.  

A few clueless, panic-filled fools even crossed in 

front of the officer—making it difficult for him to 

fire.  He kept one eye shut—squinting and praying he 

hit no one.  But then he backed off, letting go of the 

trigger—unwilling to put fear before courage and fire 

without the sureness of target.

Yet the beast was a terror to behold—and he 

also knew the longer he waited—the more he was 

allowing for the chance that it took out a passerby.

Devin knew he could handle a few bullets—

enough to get him on top of the officer and claw his 



throat out—but it was Gavin he was after.  He did not 

want to waste his time here any longer than he must.  

So he turned to go—but at the same moment, the 

officer found a clear line of sight—and took the shot.

It looked to the cop like Devin might be 

about to eat somebody—so he figured it was his last 

chance to do something.  He fired three times—and 

the Wulf fell to his knees.  It did not go all the way 

down, but faltered as blood poured down its chest.  

The officer approached, preparing to fire again.

Just then, however, Comet Libro appeared 

overhead, coursing across Mulligan's Bay—jabbing 

the night sky like a lightning rod.  The clouds seemed 

to flee at its entrance—and the crowds began looking 

up in awe—pointing it out to each other—spreading  

panic about the end of days finally come.

Everyone knew it would bring wild weather

—and perhaps more meteors and meterorites than 

were usual during the Season of Starshowers—



however, none of them were prepared for what would 

happen next.

Still on his knees—Devin stared up at Libro

—blood gushing from his mouth.  The moon was 

back in view now too—along with the canopy of 

stars—and he could feel the force surging deep 

within him—even as blood drained out.

Even as his thoughts turned black—a cosmic 

burst of new life rained out from his mind's eye—and 

he stood up again—much to the astonishment of 

lingering onlookers.  He twisted about to face the 

officer—scowling as he did.

The cop could not talk—could not move—

could not look away.  He fired again—again—and 

again—but the Wulf just walked toward him, taking 

every lead seed with laughter—healing the wounds 

up as fast as they opened.

Devin knew something new was happening 

to him now.  He felt more energized than he ever had 



before.  He looked down at his sinewy, hairy hands—

digits clawed to razor-ends—and the urge to kill soon 

took over everything.



xv. I Was Killed At Skull Ball

Sadie sat in the passenger seat, while Dev 

tried to keep his eyes on the road.  Every once in 

awhile, she reached over and touched his leg.  It was 

the only time she had actually ever touched him.  

Despite his doubts, he felt she was trying to tell him 

something.  It seemed like an important signal.

But he did not know how to react.  In the 

back seat, Seth, Blake and Barb were carrying on—

shoving each other—jabbing jokes—wrestling.

Suddenly, a car cut in front—and Dev had to 

swerve to avoid it.

He veered into the oncoming lane—but 

luckily it was clear cars.

“Guys, can you settle down back there?  I 

gotta drive you know.”



“You're going to get us killed,” Sadie 

scolded.  “Let Dev drive.”

They turned down Blackthorne, up to the 

liquor store—where Seth and Blake jumped in to 

grab some mickey's.  Seth had a seam in his Dragun 

suit where he figured he could hide them—even if 

they were searched.

“They'd have to scan me to find it in the 

lining, since my muscular scales are made of such a 

hard plastic, thanks to quality product Dev.”

“We only sell the best,” Dev said, smirking.  

He was trying to act casual about it all, but inside he 

was deathly afraid they would get caught.

He drove them onward to Skull Ball 

nevertheless.  The jeep was jumping and jostling as 

he tried to relax.  The monster crew was hipping and 

hollering as he tried to keep his heart rate steady.  But 

something else was happening to him.  The moon 

was full—and he was noticing that the suit he had 



decided to wear was growing uncomfortably hot—to 

the point where he kept fidgeting.  He unzipped the 

front and rolled down his window some more.  Sadie 

reached over and touched him again—this time 

leaving her hand there—squeezing his thigh gently.  

When he pulled up to the next red light—he glanced 

over at her—and she winked back.  It was magic to 

his innocence.  All he could do was smile awkwardly. 

“Hot,” he squeaked—immediately blushing.

She smiled.  “I know,” she said, batting her 

eyes--ever her sweet yet narcissistic self.  She always 

made a point of joking about her good looks.

No one even judged her much for it—for she 

was truly remarkable.

But now, looking at her under the traffic 

lights, with each passing car Dev thought he saw 

someone different.  The lines of her face grew dark in 

the shadows—as her eyes sparked out—but her face 

became ghoulish.



Then in the light, it was her old model visage 

of ivory perfection.

Then in the dark, it flipped back to her awful, 

blackened mask.

When the light turned green, Dev floored it, 

trying to shake it off.

He was just beginning to worry about arrival 

again—when in checking the rear-view every few 

seconds—he experienced the same phenomenon, 

seeing three faces in the backseat changing in beat 

with the headlights.

It was if their masks were flashing back to 

their human faces.  Seth's Dragun face morphed 

mortal in the strobes.  Blake's pale zombie mug 

brightened to his normal self in the oncoming lights.  

Barb's harsh Amazonian make-up washed to plain 

white features in the rise of each high-beam.



Meanwhile, back at Masquerades, Gavin was 

having a blast bartering with himself over who to kill 

first.  He had already given himself over to the 

bloodlust of revenge, convincing himself once and 

for all that Dev was the Devil—who had brought that 

plane down long ago.  He had retreated to his secret 

den—where he kept his Orbring which he used now 

to track them.

A curse of five was fell upon their heads—to 

Dev for his deed—and the other four for good 

measure—in taking sport with the darkness tonight.

His words rang out: “To each of you, I 

bequeath the burden of eternal damnation!  Foul 

Devin—in your Wulf suit so free, even on the night 

of your mother and father's demise.  I cast thee into 

oblivion with this eternal pairing to your suit.  

Pristine Sadie—in your mummy wear so unlike you

—I command it wear you!  Footballer Blake—

normally so athletic, this get-up of death does you no 

justice—and it will remain that way forever!  Pencil-



lover Barb, often harped on for your pupil's appetite

—now you will know what it is like to be the Queen 

of emptiness.  Finally—Seth so good-hearted—

sticking up for the under-dogs even when their bullies 

were your best friends—now you will know a killer's 

evil vice—and lunar bloodlust!.”

Dev parked at the far end of the lot at Skull 

Ball, in one of the last spots.  They walked up to Sir 

Gawain P.S., the five of them ready for a thrill—none 

aware this would be the last ball they ever attended 

still human.

In the years afterward, Devin ended up two 

men.  There was his former self—and then his new 

Wulf self.  At night, when the moon was fat, he 

would go on the hunt—then for the time in between, 

resort to the bottle in order to forget what he had 

done—who he had eaten.  It was a nightmare.



What started as a way to deal with his issues

—turned into a new issue altogether—for his psyche 

was splitting—as he fought with himself—struggling 

against the evil that he harbored—and the goodness 

shunned.

He never knew it was Gavin who had done 

this to the five of them—condemning them each to 

their own brand of curse for the rest of days.

Gavin had disappeared—leaving Devin alone 

to fend for himself.

All he knew was—it was changing him 

internally—causing him to think one way when he 

was full of tooth—and another when he was not.

Both Sadie and Barb knew about it—and put 

up with it—in their own ways—in those heavy years. 

Sadie let it slide—in return for true love—while Barb 

batted artful eyes about it—secretly liking the danger 

in it.



It was not an ideal situation, to say the least.  

Devin found himself living at the drink—slowly 

losing his higher self to the slaughter of thought.  He 

was always seen down at the Cathouse—often in his 

tattered old I Was Killed At Skull Ball tee—and curl-

brim New London Werewolves ball-cap.  

He risked his life every night—just to get his 

meal fix—and he knew that it was not right—but his 

guilt eventually began to fade away.

So all that was left of him—before his 

momentous intervention—was a beast of a man—

with two beauties in with him despite his burden.

He had tried attending AA, hoping the same 

advice applied to alcoholism might also help him 

with the Wulf in him—but it did not.  He found them 

to be weak—in comparison to the trauma that he was 

going through—and it never crossed his mind that 

that was precisely his problem—in the self-pity of the 



perspective that his flags always flew redder than the 

rest.

He had attempted suicide.  He had broken off 

ties with Sadie and Barb for a time.  He had gone to 

the length of removing himself entirely from society

—much like Blake and Seth both.  But the girls had 

come back for him—each in their own time—

begging he smash the flask and focus on living again. 

So he did.  It took awhile for him to get his mind 

around it—but he pushed forward even harder than 

ever before—determined to win.

He sobered up—but the Wulf was still there.  

He learned to tame it—to acclimate it to a civilized 

world—and only hunt rabbit in the brush.  Some days 

he slipped up and slid a fawn into the mix—but by 

and large he felt nearly human again next to where he 

had just been—so it was a start.

Barb, however, was only partly helpful, in 

hindsight.  The most influential voice was always 



coming from Sadie—spurring him on to find more 

self-control—encouraging his heart to come back 

from out of hiding.

So in the aftermath of it all, he always felt he 

owed Sadie the most—despite Barb's genuine 

intentions and singular interest in his success.  

Sadie had the deeper humility—due to her 

undead condition—and so she understood more fully 

what Devin was going through—as a dog.



xvi. Chased Down In Dreams

All Seth could see was Gavin's face dying in 

his mind.

All he could feel was Old Magic's breath 

failing.

All he could hear was Death's soul burning.

All he could smell were the embers of the 

man.

He would die to avenge Barb if he must.  

There was nothing left to protect now.  All he had 

was the will to murder the master of his love's loss.

Gavin sat in wait.  He skinned his knives and 

began to sharpen them on each other—as if preparing 

to skewer the roast.

His Orbring glowed in its dark brilliance.

He gazed long into it--monitoring Devin in 

Main Square—who now caught his scent—turning 



toward Central Inn. 

Then the view flashed to Seth—who was 

now flying over high above—hidden in the heavy fog 

that was rolling in—when Gavin had a wicked idea.

He could not help but grin devilishly.   

“You will kill each other to my delight.”

Seth landed on the roof of Central Inn—but 

then his senses were snatched by a familiar scent—of 

Gavin standing in the middle of Main Square.  A 

moment before, Gavin's signature had been inside 

Central Inn—but now he was down there in plain 

sight.  Seth could not make reason of it—but he had 

no time to think now.  He swooped down into the 

alleyway and stepped out into the cross-current of 

Masqueraders.  He approached Gavin--slowly but 

steadily—not wanting to ruin seed of the surprise—

nor spoil it for lack of speed.  

Meanwhile, Devin turned to smell Gavin 

where Seth approached.  He spotted his dark and 



lanky gait between the limbs—and darted to one side

—looking to circle around and attack Old Magic 

from behind—killing him finally.  

But at the last moment, Seth caught Devin's 

motion—and spun around soon enough to ward him 

off from rushing on—so the two of them ended up 

facing down the other—slowly circling in, as a crowd 

gathered round.

“You were never in the right.  Denial has 

dealt you a cruel blow.”

“I was the one hunted, you madman.  You 

were the one chasing.”

“Nonsense—you left—and I hoped that you 

would never return.”

“Then who was it that all but killed me in the 

farm-field that day?”

“What in the blazes are you saying?  Have 

you gone and lost it?”

Seth had enough of the mind games—and 

lunged toward him.



Devin dove in headfirst—claws slashing out

—gouging wings.

Seth slickly enfolded him—holding the Wulf 

tight to take a bite.

Through the contact—they could see each 

other now—for who they really were—not Gavin—

yet they fought on anyway, too caught up—each 

thinking they were seeing a mirage—not the true 

form of Gavin.

Devin struggled to break free—but the 

Dragun was quick.

Its fangs sank—venom infecting Devin with 

Dragun genes.  Any normal man, the venom would 

have killed—but being a Wulf, Devin was strong 

enough to take it in--so became part Dragun—the 

first Dragunwulf.

He broke Seth's hold—swiftly sprouting 

wings—growing scales—now third-Wulf, third-man

—third Dragun—all monstrosity.

Seth flew at him—and they spiraled upward



—air-bound for battle.

People cheered and roared—thinking it was 

all in a script.

“They must be suspended by ropes?” a man 

half-queried.

“I think it's the New London Theatre Group.  

I heard about it.”

“Nooo wayyy—that is state of the art 

hologram--dude.  Check it.”

They climbed parallel for a time—and when 

they peaked and grappled—Gavin's spell snapped.  

They saw each other—realizing their error.

But it was too late, for looking down—Seth 

saw the end.

Devin's claws were sunk in his gut.  Devin 

had finished it.

He pulled Seth's guts out—and watched the 

Dragun fall.

The crowd parted for Seth to hit the ground 

in a giant crunch.



Blood burst and spattered faces everywhere.  

Some cried out.

Seth reverted to his human form—as dead as 

any mortal gets.

Some thought it was a grand show—others 

quickly ran away.

Many took photos—not so many moved in to 

touch the thing.

“He's an actor—leave him alone.  You're 

going to ruin it!!!”

Devin's anger roared inside him.  Gavin had 

cursed him again.

He turned toward Central Inn—where a fresh 

scent emerged.

His powers were even more heightened now

—given the venom.

Back in his room, Gavin observed this—

laughing maniacally.

“Come get me, boy,” he muttered gutturally.  

“I wait fast.”



Pall flicked through the news as the Ripjoys 

began to arrive for their annual October meeting.  An 

hour ago he had happened on a breaking report about 

a man wearing a Dragun suit dueling it out with a 

werewolf in Main Square.  The reporter relayed 

speculations by witnesses that the two were out of 

their minds—acting as if they had actually become 

the costumes they wore.

Pall's heart had dropped—for he knew right 

away it was Seth—and that something had gone 

terribly wrong down at Cathouse.  He knew he 

should not have sent the boy down without help—but 

it was too late to go back now.  Still, he vowed to see 

to it that this Wulf went down hard for killing one of 

his own.

Another story, however, out-shadowed the 

first—when he found both a national news broadcast

—and then the local station again—both reporting on 

strange anomalies in the skies over major cities 



around the world—almost as if the firmament were 

being distorted by massive triangular ships.  In other 

reports, there were sightings of smaller insectoid 

ships materializing from the sky.

As the remaining Ripjoys strolled in—with 

Volatil coming in last--they all watched the reports 

intently.  The vampires knew of otherworldly entities

—and had encountered a few before—but only 

Volatil knew of the Old Age.

“There is written, in our stone tablets, of an 

ancient race of aliens that descended in ships 

invisible.  They could not be seen until they wanted 

to be—but by then it was too late—and they scorched 

our villages—scattering us far and wide underground

—for their weapons killed us in droves like mortals.”

“You think the distortions in the skies are 

ships?” Falcion prodded.

“There is more,” Pall interjected.  Volatil, 

Garr and Mavin were still outside the news of Seth's 

death.  “Our Dragun has expired—young and dead.”



“Already?” Falcion chuckled.  He was not 

the type to care of men.

“Good,” Garr inflected with relish.  “Now we 

can get back to basics.”

Mavin, Xylox and Prozon nodded in 

concurrence—as per their usual deference to Garr—

who was always outspoken--and quick to speak for 

them. 

“What happened at the Fight Club?” Volatil 

inquired gravely.

Pall slammed the table.  “Dammit, I don't 

know!  It was a Wulf!”

“Wulf where?” Lakir squeaked.  None of 

them were dog-lovers.

“On the news—he was taken down by a Wulf

—have you heard?”

Xylox began to fidget.  Ozar and Falcion fell 

especially ashen.

Volatil lifted his chin for them all to listen.  

“It's not the Ichen.”



Pall pushed back from the table—standing up 

and pacing around.

“Ichen are goat-men.  Whatever you saw was 

something else.”

Pall stopped now at the window—looking 

out at the dark city.

“What would Ichen be here for?” Garr 

growled—tired of idle.

“According to the tablets, they planted 

sixteen Orbrings here on earth, which bestowed an 

evil power upon the wearer.  They presented them to 

men of power and influence—in the aim of gaining 

control over the planet for their return.  The Orbrings 

would be handed down through elite families and 

royal lineages—never risking ending up on the 

fingers of good—for even if they did, they would 

inevitably turn that pure soul into something black 

and pliable.”

Pall suddenly remembered part of Seth's 

confession to him.  “The Dragun often spoke of an 



old sorceror—Callow I believe—who wore an 

Orbring and commanded untold power from it.  Do 

you think its related?”

Volatil closed his eyes—casting out to scan 

the city for any sign of an Orbring.  He had not been 

looking for one—but even his everyday radar was 

rarely off-guard—so he did not expect what he found. 

There was indeed a presence of an Orbring in Main 

Square.  He shook his head in disbelief.

“What is it?” Pall grilled him.  “What do you 

sense Volatil?”

“The man Callow—is dead.  But a ring 

remains on his finger.”

“Then it is one of the sixteen?  That is why 

the Ichen are here?”

“We must retrieve it,” Volatil went on.  “If 

we stand a chance.”

Pall hung his head grimly.  Seth had spoken 

in detail how Callow had hunted him so long—that 

he had often felt chased down even in his dreams.



Pall wanted justice for the boy—and 

Callow's ring for the power. 



III

Love In The End Times

xvii.  Murder In Main Square

Police and ambulance pulled into the Square. 

The area around Seth's body was cordoned off.  New 

London Masquerade was quickly coming to 

confusion—as the solar eclipse neared.  Comet Libro 

continued to spear the sky—the shooting stars fell—

and a hail of fireworks from around town began.

The Main Square light-show also started up

—leaving Sheriff Shaw scrambling on his radio to get 

someone to shut it down—but it was too late.

He kept officers positioned to keep the scene 

clear—and spread out his detectives in every 

direction, seeking sign of the now fearsome 

Dragonwulf.    

Meanwhile, Pall and the Ripjoys arrived, 



following Volatil's lead.

They narrowed in on Central Inn as well—

preparing for bloodbath.

Gavin stepped out onto his balcony—so 

solemnly facing his fate.

Devin flew up—as crowds swooned beneath

—espying the clash.

He breathed a fire-river—as Gavin threw up 

a shield of darkness—casting it from the cosmic font 

of his Orbring—so sucking the life from Sadie.

Gavin fired blue bolts from the shield—as 

Devin ducked—dodging.

Devin beat wing and soared back down—

slamming into the shield.

The black disc twisted into a vortex—

sucking him into Gavin's ring.

Floating through space—he spotted Sadie's 

unconscious body beyond.

She was in orbit around a blue sun—the wild 

nucleus of the Orbring.



He settled into spin with her—holding her 

close.  “Oh Sadie,” he said.

He closed his eyes—wishing he could stay—

never leave her side again.

But he knew he must fight—or they would 

both be forever lost to time.

Gavin hissed and cackled—satisfied he had 

them both now—locked up.

But then he heard a soft knock—and the 

hotel door was blown open.

Pall stood there with shotgun smoking.  

Volatil growled at Gavin.

Gavin held up the Orbring—concentrating its 

dark force at the vamp.

The other Ripjoys swarmed in the hallway.  

Some went up to the roof to drop down on the 

balcony behind Gavin.  His heart hammered—

knowing he was in trouble—but unsure just how 

much.  He had little experience with these blood-

drinkers.  “I sentence you—demon from Hell!!!  



Collapse into yourself!”  The black vortex worked up

—drawing on Volatil—but he was too strong.  He 

side-stepped the swirling Orbring—and slashed 

Gavin across the face.

Gavin cried out—Orbring falling dim again

—slipping harmlessly from his finger to the floor—

where it sparked and fired—but did not relight.

Gavin thrust his knives at Volatil's gut—but 

the vamp folded away—letting the next Ripjoy snake 

in and put the pressure on—pressing Gavin into a 

corner—as he slashed and stabbed—downing several 

of the Ripjoys at a time—only for them to spring 

right back up and continue wearing him down.

Meanwhile, Volatil put on Gavin's Orbring—

as Pall prepared to put scatter-shot into Gavin's face

—thus ending the wild melee--fast.   

Garr and Mavin tried to pin Gavin against the 

back wall.

But he flipped knives and skewered them—

swiftly out-skilling.



Xylox dropped from the ceiling—landing on 

Gavin's shoulders.

But Pall fired—and Gavin pulled Xylox 

around to block the bullets.

Xylox fell to the floor—as Prozon lunged 

forward—and Lakir and Mavin hissed and closed in 

on Gavin—while Pall reloaded another round.

Then Volatil raised the Orbring up—and it 

brightened once more—under new control—

releasing the old energies—including Devin and 

Sadie—who materialized in mid-fall toward the floor

—landing in two hard thuds.

Volatil began to laugh—as the power surged 

through him—and he came to understand the dark 

force Gavin had come to know for so long.

Now he realized what the other fifteen 

Orbring wearers of the world truly possessed—and 

he finally fully understood why they protected it.

Ozar and Falcion knelt down in submission 

to the dark star.



Volatil grinned wickedly—watching on as 

Gavin met his end.

Gavin ran Prozon through with his blades—

but then could not pull them loose fast enough—so 

he was forced to gun up on the remaining Ripjoys.

Lakir and Mavin jumped at him—followed 

by Ozar and Falcion.  They clawed him down to the 

floor—as Pall vied for another opening to fire.

Devin came to his senses—rolling Sadie over

—as she coughed.

“Sadie—it's me …  Are you okay?  We need 

to go … now.”

Volatil ignored them.  He was not interested 

in the Dragonwulf or the mummy.  Gavin posed the 

greatest threat—earning the quickest end.

Before Pall could open up—however—

Gavin was able to squeeze off three sure bullets—

felling Lakir, Mavin and Ozar in three swift reports.  

Pall's round then went off—and Gavin again 

managed to pull a vamp in for cover—forcing 



Falcion to take the fall—for a few minutes anyway.  

Soon they would all be up again—but not before 

Gavin had made a break for it.

Pall reloaded—but Gavin was already up and 

aiming at his head.

“It didn't have to go down like this, Pall.  We 

could have teamed up.”

“Work with the Devil himself?  I doubt my 

faith would have lasted.”

Volatil laughed heartily.  “You'll have to 

excuse the Pastor, Callow.  He does not realize that 

you and I are of the same cloth—as is he, in his 

heart.”

“Speak for yourself, vamp,” Gavin rasped—

intent on killing Pall then bolting for the balcony.  He 

knew he was no match for the Pastor's Orbring.  

But when Gavin's gun jammed—Pall spun 

around, firing at Volatil.

The lead vamp dropped—caught off guard.  



Pall knelt by his side.

He slid the Orbring off Volatil's finger—

sliding it on his own.

Gavin split for the outside—but Pall was 

soon on him—firing.

Meanwhile, Devin and Sadie were already in 

the street—running.

Gavin jumped for latticework—scaling down 

the side of the building.

Pall pulled back from firing at him—mindful 

of the crowd below.

He was not entirely against sacrificing 

innocent bystanders—but he was afraid of drawing 

too much attention now—for looking up, he saw the 

ship.

None of the Masqueraders below noticed it—

but to him, it was plain as day—distorting the sky—

sitting above all their heads waiting—silently.

He knew they would be coming for him now



—but the power was too strong—the darkness was 

too tempting to turn back.  Besides which, given that 

these Ichen were arriving all over the world--he 

grimly figured that he had little to lose by trying.  

Turning away from the menacing sight of the 

invisible Ichen ship—he retired back inside—

stepping over the Ripjoys as they rolled around and 

began to come back to power.  Volatil would be after 

him now—so there was no point in sticking around.  

He strode out into the hallway—disappearing down 

into the street and crowds—trying to blend in with 

the people.  He would make a break for the country—

head up to his old cabin—where he could practice 

with the Orbring—and hopefully learn enough how 

to use it to defend himself when the Ichen finally 

came for him.  He climbed into his black 4x4 and  

ripped out of Main Square.  Soon he would be on the 

highway and racing off.



xviii. The Art of Saving Sadie

Up above, in the Ichen ship, a Devilbilly 

responsible for monitoring the Orbring noticed it 

change hands—and tracked it heading northward.

The Hive Queen Devildoe ordered two 

scouts to break out.

She told them to follow not intercept until 

further orders.

Her telepathy surpassed them all—allowing 

complete union.

She then descended with her crew to 

investigate the scene.

They switched on their invisibility suits just 

before landing.

In the meantime, Volatil and the Ripjoys had 

all recovered.

They heard the Devilbillies land on the roof

—and laid a trap.



Volatil still commanded much power as a 

Master Vampire.

The Queendoe sent her crew in ahead of her

—and Volatil had his Ripjoys attack—while he 

remained hidden in the shadows of the room.

The Ripjoys engaged the Devilbillies in a 

raging hellstorm.

Vampire bit goat-man—goat-man clobbered 

fanged thing.

Devilbilly bashed face of vamp—vamp 

lacerated, clawing up.

Ripjoy ripped into Devilbilly flesh—

Devilbilly horn-rammed vamp into wall—pane of 

glass—onto the floor—up and over—slamming them 

down.  Devilbilly pummeled—Ripjoy punctured—

Devilbilly roared—Ripjoy hissed—and the clash 

culminated in a climax only pure chaos could conjure 

up.

Through it all—as the deadly madness 

ensued—Volatil came out of his corner—and the 



Devildoe circled around.  They eyed each other up—

sensing the presence of a worthy foe—tightly locking 

in on the tense moments.

Devin and Sadie now struggled to get 

through the throngs of the New London Masquerade.  

The solar eclipse was closing in on them now—and 

Devin could still feel his powers surging.  Sadie was 

sapped, however, from her time spent in the Orbring

—and so he picked her up and carried her into the sea 

of masked people—pushing and elbowing through 

them, in a stubborn wedge.

Gavin sensed them there then—causing a 

ripple in the crowd—and for the first time he realized 

some of his powers from the Orbring lingered.  It was 

as if they had made an impression on his natural bent

—leaving the gift of leveraged senses—and 

heightened command over effect before the cause.

He set into the masses after them.  This was 

his last chance at redemption.  Devin would finally 



meet the end of his impure existence.

“Your end is nigh, boy,” Gavin spat—so that 

Devin stopped.       

Devin set Sadie down—turning—sensing 

flight was lost.

“How do you mean—old man?  Look at me 

now—I bristle.”

“I still have the gun—thug,” he said—

waving it at him.  The crowd dispersed at the sight of 

it.  Gavin grinned—as lightning crashed from clear 

skies—and stars rained down like sheets of glittering 

satin.  The solar eclipse blazed behind him—and his 

smile cut out lines with the sun—for now everyone 

on Earth was being radiated by Libro—and the 

alignment of the galaxy was settling in on a tipping 

point.  All things cosmic were collapsing into 

singularity.

But then Sadie slipped into the crowd—and 

when Gavin aimed at her instead—the masqueraders 

panicked and ran every which way—so that total 



confusion ran over them all.  Devin took the chance 

to slip to the ground and rise up in front of Gavin—

grabbing him by the neck, raising him up aloft.

“I'm not the boy you remember, Old Magic.  

Don't you ever forget it.”

“Listen to yourself, boy.  You are so full of 

hate and spite—surrender.  Come with me—and we 

will take back the Orbring—pooling our powers.”

“Die!” Devin hissed—and started squeezing.  

“Evil old man!”

Gavin could not breathe—but in his mind he 

summoned a storm.  What blew in was beyond what 

even he could imagine.  Lightning struck the Ichen 

ship thrice—and some of the people saw the craft for 

the first time.  But then it went out again—and so the 

the others of the crowd thought the seers had lost 

their minds.  The fireworks started up again, on 

schedule, top of the hour.

Libro pierced the face of the solar eclipse just 

as it waxed full.



The Earth shook as if a nuclear sun had gone 

off deep underground.

Gavin was nearly dead—when Sadie put her 

hand on Devin's elbow.

He looked at her—and she shook her head.  

“It's just not worth it.”

Devin understood—but he could not let 

Gavin hunt them longer.

He began to crush the old man's voice-box--

until his subconscious rejected the action—and he 

tossed Gavin aside in disgust.  He wanted to kill him

—to protect Sadie from any further horror.  Saving 

her mattered more than his moral jitters over murder

—but he could not manage to force his core will. 

He took Sadie by the hand again—leading 

her toward the cabs.

They flagged one down and took it in the 

direction Old York.  

“Just get us out of here—as far away as is 

humanly possible.”



“Did you hear about the quake?” the driver 

queried—concerned.

“Just drive,” Devin said—dropping a 

hundred dollar bill up front. 

He and Sadie would be free now.  Gavin 

would not dare to hunt again—and if he did—Devin 

would sense him coming miles away.  His powers 

would fade in the days ahead—with the passing of 

the eclipse and galactic alignments—but he sensed he 

would remain Dragonwulf.  Sadie was safe.



xix. Taking Venom Back

Eventually, the Ripjoys fell back—but the 

Devilbillies were left seriously injured—and the 

vampires would very soon return—so the Devildoe 

knew it was her window to make a move on Volatil 

before his ranks were refilled.  But Volatil was on to 

her weakness—and rose up into the air as he sprang 

at her—fangs flashing, claws glancing—eyes 

piercing her mind.

She succumbed to his mesmerism then—and 

he used her to control the Devilbillies—so now they 

were a mixed pack under his command.  The 

Devildoe had underestimated the power of the terran 

fanged one—and now she had compromised the 

entire Ichen fleet.  Her heart sank—even as her mind 

bowed to Volatil's words.  Her life force faltered—

even as she gave it to him.

“Give me your Orbring,” he said sternly.



She closed her eyes and passed it over.

“Now spread out into New London.  I want 

to cover every block.  We must find Pall—and we 

must prepare for the others.”

“They will not know anything is amiss—as 

long as I am able to maintain contact with the ship's 

Hive-mind interface.”

“We must warn the vampires of the world,” 

Volatil whispered to Prozon.  “There is little time left. 

Take Lakir and Ozar—send messages to every 

channel—for we must coordinate worldwide to 

defeat the Ichen fleet.”

Then he turned to Xylox and Falcion and 

directed them to lead quarters of the Devilbillies to 

the south and north.  Kron and Mavin were sent with 

the other quarters east and west—while he and the 

Devildoe would ascend.

They walked out into the hordes of revelers

—wading out into the center—preparing to be drawn 

up high into the ship.  The people roared in applause 



as the pair rose into the sky—again deciding en mass 

it was all just a show.

Inside the ship, the Devildoe led Volatil to the 

central nervous system—where they sat in thorned 

thrones and monitored Hive-mind broadcasts.

So far, no suspicion of anything off with 

Mothership Zero Nine was heard—and so they 

plotted on toward organizing a Longtooth-Ichen War.

Meanwhile, Gavin watched them rising up 

into the air—and he deliberated on what to do—

fearful of pursuing Devin—lost for reason to life.

But then he happened upon a film crew—and 

drew their attention to the distortion in the sky—

when a crowd gathered round—with everybody 

ending up eyes fixed on the questionable visual.  

Most sensed its unexplainable nature immediately—

and turned to spread the word—so that slowly a great 

mass of folk were staring up at the strangeness—as 

the news began to grow viral.



Gavin started preaching about the end of the 

world—as a knot of Masqueraders gathered around 

him—and he explained the origins of the Ichen—and 

how they had come to rule over the wide world with 

their Orbrings.

“What can we do?” some of them called out

—some humoring him in their inebriation—some 

enthralled by his taint of verisimilitude—most happy 

to entertain a clown in the middle of a cosmic circus

—as heavens fell overhead.

Gavin went on and on about the Mothership

—and how they would all die that day—so they had 

better make amends with their makers.  He was 

loving the unshackling—of finally letting go—no 

longer chained to mortal urges—no longer subject to 

the motivations of guilt and salvation—but rather 

finally happy to admit he could not control any of it 

anymore—finally ready to release.

He soon gathered a group of fools ready for 

the aliens to come and take them away—and they all 



knelt down in a circle—chanting after Gavin in a 

demonic incantation: “Come to us, Ichen—lead us 

from ourselves.  Man is a cancer on Mother Nature—

and you have come to rid Her of Us.  Descend! Ichen 

…  Lower your ship and claim us—for we have won 

the right to die now!

“We've won the right to die!  WE'VE WON 

THE RIGHT TO DIE!”

Then with that, the ship did begin to descend, 

for Volatil was loving the drama of it—enticed by the 

chance to put an ocean of humans out of life—just by 

the flick of an eye—instructing the Devildoe to do 

just as he bid her.

Sadie was looking out her window—as they 

cruised down Carol Street—when she spotted Blake 

being released from the hospital.  He had finally been 

saved from the rubble—and to the doctor's 

astonishment he had seemed fine—despite his ashen 

complexion.  He refused as many tests he could and 



was finally discharged under instruction of checking 

back in on the morrow.

So Devin had the taxi pull over and they 

called to him—but he kept walking down the 

sidewalk—clearly hearing them, but not looking 

over.

“Blake!  You're alive!”  They rolled down the 

road alongside him for a minute—while there was no 

traffic behind.  “We're heading to Old York!  You 

should come—New London's not safe anymore!  The 

Devilbillies are coming!”

Blake stopped—glancing over.  He wondered 

what Devin was saying.

He approached the window.  “I've had a long 

day, Dev.  Now what?”

“Just get in—you don't understand.  It's not 

over.  Earth's in trouble.”

Devin got out and pointed Blake's gaze 

toward downtown—where the distortion of 

Mothership Zero Nine in the sky was more easily 



discernible.

“My God in Heaven,” he said.  “What is it 

Devin?  Did Gavin do it?”

Devin lowered brow.  He could hardly find 

the words.  “Devilbillies.”

“It's Old Magic isn't it?  He's finally gone off 

his rocker hasn't he?”   

“His powers were always in the Orbring—

one of sixteen cursed gifts from deep space.  They are 

Ichen—and they cannot be stopped.  We must go.”  

Blake rubbed his chin—thinking intently—

ever so slow to catch up.

“What do you say, Blake?” Sadie intoned.  

“Ready for a road trip?”

After a long pause, Blake shook his head no.  

“I have to stay here.”

“Why?  It's not safe.  New London's going to 

burn down Blake.”

“If it's the only thing I ever did good in this 

world—I gotta try to help.  I can't spend the rest of 



my life wondering what I could have done to save 

people.  As long as my curse lasts—I will always be 

alive—so what do I have to be afraid of?  I'm undead 

Dev.  Death would be a gift to me—and it's easily the 

least I could do—to leave here—in return for the 

hope living might yet live.” 

Sadie and Devin nodded in sincere respect—

yet grim reluctance.

They pulled away—wishing Blake the best 

of luck.  Devin could not now risk his life any longer

—because he owed it to the guarding of Sadie.

“You want to go with him don't you?” Sadie 

said as they sped off.

“I cannot—would not—could not.  We 

deserve some peace now.  What good am I to a 

doomed Earth—if robbed of my last chance to be in 

love?”

“But I would be alright,” she said—ever 

brave and deep.  “If that was what you wanted, I 

could wait with my mother—she might need me 



now.”

“She has not needed you since you died …  It 

might frighten her.”

Sadie shrugged.  “Seems like the right time 

to heal old wounds.”

Devin noddly grimly.  He directed the taxi to 

make the stop off.

“I will come straight back for you.  If it looks 

too bleak—we will continue on our way to Old York

—and your mother can come.  Once Blake sees what 

the odds are like—he'll come around.  The four of us 

will make it out.”

Sadie nodded—kissed him good-bye when 

they pulled up—and the taxi then took Devin back 

toward downtown—headed into the heart of the fray

—leaving him wondering what he was getting 

himself into—nerves on pins.

It was like taking the venom back just after it 

had been eradicted.



xx. Destroying The Motherorb

The minute Blake reached Main Square—he 

went up Skyline Tower—to getter a closer look at the 

ship in the sky.  From the restaurant level—he sat in a 

window seat—ordering a coffee quietly—watching 

the Mothership hovering down below.  He asked 

about the Skywalk he had heard about—and the 

waitress said the next group was heading out in 

fifteen minutes.  He expressed interest in joining—

and so she rushed him over to pay and hear the drill 

before stepping out.  The heights were dizzying—and 

some of the people felt sick and could not look down. 

None of them seemed to notice the ship, but Blake 

kept his eyes fixated on it—building up his 

confidence to jump when he had the opening.

Then when the instructor became 

preoccupied with calming down a woman who was 

freezing up in her tracks—Blake unbuckled his straps 



in several dexterous motions—and then leapt out 

over the ship—seeming to everyone else to have 

jumped into open space—but a moment later to 

witness him land on something solid only twenty 

meters down—when suddenly everyone on the 

Skywalk saw the Ichen Mothership—and chaos 

broke out.

Blake crawled across the top of the ship—

searching for a way in—when suddenly a hatchway 

opened up—and three Devilbillies climbed out.  His 

body on the hull had triggered a sensor.  Volatil had 

scrambled a search.

Blake dispatched the first of them—throwing 

it overboard.  The other two rammed him with their 

horns—but he twisted over backward and managed to 

hang on.  They descended upon him—lifting him up

—in order to toss him free of the ship—when he 

summoned the bottom of his strength—and gouged a 

set of eyes and booted the other in the jaw—sending 

them reeling.  He pursued the one and pounded it into 



oblivion—while the other one came up and grappled 

him from behind.  He attempted to shrug it off—but 

it was very strong.  He butted it with the back of his 

head—smashing it in the nose.  He spun, deftly 

slamming it in the chest—so it stumbled edge-ward 

and almost toppled off.

Meanwhile, Devin arrived at Main Square to 

witness massive crowds gathering around—as the 

invisible ship slowly descended.  He got out and ran 

into the throngs—slipping by a Devilbilly here and a 

Ripjoy there—careful to keep his profile low—trying 

to discover the best way forward—desperately 

scanning everywhere for some sign of Blake—who 

still struggled above.

He reached the inner circle of the swarm of 

Masqueraders—only to find Gavin there preaching to 

the people—and somehow it was not surprising.

Then the ship opened up a shutter of light 

that brightened until it pulsed and fired in sustained 



beams—drawing Gavin and his new followers up 

into the ship—with the old man cackling wildly at the 

prospect of an end nearing.   

Up inside, Volatil gave the signal to the 

Devildoe—and she commanded the ship hovered 

higher again.  He directed for Gavin and the humans 

to be held in maximum security—without light, food 

or water.. 

Below, the crowds hollered in amusement—

most of them still unaware that the spectacle was 

anything other than entertainment.  Only a handful 

had listened more intently--and begun to put it 

together that strangeness was afoot.

Once word spread, however, that there was 

no such fantastic display scheduled—and people 

began to question how holograms could seem so real

—then a paranoia and panic started to erupt—and the 

scene soon turned frantic.

Pastor Pall transited the fast lane—sure he 



was seeing Devilbillies on flying Goatsteed behind 

him—but then he would just step on it and squint his 

eyes—recklessly weaving through the lanes—

uncaring of the accidents he was causing—wholly 

distracted by the fact that he was speeding for his life.

Eventually he was entering cottage country—

when a police cruiser pulled him over—and he 

explained that he was on the way to a funeral.  The 

officer let him go—and he squirreled himself away 

into the small hamlet of Goldenwood—where he 

would make his final stand against the Ichen.

The two scouts sent by the Devildoe arrived 

shortly after him—one landing on the roof of the 

cruiser—the other dropping down in front.

The officer bolted on foot treeward—but it 

was no use, the Ichen was on him in a flash—

shredding him into a crimson carcass  in seconds.

Meanwhile, the other Ichen picked up the 

trace of Pall—and started into Goldenwood—bent on 

tracking down the Orbring for the Queen.



The two Devilbillies closed in on Blake again

—when suddenly the Mothership tipped toward 

Skyline Tower—so the three of them were sent 

tumbling toward ship's edge—none agile enough to 

catch a passing antenna or hatch-handle.  But just 

before they all met with the space below—Blake 

closed his eyes and summoned his calm.  Even in his 

chaotic pinwheel—he was able to break it down into 

parts—and somehow sense the electromagnetic 

pulses of everything around him.  It was the 

Mothership's Orbring heightening his senses—

catalyzed by his newfound and immutable will to 

outlive the Ichen.

At the last second before plummeting toward 

the streets of New London below—he focused on the 

ridge of the lip and seized it with both hands as the 

Ichen tumbled down to their deaths.  

But then, before he could pull himself up 

again—the Mothership slashed into Skyline Tower, 



gouging it badly, leaving it leaning dramatically over 

Main Square below.  

Inside the Hivemind, the Devildoe's inner 

court had organized a revolt against Volatil's mind 

control—and the vampire had suddenly found 

himself in the thick of a scuttled nest—in a fray for 

his life—outnumbered a hundred-to-one.  The 

Devildoe had run, too smart to face him first—and he 

let her go.

He fought his way out savagely—but the 

hordes of Devilbillies began to overwhelm him—and 

so in a final bid for escape, when pinned down in a 

corner—he managed to overcome the minds of the 

Mothership's navigators, using his cold, dark and 

coercive will—forcing them to abandon all sanity—

and plunge their controls—madly thrusting the 

Mothership against Skyline Tower.

It sent every Ichen onboard into a tailspin—

giving him a necessary advantage.  He lost his 

influence on the navigators, however, at the moment 



of impact—and so they were soon in control again.  

The Mothership was shortly recovered.

But before the Ichen found their bearings—

Volatil had made a hasty retreat into the ventiliation 

system.  He followed the maintenance tunnels—

heading toward the closest escape hatch.  

The Devildoe caught up to him—just when 

he opened the pressure-release—popping his head 

out into open air.

Up on top,, Volatil spotted Blake hanging 

om--as Skyline Tower tumbled toward the sea of 

Masqueraders below.

The Devildoe grabbed Volatil's leg as he 

jumped free—knowing he could summon his black 

wings and glide to safety.

But he kicked her off—gliding away on the 

air currents.  So she telepathed for her goat-steed 

Kimyra.  Mounting it--she rode after him.  

Meanwhile, Blake managed to enter the Mothership 

where the hatch remained open—and headed inward, 



into the heart of harbinger.

As Skyline Tower crashed to Earth—and 

Comet Libro sparkled, spearing the cosmos ablaze—

the Ichen Mothership shimmered in full view—for 

she had lost her cloak.  Those who were not too busy 

running for their lives saw the behemoth hovering 

above them.  Then it began to ascend toward the stars

—as a wave of meteorites struck all over town—

slicing through high-rises—crushing Churches—

obliterating overpasses and malls—apartment 

buildings and shopping complexes—bringing on 

anarchy in crushing shots of destruction.

When the eclipse snapped full—and darkness 

fell across the chaos—those who were not yet dead 

wished they were—while those who had fallen 

suffered a slow dance to the next life—lingering too 

long to see Hell rising.

It only lasted seven minutes, but New 

London changed forever.



Down below, Devin had been about to 

engage a shrinking net of Devilbillies and Ripjoys—

when the moment the Devildoe broke free of Volatil's 

neural embrace—the new allies turned enemy again.  

The Ichen and Vampires turned on each other--ripped 

and shredding at will—while Devin shrank back, 

quickly slipping away.  He knew when he was 

outmatched.  Even as Skyline Tower crashed down in 

a thunderous calamity, instantly killing thousands—

the Ichen and Vampires scrapped on in the swirling 

madness of their feral combat.

With his nightvision, Devin knew he was 

uniquely positioned to helpling those in acute distress

—and so he started to carry as many hurt humans to 

safety as he could find in the rubble.  No one 

questioned his Wulf skin.  The helpless were too 

grateful to care—and the paramedics too stunned to 

speak.

Somewhere in the middle of it all, he had this 

epiphany—that for every person he saved on that day, 



he would forgiven for one that he had killed on the 

hunt.  But then the lights came on again—when the 

eclipse ended—and the people could see once more.  

The ambulances and fire-workers continued to search 

for those who still clung on to life—arms waving—

moans deadly quiet.

Devin stalked solemnly about the fallen.  He 

found a Devilbilly dead here—and a Devilbilly dead 

there—but no Ripjoy in sight.  The Vampires had 

fared better this time—already growing resistant to 

the Ichen black venom.

He looked up, but the Mothership had 

recovered her cloak once more—just in time before 

the light had returned—and so most still had no clue 

as to what exactly had happened—although news 

reporters on scene were soon drumming it that a 

meteorite had struck the Tower.    

Meanwhile, Volatil swooped down to a 

nearby alley.  The Devildoe pursued, landing on a 

rooftop above, before jumping down.  He met her 



drop with open claws—as his Ripjoys appearing 

behind him.

She battled with them tooth in vein—claw in 

muscle—spirit in chaos—mind in blood-soaked focus

—but there were too many fangs for her hoofs and 

claws--and she fell to the Vampires.  She became the 

first Ichen Queen to die.

So Volatil's resistance to the Ichen remained 

alive and well—but he feared the Mothership 

recruiting help shortly—so the nine of them flew up 

toward the invisible craft.  But then suddenly, the 

ship went mini-nova.  The air blast blew the 

Vampires back—but did not reach the city streets 

below.  Those  rescue workers and survivors who 

remained below, watched in amazement as the sky 

light up.  Where there had been nothing a moment 

before—a nuclear blast then shook the sky before 

their eyes—despite their common disbelief.

No one would ever know how Blake Ash had 

saved their lives.



Blake had made his way through the 

maintenance system—and by following his 

heightened senses, turned inward toward the core—

the battery of the beast—where he sensed the 

Motherhip's main source of energy formed.

He accessed the final hatchway and came 

into a massive spherical chamber that housed a giant 

Orbring.  Two Ichen guards standing by spotted him 

too late.  He strong-armed them each in turn, 

thrusting them at the pulsing Motherorb.  The Ichen 

guards burst into flames, instantly vanishing.  

He paused to marvel at the Motherorb's cool 

blue aura—when suddenly two small Orbrings spat 

out of the sphere--and rolled across to rest at his feet.  

The Ichen guards' Orbrings had been rejected by the 

giant luminous.

He knelt down and collected them.  After 

admiring their power signatures for many long 

moments—he eventually put them on his two ring 



fingers—and a dark force streaked through him, 

imbuing true power.

The Motherorb started pulsing in a heart-

stopping strobe—alternating between a dark off-beat

—and a full on blinding light--so that Blake's every 

step became a chore—but being undead, he was able 

to approach the surface of the small sun without harm

—where finally, he reached out and touched it.

It consumed him—while his consciousness in 

turn took control of it.  It exploded—destroying the 

Mothership—but Blake's mind survived—rising as a 

cloud in the sky.  He was the ugly dead thing that had 

for once touched pure brilliance.  He was the pathetic 

zombie that had for once obtained a glimpse of 

perfection.  Now, he was the all-seeing force that 

hovered over New London—a protective father over 

the flock of impure mortals.  It was the antithesis to 

his flesh existence.  It was a state of fantastic 

omniscience—and supernatural sway.

But soon the energies began to fade away—



and so did Blake.  He had sacrificed his life to take 

the Mothership out—feeling a fleeting fullness for 

once in his life—saved by redemption--sated by 

nothing but a high love for humanity.    Now he was 

gone forever--but for flash just then—he had served 

the universe.

Then he woke up.  Not from a dream—but 

from a waking death.  The energies had pushed him 

to the edge of eternity—then snapped him all the way 

back to his undead form on Earth.  It was the force of 

his subconscious mind—acting in tandem with the 

power of the disintegrated Motherorb—that did not 

allow him to die—but forced him back into his husk 

of rotting flesh once more.

Devin must have been wrong, he pondered, 

when he posited Gavin's death would bring about the 

lifting of their curses.  Perhaps, he mused, their 

curses had imprinted on their minds so long now—

Gavin no longer mattered. 



He sighed, laying in the middle of Main 

Square amid a tangle of dying bodies—staring up at 

the smoking, jagged base of Skyline Tower—and the 

fading solar eclipse—and the dying star shower—and 

he began to grow sad to be alive.  The feeling that he 

had shared with the cosmos had been so sublime that 

he wanted to stay there forever—even if it meant 

losing form and feeling—but alas here he was, cursed 

to continue on—too used to not dying even if he 

willed it.  He closed his eyes and tried to forget about 

where he was—as the ambulance sirens grew closer

—and the warmth of the sun returned to his face.

Meanwhile, Gavin had managed to organize 

a  revolt.  One of the humans had grabbed the nearest 

Devibilly guard and disarmed it.  Then the rest of 

them were released—and they made their way about 

the Mothership.  But instead of leading them to 

freedom—or to victory—Gavin lead them deeper 

into the vessel---toward the Motherorb that was now 



drawing him in.  They found the chamber just as 

Blake was about to step in.  Gavin had sensed it was 

his last chance—and leaving the humans behind to 

die—and jumped in after Blake.



xxi.  Seduction Of The Dragonwulf

Devin helped as many as he could before 

returning to Sadie's mother's house—only to have the 

neighbours tell him Sadie had been dragged away to 

the hospital—after her mother had called the police 

to come pick her up.

So he raced to University Hospital snuck 

around the hallways until he found her.  The doctors 

had her buckled down.  They were unwinding her 

wrappings—shrivelling her into a carcass.  Devin 

gaped through the door—then busted it down--

rushing up to Sadie's side.  He re-wrapped her linens

—and then strode out, with her lifeless body in his 

arms—tears streaming down his face.

Outside--the SWAT team arrived—

surrounding him—but he shielded Sadie's body with 

his wings—and then he flew off into the sky—sick of 

heart.



He returned Sadie to her sarcophagus—

where her soul would be free.  He gently placed her 

body inside her coffin—kissed her forehead—lips--

and then closed the lid.  He prayed on his knees in 

love's torture—and then left.

He flew back over New London, toward 

Main Square—where he made a final scan for anyone 

in need—when swooping down he came across Blake 

in the rubble.  He noticed his friend was still 

conscious—and holding his fists up toward the sky—

two Orbrings blazing brightly—powerfully.

“Blake?  What in the Hell happened up 

there?”

Blake remained stone-faced—but finally 

blinked.

He broke into a wide grin.  “I did it,” he said.

“By God—you live!” Devin said—helping 

him up.

“I took the power back,” he said—then 

offered Devin one of the Orbrings—which began to 



seduce the Dragonwulf.

“These are dangerous.  We cannot risk it.”

“We must.  We are now Earth's only hope.”

So Devin put it on—feeling the darkness rise 

in him--and they prepared to battle Ichen and 

Vampire alike—for humankind.

But as they began to fight—something 

strange started to happen.  Wearing the Orbrings 

slowly lifted Gavin's curses on them—allowing them 

to return to human—while still retaining their 

powers.

Across the evening news, the fifteen other 

Ichen Motherships began to attack major cities 

around the world.  

Pall turned it off, unable to watch.

He heard a snap in the woods—and soon 

after, the Ichen that had been chasing him now 

stormed the cabin.  He blasted away with his shotgun

—laughing maniacally as the power of the Orbring 



pushed the bullets harder.

He strung up their bodies outside his cabin—

to show any other Devilbillies coming on what 

happened to trespassers.  He then began preparing to 

make his final stand there—and hold out for an end 

to the Ichen invasion.



xxii. Young Fivesome Moribund

Dev, Sadie, Barb, Blake and Seth passed 

security into Skull Ball with their booze undetected—

and the dance seemed to be going well, when Dev 

started to see his friend's faces distorting once more

—in the glitter-ball strobe.

He retired outside for some fresh air—and 

when the others finally bored of being there—they 

left to head up to Lover's Point.  But while crossing 

over Lion's Bridge—a mysterious dark sedan 

slammed them from behind—and coming up to their 

side started ramming them against the guard-rail.  

Afraid to stop, Dev floored the gas to get 

across the bridge—but the sedan was driven by 

Gavin's shadow—and supernaturally charged with 

the blue fires of the Orbring.  Gavin forced them off 

the bridge that day—and his sedan vanished into the 

shadows of the night—leaving no evil trace behind.



From that night forward, the four of them 

lived moribund.

Gavin would leave New London that night--

to flee his boiling guilt—and come to terms with his 

own damned existence—but destiny would one day 

bring him back, to right what he had wronged—and 

to finally set the four cursed ones that he had created 

free from their unearthly flesh and bone cages.



xxiii. Finally Near Fully Human

As more Ichen Motherships were sent to 

New London to investigate the disappearance of 

Mothership Zero Nine--Devin and Blake stood ready 

in the middle of Main Square—with Volatil and his 

Ripjoys waiting in the wings.

Devin began to feel hopeful and brave, like a 

spark of his old self—while Blake felt more 

powerfully alive than he had in quite a very long 

time.

They soon recognized how the Orbrings had 

cured their curses—and they agreed never to abuse 

the use of the power—but make it for good alone.

Three Ichen ships then appeared high above 

Main Square—and Devin and Blake's hearts raced at 

the sight—for three were two more than feared.  But 

even more followed, until seven swarmed overhead



—and they felt doomed.

So they whipped up their primal instincts—

and their Orbrings allowed them to rise up with the 

untold might of a cosmic caliber—enough to battle 

the Ichen or die trying.  Their Orbrings were making 

them Gods—everything the opposite of what Gavin's 

curses had so long ago imposed upon their fates.

During the crucible of the battle with the 

Ichen, however, Devin was suddenly struck by the 

sight of Sadie in his Orbring—begging him to join 

her.

He weakened then, hesitating, almost getting 

himself killed by an Ichen Overlord—and in the 

panic, he pulled off his Orbring—setting into freefall. 

His Dragonwulf curse then returned, however, 

allowing him to pick back up in flight under his own 

wing power.  He clasped the Orbring tightly in his 

fist.



Far off, from Forthworld, Gavin's mind 

cackled at the twist—wishing he could stay long 

enough to see the final demise of the boy--before his 

consciousness had faded completely.  But although it 

would not be so on that day--like Blake, the power 

that he had absorbed from the Motherorb would one 

day bring him back to this plane--reincarnated as a 

child—so he could once more take up his calling of 

killing Devin—and end the nightmare he had started.  

Meanwhile, just as he found himself 

surrounded by four Devilbillies--Blake was also 

suddenly captured--by a vision of himself in his 

Orbring.

He felt light-headed—and his mind flashed 

back to the drink—to the blissful ignorance of hazy 

days.  His sight began to waver—and out of 

desperation—he yanked the Orbring off—returning 

to his prior curse—back to his old zombie self.  Like 

Devin, he continued to clasp the Orbring in his fist—



unwilling to let it go completely—as he plummeted 

free of the Devilbillies—and came to clap with the 

concrete below, blowing out a crater—still alive. 

He met up with Devin by the base of Skyline 

Tower.  Together they learned that they still retained 

much power just holding the Orbrings—giving them 

some last glimmer of chance that they may yet outdo 

the Ichen.

The Ripjoys then reappeared, having decided 

to help Devin and Blake against the Devilbillies.  

There were fireworks in heaven like none had ever 

known—and when it was over—only Devin, Volatil 

and the Ripjoys remained standing in Main Square—

shredded yet victorious.

Eight other Ichen ships still remained around 

the world—and more would soon arrive in the 

months ahead—but they had bought time.

Blake, however, had not made it.  He had 

hesitated and dropped his Orbring, when once more 



pressed by Devilbillies—losing the font of his 

defenses—and then his life to the claws of a hundred 

Ichen.  Even his trace curse was not enough to keep 

him undead.  So he had finally found his one true 

wish—and left Earth at least reassured that he had 

righted his life.

But Devin and the Ripjoys persisted over the 

following days—eventually learning to concentrate 

their powers---forming a Circle of Ritual up on the 

peak of Mount Miramar--with Devin's Orbring as the 

power source—in order to Mindbend the 

Motherships to come crashing down to earth--one 

after the other—all around the world.  Many of the 

Vampires paid the price for this, succumbing to  

spontaneous combustion--purely out of psychic 

exhaustion.  But it was their unique powers, in union 

with Devin, that allowed them to win this round with 

the Ichen—to spare every Earthling a fighting 

chance.  Volatil and the remaining vampires then fled 



underground—to regroup and prepare for what would 

surely turn out to be a greater battle.

They knew that the next wave of Ichen 

would bring brimstone.

Devin soon returned to Sadie's sarophagus—

swooping down from the foggy night sky—quietly 

entering—hushed and heavy-headed.

He could not help but want to see her just 

once more.

Then when he opened up her coffin—and 

found it empty—his spirit faltered—before he felt her 

hand on his shoulder.  He spun.

She smiled.  Looking into his eyes, she 

beamed alive.

She stood naked--fully human again—healed 

by the dissolution of Gavin to the stars.  Only fleeting 



wisps of her former curse danced upon her warm and 

supple lips.  She was beautiful again—and radiant.  

“Devin ...” she said—plunging into his 

embrace.  “It's me!”

He held her—and they soared—finally 

reunited in the flesh.

Devin set his Orbring down—feeling himself 

also now return to nearly fully human.  The 

Dragonwulf only lingered in his shadow and lines. 

They consummated their love in the 

sarcophagus—as the world waited on a renewed 

onslaught of Devilbillies—and the days dipped deep.
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